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THERMAL-STRUCTURAL COMBINED LOADS
DESIGN CRITERIA STUDY
By V. Deriugin, E. W. Brogren, C. L. Jaeck, A. L. Brown, and B. E. Clingan
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington
SUMMARY
A study was made of the sensitivity of structural design weights at nine
selected locations on a high cross-range delta wing Space Shuttle orbiter vehicle.
Two groups of parameters were investigated. The first group dealt with vehicle
systems and trajectory parameters which included angles of attack and yaw, alti-
tude and atmospheric conditions. The second group included methods and criteria
for establishing the thermal and loads environments. The effects of variations
of these parameters were expressed in terms of changes in weights of structural
or thermal protection system concepts characteristic of a Space Shuttle orbiter
design.
The design concepts included radiation-cooled metallic and non-metallic
surfaces such as reusable external insulation and carbon/carbon composites,
ablators, and hot structure, resulting in fourteen study points. The parameter
perturbations were applied only for vehicle reentry, although in assessing
design criticality and defining baseline designs the entire vehicle mission was
considered. The weight sensitivity comparisons showed that the influence of
trajectory and systems parameters were generally comparable to that of method
and criteria parameters. The sensitivities to the individual parameters were
combined using a root-sum-square technique. Here.no consistent trends could be
established, possibly due to the lack of a complete data base. It was shown,
however, that over-conservatism could be reduced by using a root-sum-square
combination of effects rather than a worst-to-worst case approach. It is sug-
gested that, given adequate dispersion data, a more rigorous probabilistic tech-
nique such as the Monte Carlo method should be used for determining combined
effects and thus for defining a properly based set of design conditions.
The effects of certain reentry maneuver excursions upon metallic and REI
TPS were assessed. The results of this exercise permitted a limited evaluation
of the ability of the metallic TPS, designed for limit reentry conditions only,
to survive excursions to ultimate loads and corresponding temperatures.
An attempt was made to assess qualitatively the design reliability of the
fourteen study point designs by rating the respective design concepts in terms
of a set of estimated reliability-related characteristics.
Although all conclusions of this study were very much influenced by the
initial assumptions and were dependent on the configuration, trajectory, methods
and criteria employed, some general conclusions were reached. Therefore, as a
result of this study several recommendations for design practices and criteria
were made pertaining to thermal-structural combined loads design procedures.
INTRODUCTION
Early in 1970, NASA initiated a program to prepare structural design
criteria applicable to manned Space Shuttle vehicles. The efforts of a NASA/
industry committee formed for this purpose resulted in general and mission-
oriented criteria which were presented in NASA SP-8057, "Structural Design Cri-
teria Applicable to a Space Shuttle" in November 1970. This document is now
accepted and used by industry as a starting point and guideline for structural
design criteria. Since the initiation of work on NASA SP-8057, a new awareness
of criteria and requirements has evolved among.the Space Shuttle Phase B con-
tractors, resulting in additional design criteria documentation applicable to
particular contractor vehicle concepts and/or configurations. The criteria
thus formulated are largely based on the related experience of the particular
contractors in the field of aircraft and space and reentry vehicles. These
criteria either confirm and expand the information available in SP-8057 or
supplement that document with information developed on the basis of new and, in
some cases, tentative concepts or data.
It should be. recognized that due to the paucity of data and the as-yet
incomplete picture of possible problem areas,this process will continue until
enough of a data base can be generated in order to arrive at criteria of a qual-
ity and completeness similar to that of the structural design criteria applied
presently to modern air transportation systems.
Another task of the NASA/industry committee was the identification of impor-
tant design criteria problem areas requiring further investigation. One such
problem area is the subject of the study described in the present report dealing
with thermal-structural combined design criteria. Conceived as an analytical
investigation pointing out the leverage of various criteria .and a spectrum of
both man-independent (trajectory and systems) and man-dependent (methods and
criteria) parameters, this study attempted to develop a realization of the rela-
tive importance of various criteria design parameters and alternative analysis
methods.
The objective of the present program was to assess the effects of combined
thermal-structural loading on the design of the thermal protection system and
the hot structure of a high cross-range delta wing Space Shuttle orbiter vehicle.
The results of the study are intended to assist in establishing a rational basis
for predicting thermal and pressure environments and for determining limit and
ultimate design loads and temperatures, as expressed by design criteria and
recommended practices.
The approach taken in conducting the present study is shown in the form of
a flow chart in figure 1. In order to keep the study within limits consistent
with the intended scope, a selective approach to the amount of detail was adopted
without compromising the overall results and the ensuing conclusions. Selection
of detail was based on generally accepted preliminary design practices, previous
experience, already available data, inspection procedures using considerations
of similarity, and data comparison and extrapolation.
The study began with definition of a nominal system consisting of the
vehicle configuration and a representative nominal mission trajectory. The
vehicle was a high cross-range delta wing orbiter, the description of which
included mass property distribution and the aerodynamic characteristics.
Limit trajectories, leading to the most severe combined thermal and loads
design conditions for nine chosen locations having TPS or hot structure on the
orbiter were defined. (See Appendix A.) The limit trajectories were determined
using dispersions in trajectory and systems parameters reasonably expected
during the life of the vehicle.
Thermal and structural analyses were conducted at these nine locations, some
of which had alternate design concepts, resulting in a total of fourteen study
points. These analyses supported the definition of details and ultimately the
weights of the baseline designs at the respective study points. The analysis
and sizing operations were repeated for varying requirements arising from dif-
ferent heating and pressure prediction techniques, and varying criteria for
determination of limit and ultimate loads and temperatures. These design para-
meter perturbations led to the final designs. Having obtained the baseline
and the final designs, as well as the effects of the perturbations, relations
and comparisons were developed expressing the sensitivity of the weight of the
thermal protection system and hot primary structure designs at the selected
locations to the choice of prediction methods and the variation of criteria.
Distinction was made between weight sensitivity to dispersions that are statis-
tically or otherwise rationally predictable and sensitivity to uncertainty
factors, estimating techniques and other inexact criteria. In addition to the
weight sensitivity comparisons, differences in design reliability associated
with the different design techniques were assessed.
The detailed description of the various steps of the study is contained in
the following chapters with the computation of a sample point and other back-
ground information located in the appropriate appendices.
Some appendices were authored by the specialists responsible for the parti-
cular technical disciplines of major importance to this study. Thus, Appendix B
on loads was authored by Mr. B. E. Clingan and Mr. A. L. Brown, Appendix C on
aerothermodynamics by Mr. C. L. Jaeck, Appendix D on thermal analysis by Mr. E.
W. Brogren, and Appendix E on strength analysis by Mr. A. L. Brown.
Appendix F presents an .example of the computation procedures used to obtain
the TPS weights at the nine selected, study points. Specific reconar.ended prac-
tices and criteria to supplenent MSA SP-8057 are listed i:n Appendix G. A table
for the conversion of U.S. customary engineering units to 8-1 units is presented
in Appendix H.
SYMBOLS
b equivalent distance parameter
BL boundary layer
BMN Boeing Modified Newtonian
C chord of wing or fin
C/C carbon/carbon composite
Cj. lift coefficient
C friction coefficient
C normal force coefficient
n
C pressure coefficient
P
c specific heat
C129Y columbium alloy
D diameter of leading edge (2r )
d stiffener height
E elastic modulus
E crossflow momentum thickness ratio
EA elastic axis
F heat transfer uncertainty factor
F Spalding-Chi compressibility parameter
F Spalding-Chi compressibility parameter
f (M) Mach numbers, function
f streamline divergence parameter for crossflow pressure effects
F allowable yield compressive stress
cy
F allowable ultimate shear stress
su
F allowable yield shear stress
sy
F allowable ultimate tensile stress
tu
F allowable yield tensile stress
ty
GAC Grumman Aerospace Corporation
GD General Dynamics Corporation
G&C guidance and control
CPS cycles per second
GW gross weight
g ° acceleration of gravity
HCF hardened compacted fibers
HCR high cross range
H heat transfer coefficient
ht heat transfer
IR&D Independent Research and Development
1718 Inconel 718 alloy
i enthalpy
i stagnation (total) enthalpy
i* Eckert reference enthalpy
K flat-faced cylinder velocity gradient normalized by
corresponding hemisphere value
k thermal conductivity
L length
LCR low cross range
LE leading edge
LRA load reference axis
LSCL lower surface center line
M Mach number
MDAC McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
NAR North American Rockwell Corporation
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
n normal load factor
n.mi. nautical mile
PN phen.olic nylon
PNM phenolic nylon with microballoons
p pressure
q dynamic pressure
q heating rate
R roughness factor: radius
REI reusable external insulation
R Reynolds number at boundary layer edge
R /ft boundary layer edge unit Reynolds number
R displacement thickness Reynolds number based on edge
conditions
R momentum thickness Reynolds number based on edge
conditions
Rho-mu Boeing reference density-reference viscosity momentum
integral heat transfer prediction method
RTV room temperature vulcanizing elastomer
RZ reaction zone
r streamline divergence parameter for body geometry effects; radius
SL stagnation line
T temperature
TBD to be determined
TPS thermal protection system
t thickness; time, measured from initiation of reentry (for nominal
trajectory time is measured from 400 000 ft)
t effective thickness (thickness of a skin alone whose mass per unit
area equals average mass per unit area of the component represented
by t)
OTS ultimate factor of safety
u velocity in x direction
V vehicle relative velocity; virgin ablation material
v velocity in y direction
x surface distance in streamwise direction; longitudinal body
coordinate '
y surface distance in direction normal to vehicle axis; lateral
body coordinate
2 altitude
z vertical body coordinate
a angle of attack
8 sideslip or yaw angle
Y ratio of specific heats
A increment or difference
6 local flow deflection angle
6* boundary layer displacement thickness
E shock stand-off angle; emittance
6 boundary layer momentum thickness
6 rudder deflection angle
X sweep angle
p viscosity
p viscosity based on stagnation enthalpy and local pressure
(used in Rho-mu methods)
p mass density
0 partial Prandtl number; standard deviation
Subscripts:
aw adiabatic wall
B Body
beg beginning of transition
bl bond line
C chine
CL - centerline
cyl cylinder
e boundary layer edge
eff effective
end end of transition
eq equivalent
ext external
1 initial
int internal
L, lam laminar
LE leading edge
max maximum
miri minimum
n normal
r reference
s stiffener
T Turbulent
tr transition
w wall
x measured along or based on distance measured along the axis
z measured along the z axis
°° frees tream
NOMINAL SYSTEM DEFINITION AND CONCEPT SELECTION
The following paragraphs describe the selection of a study model intended
to represent all the features characteristic of a high cross-range delta wing
orbiter, including typical mass property distributions, aerodynamic characteris-
tics and an ensuing typical reentry trajectory. The model should also reflect
enough design realism and generality such that by analyzing only the judiciously
selected points and design concepts, meaningful comparisons and generalized con-
clusions can be made concerning the sensitivity of various designs to design
parameter perturbations and criteria.
Configuration Geometry
The Grumman G3A (internal tankage) orbiter shown in figure 2 was selected
for the study with some conceptual variations in structural arrangements adopted
from the orbiter vehicles of the Phase B Space Shuttle program contractors. The
G3A orbiter carried all fuel and oxidizer in internal body tanks, had a 40 000-
Ib payload capability and, although an early study version, was a mature, fully
reuseable vehicle concept directly comparable to the other Phase B designs of
the early 1971 time period.
The G3A vehicle is a delta wing vehicle with an approximate overall length
of 180 ft, a span of 100 ft, an overall height (gear up) of 63 ft, and a reentry
weight of 247 550 Ibs. The modified delta wing has a 60° leading edge sweep
with a trailing edge swept forward 8°, a faired wing tip and blended leading
edge fillet to reduce wing-body interaction during reentry. The 2800-sq-ft
exposed area wing has a 9-1/2% thickness ratio with maximum thickness at 35%
chord at the root and 30% chord at the tip (see fig. 2). A single 800-sq-ft
vertical fin and split rudder provide both high and low speed directional stabil-
ity and yaw control. A predominantly flat and single curvature surface body is
built up around a 16-ft-diameter, 65-ft-long cylindrical cargo compartment, twin
floating cylindrical main fuel tanks, and a single floating cylindrical main
oxidizer tank. The design was considered to have achieved a. good compromise
between volumetric efficiency, tank and structural weight, and manufacturing,
assembly, installation and maintenance costs. Floating tanks decouple the
development risks associated with large tanks and permit parallel design, fabri-
cation, and testing of critical items.
Trajectories
Figure 3 shows the nominal reentry trajectory selected for the program and
includes a comparison with the trajectories of the two Phase B contractors. The
selected trajectory was based on 'the 1962 standard atmosphere with no wind and
was used for establishing the baseline limit trajectory for the development of
design loads and heating environments. It was computed for the Grumman G3A
orbiter configuration shown in figure 2. The vehicle reentry weight was taken
as 247 550 Ibs with a reference area of 5400 ft2.
"10
The selected trajectory was chosen from a study of a group of seven 1100
nautical mile cross-range trajectories furnished by Grumman Aerospace Corporation.
Among this group the selected trajectory is an intermediate in terms of peak
heat rates, total heat load, longitudinal range, and complexity of angle of
attack programs. The altitude, velocity, angle of attack, and time data shown
in figure 3 were employed in detailed form for the analyses. Also available
in detailed digital form furnished by Grumman were bank angle, heading, flight
path angle, acceleration, range values versus time, as well as vehicle weight,
area, and aerodynamic properties.
A constant heat rate/constant drag guidance system was postulated in the
formulation of the G3A trajectory. The guidance to target was based on a con^
stant terminal drag control system. A constant heat rate phase has been incor-
porated to minimize peak heating rates. The entry interface was at 400 000 feet
altitude and initial velocity was toward the East. The entry velocity and angle
result from deorbiting from a 270-n.mi. circular orbit. The entry angle was
chosen by iteration to yield minimum heat rate for the given target. The angle
of attack was held at 50° until pull-up when it was changed to 20°. Bank angle
was modulated through the high-heating portion of the trajectory with the intent
to produce an extended period of constant heating rates, avoiding excessively
sharp heating peaks and high total heat loads. The G3A trajectory is seen in
figure 3 to lie slightly below those of the Phase B contractors for part of its
duration and therefore may be expected to yield somewhat higher TPS temperatures.
Figure 4 shows the ascent trajectory selected for this study. Like the
nominal reentry trajectory, the ascent trajectory was furnished by Grumman and
applies specifically to the G3A configuration. The figure also shows the ascent
trajectories used by the two Phase B contractors.
Although the selected reentry trajectory is more severe than the Phase B
contractor counterparts, the G3A reentry and ascent trajectories were chosen
as typical flight profiles for the purpose of this study.
Locations and Concepts
Figure 5 and table 1 summarize the locations and concepts chosen for the 9
selected study point locations. The concepts are characteristic of the most
commonly applied designs, including hot structure, composites, metallic and
nonmetallic, as well as ablator TPS. These are a typical cross section of design
techniques being considered for use on Space Shuttle Orbiter vehicles. Some
concepts would also apply to booster vehicles. Figure 6 shows the details of
the TPS and structural design concepts selected for the study. Where primary
and alternate TPS and structural concepts are indicated, the primary concept was
employed for detailed analysis and the alternate concepts were analyzed in less
detail.
Although the orbiter configuration, for the purposes of external geometry
and general structural and system arrangement, is that of the Grumman G3A vehicle,
the detailed TPS and structural concepts are not necessarily those of the G3A
orbiter. They rather reflect a hybrid design incorporating some characteristic
design approaches used by other Phase B contractors. Thus, e.g., point 2 shows
1.1
a shear wall approach used for the MDAC orbiter (ref. 1), point 3A shows REI,
point 7 uses ablators, etc. Thus, including the alternate concepts at several
point locations, a total number of 14 study points was established. The next
step was the sizing of the selected design concepts using a realistic limit
trajectory in order to arrive at a baseline to be used for comparisons with
other designs (or differently sized similar designs) obtained as a result of
the various design parameter perturbations.
Table 1. - LIST OF VEHICLE STUDY POINTS
POINT
NUMBER
1
2
3
3A
4
5
6
6A
7
7A
7B
7B1
7C
8
0
LOCATION
LOWER MID-BODY
UPPER MID-BODY SIDE
LOWER WING, MID-SEMI.
SPAN, MID-CHORD
SAME AS 3
UPPER WING, MID-SEMI-
SPAN, MID-CHORD
LOWER WING, MID-SEMI-
SPAN. L. E. BEAM LOCATION
WING LEADING EDGE
STAGNATION LINE
SAME AS 6
NOSE STAGNATION POINT
SAME AS 7
SAME AS 7
SAME AS 7
SAME AS 7
PIN SIDE, MID-SPAN,
MID-CHORD
LOWER APT-BODY
TPS OR STRUCTURAL CONCEPT
METAL HEAT SHIELD
HOT STRUCTURE
METAL HEAT SHIELD
REUSABLE EXTERNAL INSULATION
HOT STRUCTURE
METAL HE AT SHI ELD
CARBON/CARBON COMPOSITE
METAL HEAT SHIELD
CARBON/CARBON COMPOSITE
NASA SILICONE ABLATOR
PHENOLIC NYLON ABLATOR WITH
MICROBALLOONS
PHENOLIC NYLON ABLATOR
APOLLO MATERIAL ABLATOR
HOT STRUCTURE
METAL HEAT SHIELD
LIMIT TRAJECTORIES
The limit reentry trajectory shown in figures 7 and 8 from which all base-
line reentry airload and thermal environment data were developed was based on
the nominal reentry trajectory (fig. 3) and is defined as follows:
Atmospheric Properties: 1962 Standard Atmosphere (ref. 2)
Altitude: (Nominal Value) - 3000 ft.
Velocity: Nominal Value
Angle of Attack: (Nominal Value) +5°
Angle of Yaw: +5° (Nominal Value is 0)
Bank Angle: Nominal Value
The tolerances in altitude, angle of attack, and angle of yaw were based
on design trajectory dispersions used by the Space Shuttle Phase B contractors,
recommendations from Grumman personnel, and a detailed review of Boeing X-20
simulator study results. A review of these background data is given in table 2.
It was expected that some orbiter study points, especially those involving
hot primary structure may be designed by conditions other than reentry. There-
fore, the selected limit trajectory would be inadequate for designing the entire
vehicle. It was also found early in the study, that none of the study points
would experience critical heating conditions during ascent. Therefore, the
approach taken in determining loads was to use the nominal ascent trajectory
and/or other discrete vehicle design conditions in order to determine limit
loads on an individual basis rather than establishing a complete limit ascent
trajectory. This approach is described in more detail in the loads analysis
section. Additionally, in order to assess reentry maneuver capability and
vehicle tolerances, several maneuver trajectories were postulated as shown in
figure 9.
The rationale for selection of the particular limit trajectory features and
the means of their application to the orbiter study points are discussed in the
following paragraphs.
System Constraints
In addition to the usual system constraints characteristic of conventional
aircraft, the Space Shuttle is exposed to severe environmental effects resulting
in serious physical limitations requiring considerably more sophisticated tech-
niques for safe operation of such vehicles. The most important limitations
are due to a combination of elevated temperatures and structural loads which
can easily extend beyond the endurance capability of many of the advanced struc-
tural and thermal protection materials. With this in mind, the limit trajectory
was selected in such a manner that it would represent a realistic typical vehicle
flight condition, would not overload current material capability, and would not
be too severe to permit a reasonable comparison of effects of deviations and
tolerances.
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Trajectory Dispersions
The expected deviations from a nominal trajectory arise from random varia-
bles such as atmospheric properties over which the designer has no control, and
other characteristics such as guidance and control system errors determined by
the characteristics of that system. Limit trajectories for design which make
the risk of exceeding limit design acceptably small without imposing excessive
weight penalties are desired. Rational determination of limit trajectories
requires knowledge of the probability distributions of random variables, maximum
values of controllable variables, and correlations, if any, between all signifi-
cant variables. Thus, in order to establish a viable and characteristic limit
trajectory, the effects of trajectory and atmospheric dispersions at a number
of points through the critical loads and heating part of the reentry trajectory
must be examined.
In normal design practice such an examination would include extensive simu-
lator studies in order to cover all reasonable dispersions and the most critical
combinations thereof. At each design point the effects due to the combination
of mechanical loads, temperatures, temperature gradients and thermal loads would
be assessed. Each study point could be expected to have its own combination of
dispersions resulting in the most critical design condition. Since such a
detailed approach was beyond the scope of this study, it was decided to use X-20
Development Program information and the data available form the Phase B con-
tractor studies to establish reasonable trajectory dispersions.
The X-20 Development Program included simulator studies that resulted in
detailed 3 a dispersions from which were defined interrelated tolerances on
altitude, angle of attack, and yaw angle for steady state glide and a number of
transient and maneuver conditions. These analyses had the benefit of reasonably
well defined guidance and control system characteristics and detailed data on
the vehicle's dynamic and aerodynamic characteristics.
The X-20 trajectory dispersions, which incorporated detailed aerodynamic,
guidance, sensing, display, and control characteristics, were reviewed in detail
and discussed at length with personnel who participated in developing the data.
It was found that the particular guidance and control system, which employed
the pilot in the loop, reading a cathode ray tube display with overlays, had a
significant effect on trajectory dispersions. Many of the guidance and control
errors were related to characteristics of specific hardware. Because of these
facts the X-20 dispersions were not considered to be directly applicable to the
present study in any detailed manner.
A study of the Phase B contractor reports revealed that only NAR showed
evidence of some kind of dispersion analysis. The NAR results (ref. 3) expressed
aerodynamic, atmospheric, and guidance variations in terms of cross-range loss.
The more usual approach, however, to establishing a design trajectory was either
to show an envelope of trajectories (NAR, ref. 3) or to use discrete values for
dispersions applied to the nominal trajectory (GAG, ref. 8 and MDAC, ref.1).
A summary of the tolerances used by the Phase B contractors and the appro-
priate X-20 tolerances is given in table 2.
Trajectory Selection Criteria and Tolerance Application
The selection of the tolerances to be used in this study was based on past
X-20 experience and the recommendations found in the Phase B contractor and
Grumman documents. The establishment of a limit trajectory by applying toler-
ances to a defined nominal trajectory was felt to be the most practical and
meaningful approach to the present study, as opposed to the alternative, that
of fitting a most severe trajectory or trajectories within a corridor deter-
mined by TPS temperature limits. It was also recognized, that the present
approach could result in violation of allowable temperatures for certain can-
didate materials for some of the selected study concept. Thus, in addition to
sizing the basline designs, the limit trajectory influences the choice of TPS
materials or may even necessitate modification of a particular structural or
TPS concept. The tolerances used in this study and applied to the nominal
trajectory to account for trajectory dispersions are shown in table 2.
The altitude and angle of attack tolerances selected for the present limit
trajectory definition follow closely the values used by the Phase B contractors.
The recent orbiter work offers no guidance for selection of a yaw angle toler-
ance; therefore, the X-20 results formed the basis for yaw tolerance selection.
Since the nominal trajectory for the present study employs roll modulation for
longitudinal range control, and thus frequent changes in bank angle, a relatively
high yaw angle tolerance was chosen.
The stated tolerances for the present study weje intended to account for
guidance and control, aerodynamic coefficient, entry angle, wind, and vehicle
variations, but not atmospheric property variations. Deviations in atmospheric
properties from the 1962 standard, however, were included in later sensitivity
studies as separate perturbations.
An effort was made not to select extreme tolerances for the baseline limit
trajectory since it was intended that perturbations would be made in both direc-
tions. The application of limit reentry trajectory tolerances for the baseline
design to the specific study points is shown in table 3.
To satisfy the requirement for studying vehicle maneuver capability and
associated design criteria, a set of three maneuvers was postulated. These
maneuvers were not considered as part of the design limit trajectory, but as
separate perturbations in the reentry environment. A major concern was that of
defining.the maneuver to realistically yield true limit conditions without
resulting in temperatures so severe that the existing TPS design would not
survive, even on a one time basis, or that a revised design could not be made
to work.
The nominal and limit trajectories of figures 3 and 7, respectively, were
used as the bases for the maneuver excursion study. Each maneuver was essen-
tially a transfer from the limit to the nominal trajectory, with the time to
complete the transfer being the major distinction between maneuvers. The aero-
dynamic coefficient, reentry weight, and area data used in maneuver trajectory
synthesis were obtained from Grumman. A simplified point-mass computer program
was used to synthesize the maneuver histories. After initiation of the maneu-
vers the angle of attack was moduled, on the basis of an assumed realistic
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guidance law, to achieve equilibrium flight on the nominal trajectory after a
certain elapsed time. The three maneuver cases are shown graphically in figure
9. Additional maneuver data are given in table 4.
Case 1 is a minimum maneuver which, by definition, will not exceed current
baseline design loads or temperatures. It begins at 1100 seconds on the limit
trajectory and returns to the nominal trajectory in approximately 70 seconds.
The 1100 second time point was selected for maneuver initiation since that was
near the time of maximum temperature for point number 3, which was selected for
maneuver excursion analysis, and the time at which the environment has greatest
influence on the design of TPS at point 3. For this case, the orbiter was
assumed to somehow arrive at the 1100 second point on the limit trajectory with
the design angle of attack. At this point artificial constraints were removed
and the vehicle was allowed to begin to seek an equilibrium flight condition.
In the Case II maneuver the vehicle flight history began originally on the
nominal trajectory. Through an assumed realistic flight path, the vehicle
arrived at 1100 seconds at a point 3000 feet below the nominal trajectory, i.e.,
on the limit trajectory. Velocity at that point was assumed as the nominal
value. At that point a 2.4 g maneuver was initiated to return to the nominal
path. This maneuver continued through an overshoot and a -.673 g corrective
maneuver, returning to the nominal trajectory in approximately 30 seconds.
The Case III maneuver was similar to Case II except that 1.15 g's were
applied at maneuver initiation with a subsequent .063 g's overshoot recovery,
resulting in a return time to the nominal trajectory of approximately 60 seconds.
All maneuver trajectory computer simulations were carried to approximately
1200 seconds to ascertain that a match with the nominal altitude-time line had
been achieved and to permit examination of the ensuing velocities. The maneuver
trajectories were synthesized in such a manner that a return to the exact veloc-
ity history of the nominal trajectory was not possible. The execution of the
maneuver dissipated energy, resulting in a velocity deficiency, relative to
that of the nominal trajectory, when the nominal altitude-time line was reached.
This velocity deficiency, in turn, resulted in a higher required angle of attack
to maintain flight along the nominal altitude-time line.
In the Case I maneuver the excess energy dissipated by the maneuver was so
slight that the resulting final angle of attack increment above nominal was not
even detectable (see table 4). The velocity deficit became stable at 152 ft/sec
soon after completion of the maneuver and was. assumed to be constant throughout
the remainder of reentry.
The Case II maneuver resulted in a 24° angle of attack to maintain the
nominal altitude-time line from maneuver completion to 1218 seconds. At this
time (the last computer simulated time point), however, the velocity deficiency,
relative to the nominal, was still increasing (table 4). It is likely that a
continued increase would have been seen had the trajectory synthesis been carried
further. The growing velocity deficiency would eventually result in the need
for a further increase in angle of attack, leading to further velocity deficien-
cies, and so on until it would no longer be possible to follow the nominal
altitude-time line. It is seen that a severe maneuver could easily prevent
achieving the required mission range.
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Table 4; - MANEUVER EXCURSION DATA
(a) Case I Maneuver, a . = 25
r
(sec)
1098
1106
1114
1122
1130
1131
1138
1146
1150
1154
1160
1162
1170
1178
1180
1186
1190
1194
1202
1210
1218
>1218
a
(deg)
25
10
1
I
25
22
20
Normal
Load Factor
(g)
.861
.861
."853
.838
.816
.190
.189
.191
.829
.840
.723
.727
.742
.755
.666
.676
.682
.690
.705
.721
.737
—
Deviatio
Nominal Tr
AZ
(ft)
-3000
-2721
-2181
-1374
- 381
- 217
511
727
646
416
250
213
98
53
89
86
82
80
57
31
31
~0
n From
ajectory
A V
(ft/sec)
0
- 45
- 90
-133
-171
-164
-139
-105
- 72
- 89
-121
-120
-133
-147
-152
-151
-151
-151
-152
-152
-152
-152
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Table 4;-MANEUVER EXCURSION DATA (Cont)
(b) Case II Maneuver, a. = 50°
t
v^ (sec)
1098
1106
1112
1114
1122
1125
1130
1133
1138
1146
1150
1154
1162
1170
1178
1186
1194
1202
1210
1218
>1218
a
(deg)
50
1
-12
1
)
42
1
25
24
I
Normal
Load Factor
(g)
2.40
2.27
-.673
-.663
-.654
1.62
1.63
.750
.756
.766
.731
.736
.747
.759
.772
.786
.802
.817
.833
.848
•
Deviatic
Nominal Tr
A Z
(ft)
-3000
-2179
- 620
- 251
- 207
- 112
46
25
- 8
- 27
- 23
- 21
- 19
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
n From
ajecrory
A V
(ft/sec)
0
- 410
- 798
- 693
- 695
- 140
- 810
- 811
- 812
- 939
- 953
- 963
- 984
-1004
-1025
-1046
-1067
-1089
-1111
-1133
-1150
(Assumed)
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Table 4.-MANEUVER EXCURSION DATA (ContJ
(c) Case III Maneuver, « . = 31°
t
(sec)
1098
1106
1114
1120
1122
1130
1138
1141
1146
1151
1154
1162
1170
1178
1186
1194
1202
1210
1218
>1218
a
(deg)
31
\
7
29
23
1
1
21
Normal
Load Factor
(g)
1.15
1.13
1.10
.0645
.0640
.0631
. .0642
.971
.988
.746
.752
.766
.646
.657
.671
.687
.705
.725
.744
— — •
Deviatio
Nominal Tr
A Z
(ft)
-3000
-2573
-160?
- 508
- 183
737
859
610
335
195
83
- 16
- 41
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
n From
ajectory
A V
(ft/sec)
0
-104
-202
-245
-261
-212
-162
-169
-184
-212
-233
-274
-274
-274
-273
-273
-273
-274
-273
-273
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Since the computer runs were terminated after 1218 seconds, the long-term
effects of the Case II maneuver upon velocity can only be estimated. For pur-
poses of design analysis in this study, a velocity deficit somewhat greater than
the last computed value for the Case II maneuver was assumed constant through
the remainder of the trajectory. It is pointed out that the period of peak
heating was covered with accurate trajectory data and that any discrepancies
between assumed and true velocities later in the trajectory have little effect
on TPS design or survivability.
In the Case III maneuver, a 21° angle of attack (1° higher than nominal)
was required to maintain the altitude-time line after maneuver completion. The
velocity deficit was 273 ft/sec, stable after 1180 seconds, and as in Case I was
assumed to continue at this value thereafter (see table 4).
The design considerations and the assessment of the effects of the maneuver
excursions are described in later paragraphs.
Late Reentry and Transition Trajectory Definition
Data for the Grumman G3A nominal reentry trajectory, which was used as a
basis for the limit design trajectory for the current study, end at a point
2346 seconds after reentry initiation. Trajectory variables supplied by Grumman
began to deviate from a flight history useable for this study at a somewhat
earlier time, probably due to approximations in computer modeling of vehicle
characteristics at low Mach numbers.
For the purpose of thermal analysis the orbiter landing was assumed to-
occur at 3600 seconds. The particular flight path assumed between 2000 and 3600
seconds has little impact on TPS design since both positive and negative heating
rates are very low at the low velocities involved. For reentry loads on hot
structure points, however, the late reentry and transition to full lifting flight
is quite important. The maximum reentry dynamic pressure occurs during this
period and the 2.5 g to -1.0 g maximum maneuver load factor capability is imposed
during this period. Furthermore, parts of the vehicle employing hot structure
may retain high temperatures with resulting degraded structural capability dur-
ing the period when such maximum loads occur<
Thus, in order to provide a basis for hot structure load prediction it was
necessary to extend the limit trajectory well beyond the originally defined
history, and to do so realistically. For this purpose, a McDonnell Douglas
Design Transition Traj ectory was employed. It was found, that the
altitude and dynamic pressure values of this transition trajectory at a par-
ticular time early in transition closely matched the 2250 second values from
the current limit trajectory. Normal load factors at these points also closely
agreed and angle of attack histories could be faired together without difficulty.
The McDonnell Douglas trajectory includes a 2500-ft-altitude margin and so is
similar in concept to the current limit reentry trajectory. Thus, the adoption
of the MDAC transition trajectory provided all the necessary data to a time well
beyond maximum dynamic pressure and maximum load factor.
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Figures 10 and 11 show the late reentry and transition trajectory that
resulted from fairing the MDAC transition trajectory into our limit trajectory
based on the Grumman G3A nominal reentry trajectory. The fairing was done in
such a way that Mach number, dynamic pressure, altitude, and velocity are all
consistent at each time point. The fairings of load factor- and angle of attack
used to join the traces of these variables were not analyzed for compliance with
exact vehicle aerodynamic characteristics because these fairings occupy a period
when load factors are low. The maximum load factor and maximum dynamic pressure
conditions, which potentially influence the hot structure design, are entirely
from the MDAC trajectory, which was assumed to be well founded.
A final addition to the late reentry and transitional design requirement
definition was the adoption of the rule expressed in reference 8, section
8.3.6.2.1, that the 2.5 g maximum normal load factor capability from a pull out
in lifting flight be required only after the dynamic pressure has dropped below
300 Ib/ft^. (This rule was waived to permit carrying out the reentry maneuver
excursion study.) A summary of the design requirements affecting reentry loads
is included in figure 11.
Transition to airplane type flight was assumed to be completed with the
passage of the minimum angle of attack condition at approximately 2325 seconds
(fig. 11). Subsequent to that time, the trajectory was assumed immune to the
altitude and angle of attack perturbations considered for the purpose of weight
sensitivities. Thus, any study points employing a TPS or structural design
critical to reentry maximum q or post-reentry maneuver conditions were affected
by altitude or angle of attack perturbations only through residual temperatures.
THERMAL- STRUCTURAL COMBINED LOADS ANALYSIS
The detailed thermal-structural combined loads analysis provided the
required inputs for weighing the designs and for determining the weight sensi-
tivity of the TPS and the hot structure. It consisted of loads, thermal and
strength analyses using generally accepted methods and techniques for entry
vehicle designs, as well as alternate methods selected for this study.
Loads Analysis
Structural loads were considered to consist of quasi-steady loads due to
dispersions and deviations established for the limit and maneuver trajectories
plus incremental loads due to angle of attack perturbations from turbulence,
gusts, and corrective maneuvers. Preliminary design techniques assuming a rigid
airframe were used in determining external loads for the detailed thermal-
structural analysis. This analysis considered aerodynamic and inertia loads
with structural dynamic effects accounted for by means of dynamic magnification
factors estimated or determined from the results of more detailed dynamic
response analyses of the baseline configuration available from Phase B contractor
reports.
As part of the review of the Phase B loads and environment data, the entire
ascent trajectories f or both MDAC and NAR systems were examined. These trajec-
tpries are shown in nominal form in figure 4. .In addition, work from the
Grumman-Boeing Alternate Design Concept Study was examined, and it was found
that no complete set of loads data needed for the present study existed in any
single reference. The NAR Phase B Technical Summary (ref . 3) gave load distri-
butions for the wing and fin, which is the form of load data required for study
points number 4 and 8. The MDAC report (ref. 1) gave only the wing root and
fin root loads, but the slightly greater similarity between the MDAC orbiter and
the present study baseline configuration made it desirable to utilize the MDAC
orbiter loads. On the other hand the maximum ascent qa (dynamic pressure-angle
of attack product) values for the MDAC orbiter were considerably lower than the
NAR design value, the Grumman-Boeing value, or values computed in current Boeing
IR&D studies. Ascent maximum qa values from MDAC were +1672 and -1794 Ib/ft^-deg,
while the stated NAR design value was 2800 Ib/ft^-deg and both Grumman-Boeing
and Boeing independent analyses have yielded nearly 5000 Ib/ft2-deg before and
3300 Ib/ft2-deg after load, alleviation.
The approach selected for the determination of wing and fin ascent loads for
points number 4 and 8 was therefore to use a maximum qa and qB value of 3300
Ib/ft^-deg, from Boeing IR&D analyses. This value of qa and q(3 represented a
limit value and as such included the effects of ascent trajectory dispersions.
Then the MDAC wing and fin root loads were scaled to the above qa and q3 value.
Thereupon, the NAR wing and fin load spanwise distributions were scaled to the
above root loads. Hereby, the appropriate distributions for positive and
negative (headwind and tailwind) angle of attack conditions were used.
Ascent body loads for the purpose of designing the hot structure at point
number 2 were drawn exclusively from the MDAC data (ref. 1) since the body struc-
ture and the local panel concept are similar to those of the MDAC orbiter.
Table 5 summarizes the loads obtained for flight conditions other than
reentry, such loads having a potential for determining the choice of structural
or TPS materials and gages at the indicated locations. Whether these loads were
actually critical to the designs was determined upon a comparison of stress
analyses at these conditions with stress analyses based on the loads and the
elevated temperatures of reentry. Care was taken to make these non-reentry
loads as realistic as possible in order not to preempt any sensitivity of the
structure to reentry environment perturbations by overly conservative and thus
possibly design-critical non-reentry load condition. The normal, bending "moment,
and torsion loads were generated as described above. The ascent local net
pressures on panels with metallic TPS (points 1, 3, 5 & 9) were taken directly
from a Boeing IR&D study of boost panel pressures, yhe ascent pressures
at points 6 and 7 were computed from standard swept cylinder and hemisphere
stagnation external values, respectively, and internal pressures from a 10-
second lag rule.
The loads for reentry and for the 2.5g to -l.Og subsonic maneuver condition
were computed directly for the conditions shown in figures 10 and 11. The reentry
and post-reentry maneuver loads were obtained using the assumption of a rigid
airframe with a panel grid such as shown in figure 12. The vehicle planform was
divided into a finite number of panels. The panel airloads were determined from
Newtonian theory supplemented by pressure coefficients computed during the present
study for the particular study points. A rigid body trimmed flight condition
was assumed. Panel inertia loads were determined from mass distribution and load
factors. The shears, moments, and torsions at the required locations were com-
puted by summation of appropriate panel loads, with the computations being carried
out by means of a computer program in use for the Grumman-Boeing program.
Differential pressures for TPS design were computed and varied parametrically,
reflecting the effects of various assumed leakage, venting and purge rates.
Table 6 summarizes the loads obtained and used at the various study points
during reentry and post-reentry. A more detailed description of the loads
analysis is presented in Appendix B.
Thermal Analysis
The thermal analysis consisted of predicting the aerothermodynamic environ-
ment, including the local pressure, at the chosen point locations and then com-
puting the resulting indepth temperature distributions. These data were then
used for selecting the structural and thermal protection materials and for sizing
the designs at the various study points.
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1
Since the objective of the present study included the investigation of the
influence of criteria and method selection on orbiter vehicle structural and TPS
design, it was necessary to establish baseline thermal analysis methods. Subse-
quent variations of the various thermal analysis parameters were then treated
as perturbations. The effects of these perturbations were then assessed and
used in determining the design weight sensitivities to the varying design para-
meters, as described in later paragraphs.
Generally, different baseline methods and criteria were used for the various
vehicle locations because the latter often experience different flow regimes.
Locations on the lower surface lie in an attached three dimensional flow region,
experiencing high pressures and heating rates. The effect of surface roughness
due to TPS panel mismatch and thermal distortion is more important at lower
surface locations, while effects of interference are generally absent. Accept-
able pressure and heating prediction methods are available for the windward
surface of a delta wing. The heat transfer rates were computed using inviscid
flow prediction.methods without viscous interaction effects for obtaining boundary
layer edge properties. Boundary layer transition and overshoot in heating
were considered.
Locations on the upper or side surface of the vehicle were generally con-
sidered to lie in separated flow. It was recognized that the upper surface
flow was probably complicated by vortices forming as the flow expanded over the
nose, leading edges and chines. The upper surface pressure and heat transfer
were obtained from analytical estimates and by using empirical predictions based
on similar bodies.
The procedure adopted for reentry aerodynamic heating computations can be
summarized as follows:
1. From the limit reentry trajectory, histories of reference laminar and
turbulent heat transfer coefficients and recovery enthalpies were
computed. From examination of these results, specific time points
along the trajectory were selected at which to perform detailed local
heating calculations for the nine vehicle locations. The time points
were selected from consideration of vehicle attitude, Mach number,
Reynolds number, and appropriate temperature histories. The selected
time points are shown in table 7.
2. Using the selected time points, the local heating at the vehicle study
points was computed. The calculations used the selected heat transfer
theory or an empirical technique as appropriate to the local vehicle
geometry and the particular aerothermodynamic regime through each
portion of the trajectory. These computations included boundary layer
transition as predicted by the method being examined. Where required,
the time points shown in table 7 were modified in order to include the
beginning and end of transition.
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3. The thus obtained local heating environments at specific times
contributed the required input data for the thermal analysis of the
TPS or hot structure for the baseline design.
A. In order to investigate the effects of perturbations steps (2) and
(3) were repeated for the respective design conditions.
The aerothermodynamic environment prediction methods (heating rates and
pressures) used for the baseline design and the perturbations at the various
study point locations are presented in detail in Appendix C.
The in-depth temperature distributions for both the heat shield and the hot
structure locations were computed by means of transient analyses. The heat
balance included the aerodynamic heat input (with inclusion of wall temperature
effects on heat transfer coefficients), external and internal radiation, heat
conducted through insulation and structural and heat shield members, and heat
stored in the components. In addition, the analysis of ablators included the
effects of thermochemical decomposition, combustion, and boundary layer blockage.
These results were used for the selection of structural and TPS materials and
served as inputs for the strength analysis of the hot structure or TPS
respectively.
The thermal analyses were recycled as necessary as part of the design
iteration process and repeated as required to incorporate the effects of para-
meters perturbed for the purpose of the weight sensitivity studies. A detailed
description of the thermal analysis and the methods used is contained in
Appendix D.
Strength Analysis
Stress analyses of the structural elements for the TPS panels and for the
hot primary structure, were used to insure the adequacy of structure to withstand
the induced environment for the service life of the orbiter. The structure was
designed to withstand primary structure loads, local pressures, acoustic environ-
ment, temperature and temperature gradients, and to satisfy flutter requirements.
The analyses were performed using conventional aircraft and launch vehicle pre-
liminary design stress methods. The effects of local and general component
structural instability, eccentric loading, differential thermal expansion, and
material property degradation with increasing temperature were included. The
analysis of the metallic TPS panels utilized a parametric approach, whereas the
hot structure analysis utilized discrete point designs.
The sensitivity of the metallic TPS panels to variations in trajectory
parameters, heating and pressure prediction techniques, and structural criteria
was established by determining the resulting varation in structural weight.
Variations in the foregoing parameters resulted in variations in design temper-
atures and pressures on the TPS panel. Therefore, one structural concept was
selected for each panel material required to cover an anticipated range of
temperatures. A parametric study was made to determine the optimum size and
weight of the metal components of TPS panels, which would survive the anticipated
range of temperatures and pressures. The analysis was accomplished using the
Boeing computer program, "OPTimization by RANdom Search" (OPTRAN). This program
optimizes panel dimensions for minimum panel weight. Program input, output, and
design constraints are summarized in figure 13. The eight variables shown were
optimized simultaneously to provide minimum panel weight for selected panel
sizes. Although the OPTRAN program provides no direct constraints on panel
design to satisfy flutter and acoustic requirements, past experience has shown
that corrugation stiffened panels designed by this program will satisfy criteria
requirements. The corrugation stiffened face sheet concept shown in figure 13
was used to size all TPS panels. The results of this study are shown in figure 14
which demonstrates the relationship between the weight of a metallic TPS panel,
the maximum temperature, maximum net pressure, and a characteristic temperature
difference across the panel.
The stress analysis and sizing of the carbon/carbon composite designs was
also accomplished parametrically. A particular layup of .008 inch thick plies
of C/C material was selected and integral stiffeners included in a configuration
that was roughly optimized for the pressure loads at points 6 and 7. Since the
carbon/carbon material was assumed to exhibit full strength up to its maximum
use temperature and since thermal stress effects on the designs were found to be
insignificant, the sizing of the C/C designs depended only upon pressure loads.
Figure 15 shows the carbon/carbon sizing curves for points 6 and 7. The stepped
shape of the curves arises from the use of discrete layers (plies) of material,
while the slopes between steps are caused by increasing stiffener depth with
pressure. It is pointed out that the parametric curves of figure 15, like those
of figure 14, do not include the weight of insulation that eventually must be
included in the TPS design.
TPS panels using REI were analyzed to assure adequacy of the substrate under
all environmental conditions. A titanium honeycomb sandwich panel was assumed
for the substrate structure. The design conditions for the substrate are normal
pressure during boost and post reentry thermal gradients. For both conditions
the panel must provide sufficient stiffness to protect the REI from excessive
strain as well as carry the required pressure load. Since insufficient material
properties were available for the REI coating material to defined strain limit-
ations, the properties of the REI material alone were used. Thus, the critical
design condition for the substrate used in this analysis is the normal pressure
load occurring during boost. Consequently, the substrate is not affected by
reentry conditions so long as a constant peak bondline temperature is assured.
Discrete design analyses were conducted for the three hot structure design
points (body side surface, wing upper surface, and fin surface skin panels) to
assure adequacy throughout the flight. In all cases the assumed structure
consisted of Inconel 718 skin panels with "Z" stiffeners.
The skin panel on the side of the body was assumed to carry shear and normal
pressure only (no body bending). The critical design conditions for this panel
were the launch acoustic environment and flutter limitations during boost. Stan-
dard analysis methods were employed using the acoustic environment discussed in
Appendix B. Flutter criteria from reference 10 were used.
Both the wing upper skin panel and the fin skin panel' were analyzed using
discrete point designs. The structure at each point was designed to withstand
all primary loads occurring on the wings and fin throughout flight as well as
those resulting from differential thermal expansion. The baseline design for
the wing was critical for post reentry maneuver loads immediately following
reentry when the structure was still hot. Subsequent perturbations in some
design parameters during reentry resulted in increased structural weight. The
baseline design for the fin was critical for the environment occurring at maximum
g during reentry. Perturbations in this environment resulted in changing
structural weight. Analysis of the wing and fin structures utilized standard
preliminary design methods. The structure was designed as wide column compression
panels subjected to combined axial load and shear. The skin and stringer
proportions were optimized to minimize panel weight.
Table 7. - TRAJECTORY POINTS SELECTED FOR DETAILED BASELINE
LOCAL AERODYNAMIC HEATING CALCULATIONS
TIME
(SEC)
0
116
206
214
306
514
802
1346
1754
2074
ALTITUDE
(FT)
397,000
293624
239 592
238 856
285576
230 774
221432
179704
152 824
116856
VELOCITY
(FT/SEC)
24500
24464
23590
23516
23216
22458
21 180
16743
10 146
4912
ANGLE OF
ATTACK
(DEC)
5015
50 + 5
50 + 5
20 + 5
20 + 5
20 + 5
20 + 5
20 + 5
20+5
20 + 5
ANGLE OF
YAW
(DEC)
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
MACH
NUMBER
27.7
27.7
24.9
24.8
24.2
23.2
21.4
15.6
9.45
4.85
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM AND HOT STRUCTURE DESIGN
In order to compare the effects of the various parameters, design criteria
and methods described in the preceding chapters, baseline designs for each of
the study points were required. Thereupon, perturbations were applied to the
baseline designs in order to arrive at the final (perturbed) designs as a basis
for determining the sensitivity of the designs to the various perturbation para-
meters. This sensitivity was determined in terms of weight. A reliability
assessment was then performed using a grading system based on several grading
parameters. A sample computation showing all the steps used in designing the
baseline thermal protection system at study point number 3 plus a particular
perturbation assessment and the resulting weight sensitivity is presented in
Appendix F.
Baseline Designs
The baseline designs were obtained using the various concepts shown in
figure 6 at the respective study point locations shown in figure 5. The under-
lying intent in selecting the particular concepts was to develop designs which
would be representative of Phases A and B orbiter designs at the various vehicle
locations. At the same time, the designs were intended to be sufficiently real-
istic to exhibit accurately sensitivities and trends. In all, 14 baseline designs
were examined. Some initially conceived baseline designs had to be deleted or
changed because of excessive temperatures, other limitations inherent in the
particular concept or material system selected, or due to overconservatism of
the particular prediction methods applied. Thus, e.g., the design at point 6A
based on an empirically modified cylinder heat transfer theory was treated as
the baseline at that point in order to permit establishment of weight sensi-
tivities. The originally selected baseline heat transfer prediction technique
for point 6A, the simple infinite swept cylinder theory, which was a priori
expected to yield conservative predictions, resulted in temperatures exceeding
metal TPS capabilities and was deleted.
In order to actually size the selected designs it was necessary to establish
their operating environment, to carry out the thermal and structural analyses,
and to verify the structural integrity of the particular selection. All baseline
designs were sized on the basis of all possible critical design conditions, be it
reentry, post-reentry maneuver, ascent or landing, employing as much as possible
methods and criteria recommended in reference 10. Where such criteria were
deemed to be insufficient, assumptions were made supplementing the available
information. The design requirements and analysis methods common to all baseline
designs are summarized in table 8.
Guidelines were established for the maximum use temperatures of the various
structural and TPS materials as shown in figure 16. Material properties were
standard design values from MIL-HDBK-5A, MIL-HDBK-17, MIL-HDBK-23 or equivalent
properties based on the latest available data. Properties for carbon/carbon
composites, REI and columbium were supplied in part by NASA-Langley Research
Center. Where material property information was lacking, assumptions were made
Table 8. - BASELINE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND METHODS
1. ATMOSPHERE. 1962 STANDARD
2. TRAJECTORY: LIMIT (SEE TABLE 3)
3. BASIC TURBULENT HEATING THEORY: RHO - MU
4. BASIC HEATING UNCERTAINTY FACTORS: 1.10 LAMINAR; 1.25 TURBULENT
5. SURFACE ROUGHNESS HEATING FACTOR: 1.0
6. INTERFERENCE HEATING FACTOR: 1.0
7. BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION ONSET: MDAC CORRELATION (EXCEPT AT POINTS 6 AND 7)
8. TRANSITION REGION LENGTH: ReEND = 2 ReBEG (EXCEPT AT POINT 6)
9. TPS PANEL INTERNAL PRESSURES: ZERO PRIOR TO T = 2000SEC
10. ULTIMATE FACTOR OF SAFETY: 1.5
11. ABLATOR ALLOWABLE BOND LINE TEMPERATURE: 600°F
12. ABLATOR DECOMPOSITION RATE PARAMETER (COLLISION FREQUENCY): NOMINAL
VALUE FOR MATERIAL CONSIDERED
13. ABLATOR DESIGN THICKNESS MARGIN: 25% OF PREDICTED THICKNESS LOST
NOTE: VARIOUS OTHER AEROTHERMODYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT PREDICTION
METHODS WERE APPLIED AS APPROPRIATE FOR THE PARTICULAR
POINT LOCATIONS. SEE APPENDIX C FOR DETAILS
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based-on literature and Boeing experience, allowing reasonable projections
beyond current material capabilities.
Columbium C-129Y with a VAC-HYD 109 coating was selected as the metallic
TPS material with the highest reuse temperature capability because of its
advanced development level. The next metallic material capability level would
be represented by tantalum alloys which still need considerable development in
both material and coating. The early state of development and the lack of con-
sistent properties led to the decision not to consider tantalum as a candidate
material in the present study.
The resulting fully detailed baseline designs (figs. 17 through 21) were
used as the basis for weight sensitivity and reliability assessments.
The orbiter maximum surface temperatures for the baseline conditions at the
various study point locations are shown in figure 22. For comparison, the figure
includes maximum temperatures at the same or similar locations on contemporary
GAG, MDAC, and MAR orbiters. The differences seen can be attributed to differ-
ences in vehicle geometry, trajectory characteristics, prediction methods and/or
design criteria. As with the trajectory comparisons, however, the similarity
between the four sets of temperatures gives credence to the current predictions
as typical delta wing orbiter values.
Design Parameter Perturbations
The perturbations applied to the baseline designs are associated with system
and trajectory parameters on one hand and methods and criteria selection and
application on the other. The first group of perturbations is inherent in the
vehicle, its systems and the physical limitations of the group of entities con-
nected with reentry in a random fashion. The second group is largely dependent
on experience, knowledge and level of technology and can be expected to follow
a learning curve with time. The present study has attempted to treat these two
types of perturbations separately in order to assess their relative influence
on the vehicle weight.
As a special case vehicle maneuvers were added late in the study and also
treated as perturbations. A small portion of the system and trajectory pertur-
bations was treated in a "lump" fashion by adopting a certain limit trajectory
which formed the basis for the design of the baseline. This included one alti-
tude tolerance value, one angle of attack tolerance and one angle of yaw as shown
in table 3. Winds and gusts were included when determining maximum qa and qg for
the study. Further dispersions, including hot and cold atmospheres, other alti-
tude and angle of attack increments as well as all method and criteria variations
were treated as separate perturbations.
The selection of the particular design requirements, criteria, and method
perturbations resulted in a matrix of 32 specific design conditions for 14 effec-
tive study points in addition to the baseline as shown in table 9. With a few
exceptions the perturbations were applied singly, i.e., when one parameter was
perturbed, all others were held at their baseline values. For various reasons,
not all of the 32 perturbed design conditions were applied to the various study
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points. Thus, for example, one would generally not expect to study turbulent
methods or transition criteria at a nose stagnation point or the effects of
collision frequency on non-ablating materials, etc. In most instances, non-
applicability or evident reasons for eliminating certain cases from detail
analysis could be established by inspection.
Final Designs
The final designs at the various study points constitute changed baseline
designs due to the variations from the baseline caused by the particular design
parameter perturbations. The final designs were sized as a result of repeating
or readjusting the required loads, thermal and strength analyses for each par-
ticular study point and the respective perturbation and provide the necessary
weight information for determining weight sensitivity.
Weight Sensitivity Determination
The sensitivity to design parameter perturbations was determined by examining
the change in panel or structural unit weight versus change in various parameters,
criteria and/or prediction methods. The approach taken in developing such data
was to compute the weight of each final panel or structural design which evolved
from the redesign effort due to deviations from the baseline design based on the
limit trajectory. Particular emphasis was placed on comparisons of weight sensi-
tivity dispersions that are statistically or otherwise rationally predictable
versus sensitivity to uncertainty factors, estimating techniques, and other
inexact criteria. By keeping these two types of parameters separate it is
possible to see which group is more sensitive and to determine the extent of its
leverage on vehicle weight and design.
A difficulty in determining the full range of sensitivities was encountered
in the metal heat shield studies because a number of design method or criteria
perturbations led to temperatures in excess of the maximum allowable for colum-
bium. Since columbium was the highest temperature metal considered, the theore-
tical result in these cases would have led to an unrealistic design and invali-
dated any comparisons. Therefore, a method was devised for permitting compari-
sons on a partial basis. In cases where the perturbation parameter was continu-
ously variable, e.g., angle of attack, orbiter reentry weight, or surface
roughness factor, it was possible to show the weight sensitivity up to the value
of the parameter yielding the temperature limit. For these cases, the design
weight was shown up to a maximum temperature of 2450°F, i.e., 50° beyond the
postulated columbium full reuse limit. Sizing the TPS for any higher temperatures
was not considered practical because of the rapidly deteriorating creep capability
for C129Y columbium alloy. Although columbium panel designs were thus postulated
to withstand maximum temperatures greater than the 2400° established maximum,
it should be realized that these designs may be subject to reduced reliability
or service life.
For cases where the perturbation was a discrete or "point" change in method,
an excess temperature condition could only be identified as such, and no weight
associated with the particular method could be stated.
Certain unexpected results appeared in the weight sensitivity relations due
to local combinations of effects. These seeming anomalies, seen rather frequently,
illustrate the need for caution in drawing general conclusions. In most instances
such anomalies were due to the behavior of boundary layer transition causing
shifts in transition location with variation in the perturbation parameter. In
some cases, the transition shift caused a change in maximum temperature at a
point, opposite to the change due to that particular perturbation parameter
itself through its effect on laminar or turbulent heating.
The result of this sensitivity analysis formed the basis for assessing the
importance of the various design parameters on orbiter vehicle design and for
establishing leverage of each parameter or combination of parameters on vehicle
weight.
The weight sensitivity relations are summarized in figures 23 through 27.
All weights are expressed as percentages of the baseline panel weight per unit
surface area. The weights from which these percentages were derived include
weights of load-bearing components, surface materials, insulation, bond layers,
etc., as detailed in figures 17 through 21. Numbers associated with the indi-
vidual curves or bars on the bar charts refer to the study points to which those,
curves or bars apply. Weight sensitivity plots for each point treated indivi-
dually, showing more details of the results, are included in Appendix E.
Several of the weight sensitivity curves for the metallic TPS points (fig. 23)
are affected by the design temperature limitation and the resulting reduced range
of the perturbation parameter as discussed on page 27 . Specifically, the upper
ends of curves for altitude perturbations at points 3, 5, and 6A, those for angle
of attack perturbations at points 3 and 5, and for heat transfer uncertainty
factor and surface roughness factor perturbations at point 5 should not be
extended beyond their present end points. These end points represent the 2450°F
maximum temperatures beyond which definition of a columbium panel design is not
possible. Where a discrete method perturbation yielded a temperature above
2450°F, the weight bar on the figure is shown open, indicating that no sizing
or weighing was possible. The individual point weight sensitivity plots in
Appendix E show the values of the continuous perturbation parameters for which
the 2400°F allowable for full columbium reuse occurs as well as the 2450° values.
Also shown in Appendix E plots are the maximum temperatures for most discrete
perturbations regardless of whether the design could be defined.
The maximum temperature entries were omitted from some of the plots where,
by inspection or scaling techniques, design weights were derived without the need
of detailed temperature histories. It is pointed out that the maximum temper-
atures alone do not necessarily characterize the thermal environment for design
sensitivity purposes. For designs at some of the points lower temperatures
occurring at critical load conditions or total heat load effects on insulation
requirements were more important than the effects of peak temperature.
In many cases a sharp rise is exhibited by the metallic TPS weight curves
as the perturbation parameter varies in the direction of more severe heating,
e.g., point number 3 subjected to angle of attack perturbations. These sharp
increases are due not so much to the effect of the perturbation parameter on
the heating environment, but to the effect of temperature on the weight of the
TPS panel metal components. The steep slopes cited derive directly from the
steep slopes of the curves of figure 14 in the 2300° to 2450°F region.
The lack of sensitivity of metallic TPS panel weights to panel net pressures
above 0.4 lb/in^ is consistent with the same characteristic of the curves of
figure 14. Panel net pressures were perturbed only up to 0.7 Ib/in^. it is
possible that above this level a sensitivity would again appear.
It is seen from figure 23 that the metallic TPS designs exhibit no sensiti-
vity to ultimate factor of safety. The reason is that all the metallic TPS
designs are creep-critical and that creep assessment utilizes limit (yield)
stresses, not ultimate stresses.
The sensitivities of the reusable external insulation design, shown in
figure 24-, are due entirely to thermal effects. The titanium honeycomb panel
which supported the REI (fig. 18) was sized by ascent pressure loads, and the
REI itself, in all thicknesses required for its insulation function, was found
adequate for all ascent and reentry pressure loads. Thus, no design sensitivity
exists to perturbations in net pressures or in ultimate factor of safety. The
only sensitivity to perturbations in altitude, angle of attack, or atmosphere
is through the thermal effects of these parameters on insulation thickness.
The hot structure points, figure 25, exhibit little or no sensitivity to
any of the perturbations except those of ultimate factor of safety. The hot
structure panel at point number 2 remained critical to ascent load conditions
regardless of the perturbations in reentry environment or analysis methods that
were applied. Thus, it exhibits no sensitivity at all to those perturbations.
The panels at points 4 and 8 were found to be critical to conditions of the
post-reentry 2.5g maneuver and the reentry maximum dynamic pressure (actually
occurring in the transitional flight phase), respectively. At the times of
these conditions the effects of perturbations in the reentry thermal environment
had largely disappeared, resulting in little variation in the critical design
temperatures with the various perturbations. Then, since limit loads were not
perturbed at these conditions, only the perturbations of ultimate factor of
safety produced any significant design weight sensitivities.
In the case of some of the perturbations, because of the fact that aero-
dynamic cooling rather than heating existed in the neighborhood of the design
conditions, reversals in the usual weight sensitivity trends are seen. Thus,
for development of the Rho-mu, Spalding-Chi, Eckert i* comparisons for point 4
in figure 25, the Spalding-Chi method gave the lowest heat transfer coefficients
and the Eckert i* the highest, as usual. In the cooling environment of the
design conditions, however, the lowest heat transfer coefficients led to the
highest temperatures and the highest design weight, and the highest coefficients
produced the lowest temperatures and weight. A similar departure from the
expected trend is seen for the effect of heat transfer uncertainty factor
perturbations on point number 4.
The weight sensitivity curves for the carbon/carbon composite points in
figure 26 exhibit, in many cases, the stepped character, arising directly from
that feature of the sizing curves in figure 15. In the case of the perturbation
of heat transfer uncertainty factor, the pressure load and therefore the weight
of the carbon/carbon material alone does not change. The slight continuous
slope seen in the total weight sensitivity curve is due entirely to the variation
in insulation weight. It is evident that the sensitivity of the insulation
weight in this case is quite small, and its contribution to the other carbon/
carbon design weight sensitivities was likewise quite small.
Ablator weight sensitivities, summarized in figure 27, were evaluated only
for perturbations in allowable bond line temperature and for perturbations in
the virgin material collision frequency. The latter parameter is a measure of
the material decomposition rate in a given thermal environment. A one order of
magnitude variation in this parameter was chosen for the purposes of this study
for perturbations representing all uncertainties in the ablator decomposition
kinetics. The ablation TPS design weights from which the curves of figure 27
were derived include the weight of the titanium honeycomb support panel (fig. 21),
the bonding material, and the design margin equivalent to 25% of the predicted
thickness lost, in accordance with reference 10. Detailed results and evaluation
of ablator studies are given in Appendix D.
It is seen in figure 27 that the sensitivities of ablator design weights
to bond line temperatures are greater for variations about the lower baseline
allowable bond line temperature. It was also concluded, for some of the material
and temperature ranges, fhat a small margin in design weight (ablator thickness)
would yield a substantial margin in actual bond line temperature.
Variations in decomposition rate, as represented by the one-order-of
magnitude range in perturbations of collision frequency, as seen in figure 27,
have a relatively minor effect on ablator design weight. This observation adds
confidence to the viability of ablator designs even though material decomposition
kinetic properties may not be known to great accuracy.
Total surface recession values for two of the candidate ablators studied,
the NASA silicone material, and the phenolic nylon with microballoons (PNM) were
very near one inch. The design margin, computed according to the design criteria
specified in reference 10, accounts for 10% to 12% of the baseline weights of
the NASA silicone and the PNM designs, respectively. From figure 27, then,
the corresponding margins in bond line temperature are 125°F and 220°F, respec-
tively. For the Apollo ablation material, very little recession is expected.
Thus, for this material, the same design criteria would yield only a very small
margin in bond line temperature. No margin would be available for non-receding
materials. In order to avoid over-conservatism and at the same time provide
sufficient design margins the currently recommended (ref. 10) ablator design
criteria should be revised. Such revision could specify either sizing the ablator
using an arbitrary percentage increase in overall thickness or a specified
toleranced bond line temperature.
Combined Thermal—Structural Loads Sensitivities
After determination of the sensitivities of the individual study points to
the particular method and criteria perturbations, as shown in figures 23 through
27, a means of analytically combining the sensitivity results was sought. Such
a combination was essential to a quantitative comparison of perturbations grouped
as specified in the study objectives into categories of trajectory and system
parameter perturbations and method and criteria perturbations (table 9). A
means of combining the results to permit assessment of the perturbations on the
vehicle as a whole, rather than on discrete locations, was also desired.
Three possible means of combining the sensitivities to the various pertur-
bations were considered. The simplest technique, and one often employed in
structural design, was the worst-on-worst approach, where the extreme positive
weight increments due to each perturbation are summed directly. The second
technique was the root-sum-square (RSS) method, where the extreme positive and
negative weight increments are, in two respective groups, squared before summa-
tion, and the sum raised to the one-half power to yield the combined extreme
positive and negative weight increments. The weight increments at any inter-
mediate values of the perturbation parameter, where available, may be treated
likewise in order to develop continuous RSS combined sensitivity relations.
The third and most sophisticated combination technique is the Monte Carlo method,
in which an appropriate sample array of discrete combinations is analyzed by
statistical techniques to predict combined sensitivities and probabilities
thereof, as influenced by all possible discrete combinations of perturbation
effects. Fundamentals of the Monte Carlo approach are described in reference
11 and an application to a problem similar to the.present one, the analysis of
combinations of lunar landing load components, was reported in reference 12.
The worst-on-worst approach was eliminated as unrealistically conservative
considering the number and extent of the perturbations treated in this study.
Its use implies a 100% correlation coefficient between each pair of dispersion
parameters, which is certainly not the case for the perturbations studied here.
The Monte Carlo method was the ideally preferred method and the one that,
had the required data base existed, was appropriate for the present purpose.
Its use would have permitted proper accounting for probability distributions
of the various perturbation parameters and for correlations between the para-
meters. The lack of these probability distributions and correlations, however,
was the reason for eliminating the Monte Carlo method as a means of combining
the weight sensitivities from this study.
The root-sum-square method was selected as the only practical, although far
from ideal, technique for the present study. Its use implies the existence of
zero correlation coefficients among all dispersion parameters whose effects are
combined. This condition was probably satisfied by some of the parameters.
However, among other parameters, such as trajectory, attitude, and atmosphere
dispersion, correlations, although undefined, undoubtedly existed. Also
implicit in the application of the RSS technique is a knowledge of the proba-
bility distributions of the parameters so that the effects thereof can be
combined at a common probability level (0 factor). The results of the applica-
tion of the RSS method must therefore be tempered with the recognition that
these conditions were not entirely satisfied and the application itself should
be viewed primarily as an illustration of a sensitivity combination technique.
Results from the RSS combination exercise, shown in table 10, should be
interpreted with extreme caution and with recognition of the limitations that
will be pointed out in the following paragraphs.
For the purpose of exercising the root-sum-square combination technique,
only the primary design concepts at the nine orbiter study point locations
were included. Thus, study points 3A (REI), 6A (metallic TPS on the wing
leading edge), and points 7A, 7B, 7B1 and 7C (ablators) were eliminated. Also,
only those method and criteria perturbations that were considered realistic
and were extensively examined were included. Thus, the Eckert i* turbulent
heat transfer theory was eliminated as not comparable to the Rho-mu or Spalding-
Chi methods from a standpoint of realism. The maneuver excursions, the modified
local heating predictions, and the maximum of laminar or turbulent heat transfer
conditions were eliminated since they were applied at only a limited number of
points.
Even with the reduction in scope of the sensitivity combination .exercise
as described in the preceding paragraph, a complete set of input data did not
exist, as evidenced by the blank spaces in the matrix of table 9. In order to
fill in all the required inputs, estimates were made for the missing sensitivity
values and are so identified among the input values in table 10.
An additional problem encountered in carrying out the combination operations
was the fact that for certain study point - perturbation parameter combinations
design weights were undefined (see figure 23). In the case of the continuously
varying parameters, e.g., AZ and Aa, this problem was circumvented by reducing
the range of the perturbation parameter to a level where a weight value was
defined. This reduced value of the parameter was then treated as the extreme
for the purpose of sensitivity combinations. Such parameter range reductions
were made symmetrically so that the parameter was assumed to vary equally above
and below the baseline value. Also, the range reduction, as necessitated by
the most restrictive point, was then applied for evaluationg the sensitivity of
all study points to that parameter. The resulting ranges for the perturbation
parameters selected for the purpose of this exercise are shown in table 10 and
can be construed to represent the 2o values of the parameter distributions.
When an application of a1 particular analysis method or technique as a
perturbation parameter resulted in an undefined weight, a range reduction,- of
course, was not possible and the only recourse was to ignore the particular
undefined weight increment. Such was the case, for example, of point number 5
when subjected to the transition prediction perturbation, as indicated in table
10.
The reduction of parameter ranges and the approximation or dropping of
particular conditions in order to avoid undefined design weights imposed a
certain bias upon the results. This simplification reduced or eliminated,
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respectively, effects which, had they been definable in terms of design
weight, could have altered the combined weight sensitivity values.
The results of the RSS combinations of design perturbations in table 10
show no consistent trends with regard to the relative effects of trajectory
and systems perturbations versus those of method and criteria perturbations.
It is recognized that some general trends may have been obscrued by the limita-
tions of this exercise. However, some general conclusions are still possible
and deserve attention.
The metallic TPS points (points 1, 3, 5 and 9) appear to be more sensitive
to both categories of perturbations than the carbon/carbon (points 6 and 7) or
the hot structure points (points 2, A, and 8). The hot structure points would
universally show almost no sensitivity were it not for the contribution of the
ultimate factor of safety perturbation. The same perturbation was a strong
but not the exclusive determinant of combined sensitivities for the carbon/
carbon points. It can also be seen that the RSS approach results in lower
combined structural weight sensitivities than a worst-on-worst approach.
A basis does not exist for determining whether the results of table 10 are
applicable to lifting reentry vehicles in general or only to the particular
orbiter configuration, reentry trajectory, and design concepts. Characteristics
of individual sensitivities observed during their formulation led to the tenta-
tive conclusion that the combined sensitivity trends seen in table 10 should
be considered as pertinent only to the conditions of this study.
In order to gain the proper perspective of the sensitivity assessment and
to relate it to the entire vehicle a further step in the combination of design
sensitivities can be accomplished by applying the estimated orbiter surface
area percentages represented by each study point as shown in table 10. Had a
more comprehensive data base been available, permitting a more rigorous approach
to combining sensitivities, a weighted average of the sensitivities at each
study point, formed by use of appropriate area percentages as weighting factors,
would have provided a proper measure of the overall vehicle sensitivity. The
area-averaged sensitivities could be developed for individual perturbations or
perturbations in any desired combination. The suggested computation of overall
vehicle sensitivities was not carried out here since a complete set of perturba-
tion and sensitivity data for all study points was not available. However, it
is felt that given this full matrix of data, valuable conclusions could have
been established.
The further assessment of the broader effects of the sensitivities on shuttle
system and mission capability would require an additional weighting operation,
wherein the contribution of TPS or hot structure weight to the vehicle total
inert weight would be accounted for. Application of trades between payload,
propellant weight, orbital capability, and reentry cross range could then
indicate the final impact of the perturbation parameters on mission capability.
The results of an RSS combination of sensitivities may be used, within the
qualifications of the RSS technique, to gain some insight as to the degree of
conservatism inherent in the approach used to develop the baseline designs
for this study. The baseline designs at the various study points were deter-
mined on the basis of simultaneous application of the trajectory and systems
dispersions as listed in table 3. These criteria resulted in a design, at
each particular point, whose weight is approximately that represented by a worst-
on-worst combination of individual sensitivities to those dispersions. The
resulting design is over-conservative since, in general, the probability of
simultaneous occurrence of the dispersion extremes is less than the probability
of occurrence of each dispersion extreme taken independently.
In order to illustrate the assessment of the degree of conservatism in the
baseline designs, point number 3 was examined as an example. For the purpose
of this illustration the sensitivities of point 3 to altitude, angle of attack
and angle of yaw, as shown in figure 23, were assumed to be mutually inde-
pendent. Then the percentage weight increases associated with variations of
AZ from +3000 feet to 0, a from -5° to 0, and B from 0 to 5° could be inter-
preted as representing the contributions of the respective dispersions to the
weight difference between a nominal design, i.e., one based on conditions of
the nominal trajectory, and the baseline design. The existing weight sensiti-
vity curves of figure 23 were thus used to supply data for table 11, where
comparisons between the worst-on-worst and RSS combinations of weight effects
from the limit trajectory dispersions are illustrated. From table 11 it is seen
that the design incorporating the desired degree of conservatism, (represented
by the RSS combination of limit trajectory dispersions) is 6.1% heavier than a
design satisfying the conditions of the nominal trajectory. The worst-on-worst
combination design, equivalent to the baseline design, is 8.5% heavier than the
nominal, i.e., 2.4% heavier than actually necessary to satisfy an .independent-
dispersion limit trajectory criterion.
The lower section of table 11 shows a possible distribution of study point
design weights whose worst-on-worst combination equals the RSS combination of
limit dispersion effects. Associated with these reduced perturbed weights
are trajectory dispersion parameter values defining a modified limit trajectory.
The use of such a modified limit trajectory is a possible means of retaining
the practical approach of designing to a simultaneously applied set of trajectory
dispersions without incurring excessive design conservatism.
In the simplifed example of table 11, the RSS combination of dispersion
contributions was used to arrive at an indication of the desired degree of
conservatism. In a more rigorous effort to establish design requirements, the
Monte Carlo or other more sophisticated techniques could be used in the same
way to arrive at a modified limit or design trajectory, providing a higher degree
of confidence in the validity of such an approach.
Table 11.
COMPARISON OF TRAJECTORY DISPERSION EFFECTS
POINT NUMBER 3 NOMINAL DESIGN
TRAJECTORY
DESIGNATION
NOMINAL
LIMIT
MODIFIED
LIMIT
DISPERSION
PARAMETER
A z
A a
A/J
A z
Aa
A./J
Worst-on-Worst
Combination
Root-Sum-Square
Combination
Az
Aa
A/8
Worst-On-Worst
Combination
PARAMETER
VALUE
0
0
0
-3000 FT
+5°
+5°
-2000 Ft
+ 1.7*
+5°
STUDY POINT
DESIGN WEIGHT,
% OF NOMINAL
100
105.0
103.5
100.0
108.5
106.1
103.6
102.5
100.0
106.1
TPS Design Margins
Metallic TPS design during reentry was governed by limit loads because of
limitations on thermal distortions and creep. Thus, the use of the ultimate
factor of safety in defining ultimate loads did not assure the metallic TPS
the usual ultimate factor of safety margins during reentry. Because of this
fact there was concern over the possible lack of margins in the TPS design
to accommodate possible overload (limit-exceeding) flight conditions.
The quantitative results of this study do not provide a comprehensive
assessment of TPS design margins because of the multitude of ways and times
that overload conditions could occur and the different failure modes possible.
The manuever excursion study, however, provided data that could be examined as
a single hypothetical assessment of metallic TPS design margin.
It was found for this hypothetical case that a 'design margin for the
metallic TPS could be construed to exist, primarily by virtue of the TPS being
designed for mutliple missions. Even this single-point, hypothetical margin
cannot be defined precisely, since, toward the end of the vehicle life, the
cumulative effects of creep and oxidation will have consumed some part of the
margin.
The baseline metallic TPS design at point number 3 was actually sized by
a peak temperature occurring at t = 1350 seconds, a peak pressure.at t = 2000
seconds, and a temperature gradient occurring at t = 60 seconds. The maneuver
excursion study, however, was conducted for maneuvers, i.e., potential over-
loads, initiated at t = 1098 seconds. Therefore the TPS margin assessment
could be performed only for a hypothetical metallic TPS design, located at
point number 3 but sized for the temperature and pressure conditions existing
at t = 1098 seconds and immediately thereafter.
Figure 28 shows the relationship between metallic TPS surface temperature
and surface pressure for the range of the maneuvers studied. These data were
taken directly from the results of the maneuver aerothermodynamic and thermal
analyses. The ultimate external pressure indicated on the figure was found
by multiplying the limit design pressure by an ultimate factor of safety of 1.5.
The 2395°F temperature associated with the ultimate pressure, by virtue of
some inferred maneuver, consistent with the curve, was then read from the
graph.
Referring to the C129Y material properties of figure 95, it is seen that
the creep allowable at the above described "ultimate" temperature of 2395°F is
approximately one-third the allowable at the limit temperature of 2172°F. With
an allowable reduced to one-third the design value and an applied load increased
to 1.5 times the design value, assuming linear creep behavior, the creep for
a single maneuver excursion could be estimated as 4.5 times the amount expected
for a single normal (limit) flight. Thus the effect of the excursion would be
to reduce the life of the TPS by approximately 5 normal missions. An estimate
of the effect of actual creep behavior indicated a greater reduction in TPS
life.
Obviously, the TPS has a greater margin than the preceding exercise
indicates, provided a further reduction in TPS life is acceptable. It is seen
from figure 95, however, that the C129Y creep allowable approaches zero at
approximately 2600°F, indicating the possibility of experiencing more than the
entire lifetime allowable creep in a single overload excursion. Also, at
temperatures in this neighborhood for C129Y, accelerated oxidation or coating
degradation occurs, introducing an additional failure mode.
It is clear that a detailed assessment of metallic TPS design margins would
require a comprehensive evaluation of failure modes, including more details
on material properties and property degradation than currently exist. Further-
more, a complete definition of the metallic TPS reentry margins would require
examination of all possible flight condition excursions at frequent time points
throughout reentry. It is also evident that the margins are not constant but'
vary through the life of the vehicle.
The practice of designing TPS to limit conditions apparently results in
some capability to survive overload conditions. Since the consequence of
experiencing an overload condition is, in all probability, an excessive deforma-
tion or local coating failure and not catastrophic failure, such an occurrence
should not jeopardize the safety of the crew or the completion of that particular
mission. For this objective to be met it is important that postflight inspection
procedures ensure the detection of damaged TPS panels prior to the development
of a dangerous condition. It is also important that the TPS be designed so
that deformation does not result in catastrophic failure.
Reliability Assessment
Determination of reliability involves definition of acceptable risk. In
an actual design development acceptable risk levels depend on trades between
the value of what is risked against the penalties for reducing the risk. It
is obvious that designing of the vehicle to extremely severe loads criteria
would virtually eliminate the probability of having to change the flight plan
to avoid the risk of loss of the vehicle or mission due to contingencies.
However, such extremely conservative criteria would be acceptable only if the
weight penalty involved were small, which, also quite obviously, is not the
case. Thus, definition of risk levels for design criteria on a rational
basis is both a selective and an iterative process, since the final selection
is generally influenced by risk assessment weighed against the potential
penalties involved.
In establishing a reliability assessment philosophy, it was decided to use
the form of a word chart with a grading system, where the grading was based on
a scale of one to five representing the consensus of experience of advanced
vehicle design personnel. The reliability assessment was guided by considera-
tions which, although somewhat lacking in precision, relate back to aircraft,
spacecraft, and reentry vehicle design experience. Thus, the assessment can
at best be considered qualitative.
The factors considered in the evaluation relate directly to the current
state of the art of reentry vehicle design, including the sensitivity of the
various designs to trajectory and system parameters, and method and criteria
perturbations, and reflect the experience obtained from various reentry flight
programs. Another set of evaluation parameters deals with the amount of
development required for the various design concepts and ties in with the
problem of component and materials integrity of the various point designs.
Finally, operational problems affecting reliability were included in the rating
chart even though these problems were not examined in the course of the present
study. It was assumed for the purpose of this study that enough familiarity
with the entire problem of Space Shuttle design and operation existed for
assessing the degree of familiarity with the problems of design at the selected
study points. A set of weighting factors was chosen, indicating the relative
importance of the various problem areas to the overall reliability.
The results of the reliability assessment are shown in table 12. A more
detailed quantitative reliability assessment was lacking the required data base
and was considered beyond the scope of the present program.
The ratings of reliability with regard to insensitivity to trajectory and
systems parameters and to analysis methods and criteria were based on a review
of the weight sensitivity summaries, figures 23 through 27. Weight insensitivity
was felt to be a valid indicator of design reliability since a high insensitivity
(low sensitivity) to a particular parameter indicates the possibility of achieving
a large capability margin, hence reliability, with a small weight penalty. It
is seen from table 12 that there are no significant differences between sensivity
to trajectory and system parameters and sensitivity to analysis methods and
criteria.
From the total weighted reliability figures in table 12, it is seen that
the hot structure points received ratings of significantly higher reliability
than the other concepts. In making such comparisons, however, it must be
recognized that differences arise from the particular points' locations and local
environments on the vehicle studied, as well as from characteristics inherent
in the design concepts. The ablators showed poorer reliability than the hot
structure points and were followed by the metallic IPS and C/C points, with
REI receiving the lowest rating.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The present study used as a guideline the recommended practices and criteria
outlined in reference 10. Where this guideline was insufficient, assumptions
were made to supplement the recommendations therein. On this basis a vehicle
design study was undertaken using characteristic point designs for Space Shuttle
orbiter vehicles to assess the effects of the assumed design parameters, methods
and criteria on the thermal structural combined loads environment and the
resulting design concept weight sensitivities. The major work items included in
the present program were the determination of the thermal and pressure environ-
ment, calculation of design loads, computation of structural design temperatures,
and definition of structural designs.
It was concluded that the variation in vehicle systems and trajectory para-
meters showed comparable sensitivities to those produced by perturbing methods
and criteria.
Although the conclusions reached in this study were influenced by the initial
assumptions, the selected configuration and trajectory, as well as the methods
and criteria employed, some general conclusions were reached. The findings of
this study although intended to supplement NASA SP-8057, by virtue of their sub-
ject matter, also impact on NASA SP-8062, "Entry Gasdynamic Heating" and NASA SP-
8014, "Entry Thermal Protection." (For.details see also Appendices C and G.)
The most important conclusions are summarized in the following paragraphs.
Aerothermodynamic Environment
The vehicle trajectories used in this study were not obtained by a rigorous
optimization procedure, but were selected with the assumption that the thermal
and load limits of the conceived structure would not be exceeded. Nevertheless,
some of the conditions studied resulted in environments too severe for the
metallic TPS employing columbium, which was the highest temperature candidate
metal considered. This result, however, may be overly pessimistic since in
actual practice the designer would exhaust all possibilities of modifying and
refining the vehicle trajectory in order to alleviate thermal loading before
resorting to more exotic TPS materials (such as tantalum) or employing columbium
beyond its established reuse temperature capability.
The boundary layer transition criteria selection has a very strong influence
on location of peak heating. The total heat load is influenced to a lesser degree.
Since thermal and pressure environment predictions are dependent on the selected
configuration, trajectory, methods and criteria, conclusions and extrapolations
cannot be readily generalized. In some cases contradictory trends were observed
due to various combinations of the above factors.
The present study indicated that either the Rho-mu or Spalding-Chi heat
transfer prediction methods are acceptable for prediction of turbulent heat
transfer to a Space Shuttle orbiter. The difference in TPS design weights
resulting from use of these two methods was not significant.
Roughness effects on heating and on transition cannot be accurately pre-
dicted without mere experimental information. Roughness, while increasing
heating in the immediate vicinity of the roughness, may act to reduce heating
over some areas of the vehicle by moving the transition point and, thereby
the point of peak heating (turbulent overshoot), forward on the vehicle and
earlier in the trajectory. To assess the effect of this phenomenon heat rates
for this case can be approximated by using the maximum of the laminar or turbu-
lent heating approach. This results in higher heating to forward regions and
reduces heat transfer to aft portions of the vehicle where turbulent overshoot
conditions would have occurred according to the predictions based on more
advanced boundary layer transition criteria. The differences in heating distri-
bution with differences in transition location are illustrated in figure 29.
Because of this phenomenon and the fact that some degree of roughness is unavoid-
able, it would seem that for the cases where a serious weight penalty on forward
areas of the vehicle can be avoided, turbulent flow may be a preferable mode.
The question of physical viability of this situation merits further investigation.
It should also be realized that the preceding finding shows that the approach
employed in some past design practices of using the maximum of the predicted
laminar or turbulent heating does not necessarily represent the worst case
condition on a vehicle.
It can be seen from the above that the presence of surface roughness and its
.effects can significantly alter the conclusions of this study.
No special abort considerations were found to be critical for the vehicle
environment, assuming no loss in orbiter main engine power and assuming orbiter
capability to abort into orbit exists. Preliminary studies by Grumman (reference
8) also indicated that orbiter sub-orbital and/or fly-back return from early
booster failure would impose no environmental conditions on the structure more
severe than those of normal reentry.
Loads and Stresses
The various design concepts exhibited widely varying degrees of sensitivity
to load level perturbations and to the particular type of load considered.
The metallic TPS panels were found to be critical for both boost and reentry
load conditions. Ultimate loads during boost were found to influence the design
of the panels even though temperature-critical design conditions existed during
reentry. At the lower temperature ranges during reentry, thermal-distortion
limitations governed detail structural design. At the higher temperatures of
reentry creep limitations governed sizing. Optimization procedures used for
the TPS design accounted for these varying requirements, resulting in a balanced
design, equally critical for the governing conditions.
Among the study points examined in the course of the definition of baseline
and perturbed designs no thermal stresses acting to alleviate load-induced
stresses at a critical design condition were found. Thus, a selection of
criteria for combining stress components of opposite signs was not necessitated
during the design exercises of this study.
Ideally, a probabilistic approach should be followed for predicting all
design loads and resulting stresses. On this basis, the load-induced and
thermally-induced stresses should be combined at the dispersion levels appropriate
to satisfy the required design success probability regardless of the signs of
the components. Thus, if thermal stress acts to aggravate the load-induced
stress, the (mean + n 0)* level of thermal stress is added to the (mean + n a)
level of load stress. If the thermal stress acts to alleviate a predominant
load-induced stress, the (mean -no) level of thermal stress should be subtracted
from the (mean + n a) level of the load-induced stress.
In actual design analyses the dispersions in stresses needed to carry out
the combination approach described in the preceding paragraph may not be
adequately defined. Usually, conservative methods and uncertainty factors
employed in thermal analysis lead to a design thermal stress that exceeds the
mean of the possible dispersion by some unknown amount. Where thermal and load
stresses have the same sign the undefined conservatism in the thermal stress
introduces no problem and it is recommemded that the two components be added
to obtain the combined design stress. Where thermal stress acts to alleviate
the load stress, combining the two components according to their signs could
result in an unconservative estimate of net stress. For this case it is
therefore recommended that the thermal stress be ignored. Similarly, if the
thermal stress is the predominant component and the load stress is alleviating,
the latter should be ignored in arriving at the design stress.
It is further recommended that the factor of safety used to arrive at
ultimate load or stress be applied only to the mechanical load or mechanical-
load-induced stress and not to the thermally-induced component, regardless of
how they are combined. The reason for this recommendation is that thermal
stresses, unlike mechanical-load-induced stresses, tend to be self-relieving
once the yield stress is reached. Thus it is unlikely that thermal stresses
could be responsible for the total stress approaching or exceeding the ultimate
allowable for the material.
The ultimate factor of safety was found to be a significant driver for orbiter
structural weight.
Temperatures and Heat Loads
In general, higher peak temperatures were obtained in the present study than
have been shown by the Space Shuttle Phase A and B contractors. This result
was due to the adoption of a relatively severe nominal trajectory plus the use
*The factor n indicates the number of standard deviations consistent with the
required level of design success probability.
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of simultaneously applied tolerances on altitude, angle of attack, angle of yaw,
and additionally the use of heat transfer uncertainty factors. This conservative
approach to design temperatures was chosen in the absence of detailed data on
dispersion distributions and parameter correlations heeded for a more realistic
statistical combination of tolerences. Later in the study a technique for
probabilistically defining a design trajectory was examined, as described under
"Combined Thermal Structural Loads Sensitivities."
The selected nominal trajectory was used as a basis for the design or limit
trajectory. The nominal trajectory was tailored to minimize peak heating, but
produced a long period of nearly constant heating. This trajectory was
characterized by the absence of sharp heating peaks (except during the early 50°
angle of attack condition, which was important to only a few designs) but
resulted in a relatively high total heat load.
The trajectory, as described, was near optimum for metallic TPS concepts,
for which avoidance of high peak temperatures, even those occurring over very
short time periods, yields significant weight benefits. The high total heat
load, on the other hand, did not cause serious insulation weight penalties.
The impact of trajectory character on carbon/carbon, REI, or hot structure
concepts was not as clear as that on metallic TPS. Properties of material
candidates for these concepts were assumed to deteriorate catastrophically above
the specified maximum use temperatures. Thus, trajectories producing sharp
heating peaks may force weight-increasing material changes or may invalidate
concepts entirely if those allowable temperatures are exceeded. On the other
hand, within the concepts' allowable temperature range, the heat sink and
insulation capabilities, and therefore weights, were affected primarily by the
total heat load.
The ablator concepts were at a disadvantage under the conditions of the
selected trajectory. The long period of moderately high heating produced signifi-
cant recession of most of the ablators and dictated the use of considerable
thickness of material for insulation. The poor suitability of ablators for the
selected trajectory would result in an even greater penalty for an allowable
bond line temperature less than the 600°F baseline value.
The relative inefficiency of ablators subjected to the conditions of the
present study limit trajectory is illustrated by the baseline design thickness
for the Apollo material (point 70), which approached the thickness required on
the Apollo command module for lunar return.
Care should be observed in comparing ablation TPS with hot structure or
carbon/carbon concepts. The lack of significant lateral conduction or available
heat sink qualities of ablators makes them particularly susceptible to spatial
or temporal variations in heating (such as from interference effects). This
effect was observed on the X-15 vehicle, as pointed out by reference 13. This
implies that a direct comparison is not always possible because of inherent
differences in design.
From observations described in the preceding paragraphs it was concluded
that for total vehicle optimization, the selection of the reentry profile should
be considered concurrently with the selection of the various TPS and structural
concepts. This consideration would, in all probability, result in different
optimum trajectories for different TPS concepts. Thus, the use of a single
baseline trajectory throughout this study undoubtedly resulted in some bias among
the various concepts. The influence of this bias on the results of the study
cannot be established without a broader study of TPS and structural concept
sensitivities for a variety of trajectories.
Many of the internal temperatures which influence design definition reached
maximum values late in reentry or were still increasing at landing. In the case
of critical temperatures still increasing at landing, external ground cooling
was assumed and the TPS was sized to meet thermal design requirements only up
to time of landing. For cases of late-occurring peak temperatures, a reduction
in TPS weight may be possible through the use of a simple on-board cooling
scheme, such as by collecting and circulating ambient air. This possibility
warrants further investigation.
Combinations of Weight Sensitivities
In order to assess the combined effects of the various design parameters
on the study point designs, the weight sensitivities were combined using a root-
sum-square approach. Although this technique was considered only a substitute
for an appropriate statistical method, and was intended primarily as an illustra-
tion, certain tentative conclusions could be drawn from the results.
The results of the root-sum-square combinations were examined for relative
weight sensitivities to the variation of the trajectory and system parameters
and to the methods and criteria. No consistent trends relative to the two
groups of perturbations could be seen. The metallic TPS points generally
showed greater sensitivity to both groups than did the carbon/carbon or hot
structure points because of the greater temperature sensitivity of the metallic
TPS points.
It is not known whether the combined sensitivity results may be considered
applicable to lifting reentry vehicles in general, or should be restricted to
the configuration, concepts, and environments of this study. It was therefore
concluded that in the absence of a broader data base, the results should not
be extended beyond orbiters, design concepts, and trajectories similar to those
covered by this study.
As an illustrative example for reducing conservatism in defining limit
trajectories, a modified set of trajectory and systems dispersions (limit
trajectory) was defined, using the individual sensitivity relation. These
modified dispersions were determined such that when their extremes were applied
simultaneously to define design conditions, the resulting design would satisfy
a root-sum-square combination of the true dispersions. The resulting design
would thus have a probability of meeting its design requirements consistent with
the probability of the individual trajectory and systems dispersions. In order
to achieve a more rigorous probabilistic treatment, it is recommended to investi-
gate the feasibility of using the Monte Carlo technique as a means of combining
the effects of the various trajectory, systems, methods and criteria perturbations.
Maneuver Excursions
Three maneuvers from the nominal trajectory to conditions of the limit tra-
jectory and back to the nominal trajectory were evaluated for effects on TPS
design at two of the study points. It was found that only the most severe return
maneuver, the case involving n = 2.4 g and a 30 second return to the nominal
trajectory, had any significant impact on metallic TPS design (point number 3).
For this case a temperature exceeding the columbium allowable was encountered,
with the probable consequence of excessive creep deformation and reduced
reliability of-the panel. The baseline insulation was adequate to protect the
internal structure for all maneuvers studied.
It was concluded that the metallic TPS designed for the baseline (limit
trajectory) environment has capability to withstand moderate excursions from
the nominal to the limit trajectory and return without jeopardizing its integrity.
It was further concluded that the metallic TPS, designed for limit conditions
only, has some margin for withstanding overload and over-temperature (beyond
limit) conditions, provided a reduction in service life is acceptable. A
definition of this margin would require a thorough examination of the possible
overload conditions, TPS failure modes, and the prior load-temperature history.
None of the maneuvers had any significant impact on the KEI design (point
number 3A). Temperatures for all cases were within the limits for the REI
material, and backwall temperatures were less for all maneuvers than for the
baseline environment.
The maneuver excursion study results indicated that the REI concept, pro-
vided the assumptions regarding coating survivability and REI temperature
capability are valid, affords greater maneuver capability than the metallic TPS.
Recommended Practices and Criteria
The recommended practices and criteria are intended to provide a design
methodology reflecting the state of the art of reentry vehicle design. The
recommendations are presented in detail in Appendix G where they are organized
to form the basis for a supplement to NASA SP-8057', and are summarized here as
follows:
Use available and applicable design criteria available from airplane and
space vehicle design including NASA SP-8057, "Structure Design Criteria Applicable
to a Space Shuttle," as updated by recommendations from the present study. Fre-
quent; updating is recommended as a broader data base becomes available.
Where the above criteria are inadequate, generate a sufficient data base to
cover areas of special interest using a methodology and design philosophy
consistent with the intent of NASA SP-8057.
Avoid over-conservatism, but pursue design realism by using safety and
uncertainty factors in proper rational combinations to assure reliable vehicle
operations. When adequate definition of dispersions exists, employ a suitable
statistical technique such as the Monte Carlo method (if feasibility is estab-
lished) for combining the effects of such dispersions, thereby arriving at a
set of design requirements consistent with the desired probability of mission
success.
Pay special attention to potential material degradation due to excess
thermal-structural loading associated with thermochemical and loads phenomena.
Update prediction methods and criteria as new data become available,
particularly concerning extrapolation to flight from ground test information.
Allow appropriate detail in analysis nodes concerning trajectory-time
and body location in order to determine peak load and temperature conditions
and to determine accurate trends in trade-off analyses.
In computing the ultimate load or stress condition, apply the ultimate
factor of safety to the mechanical load or mechanical-load-induced stress only.
No factor of safety is to be applied to temperatures, temperature gradients,
or thermal stresses.
Compute combined stresses on a probabilistic basis, satisfying the required
level of design success probability, where adequate stress dispersion data are
available. When insufficient data exist to apply the above recommendation,
the following rules should be used: where thermal stress acts to aggravate the
load-induced stress (limit or ultimate) , add the components to arrive at the
total design stress. Where thermal (load) stress acts to alleviate a pre-
dominant load (thermal) stress, ignore the alleviating component.
In order to provide capability margins for IPS, in the absence of those
usually provided by the ultimate factor of safety, two objectives should be
pursued in TPS design. First, degradation due to overload or over-temperature
conditions should be detectable by practical inspection procedures before
continued use endangers the vehicle. Second, the TPS should be designed to pre-
vent the above-described incipient degradation from becoming a self-aggravating
or catastrophic failure.
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APPENDIX A
GEOMETRY DEFINITION
Selection of study points and definition of the vehicle geometry at the
chosen study point locations were prerequisites for the present study. Since
the scope of the study precluded a complete vehicle analysis, the judiciously
selected study points were intended to represent the most characteristic and
critical area's on the vehicle. By this approach, it was hoped to obtain mean-
ingful trends and sensitivities permitting conclusions to be made applicable to
the entire vehicle and as much as possible to the entire category of high cross-
range delta wing Space Shuttle orbiter vehicles. Historically, the vehicle
windward surfaces, including the stagnation point and stagnation lines, commanded
the prime attention of entry vehicle designers, followed in importance by fins,
control surfaces and finally by leeward surface regions.
For the present study nine study point locations were chosen to include
regions requiring thermal protection systems (TPS), as well as those using a
hot structure concept. A list of vehicle study points is given in table 1. The
study point locations include the stagnation point, the wing stagnation line,
two points each at the windward side of the body and the wing, and one point each
on the upper wing, the side of the body and the fin. The exact geometric defi-
nition of the study point locations is given in figures 30 through 38. Figure
39 shows the airfoil sections used in the wing and fin analyses.
Figure 30 defines the location of point number 1, on the lower surface of
the body. A location well aft of the nose was desired for this point, so that
it would typify the lower surface of the body in general. On the other hand, it
was desired to avoid influence of the wing on flow at this point. The chosen
longitudinal location at exactly half the body length is very near the wing
leading edge body side intersection. A lateral location off the vehicle center-
line for point number 1 was chosen in order to provide a study point where the
TPS was in close proximity to an aluminum cryogenic tank wall (see fig. 2).
Point number 2 was located, as shown in figure 31, so as to satisfy the
desire for a hot primary structure study point on the body upper or side sur-
faces. The possible choices for such a point were rather limited. Large areas
of the upper portion of the body are covered by payload compartment doors, which
are not primary structure, and the crew compartment, which was expected to exper-
ience local heating effects not typical of the body upper or side surfaces in
general. The nose cone, likewise, was expected to experience heating not typical
of the majority of body hot structure areas. The selected location, on the body
side, above and forward of the wing but below the payload door hinge line, is
expected to lie in a region of separated or near-separated flow but to be
reasonably free of interference or other unusual and difficult to predict heating
effects.
Point number 3, whose location is defined in figure 32, was selected to
typify the entire lower surface of the wing, except for leading edge areas. It
was located at one half the semi-span (measured from vehicle centerline to wing
tip) and at the mid-point in the chord at that wing section. In addition to
the coordinates of the point shown in figure 32, computation of the flow field
and boundary layer at point 3 required knowledge of the wing section geometry,
which is shown in figure 39.
Point number 4 was selected to satisfy the requirement in the study plan for
a study point on the upper surface of the wing, where hot primary structure
could be used. The x,y coordinates of point number 4, as shown in figure 33,
are the same as those for point number 3. Point. 4 is representative of the upper
surface of the wing in general.
Point number 5 was located so as to satisfy a study requirement for a TPS
study point where sensitivity to surface discontinuities would be exhibited.
Point 5 was also an appropriate addition to the study of the wing lower surface
since it represented a significant portion of the wing area where heating was
considerably higher than at point 3 and thus not accurately represented by
point 3. The location of point number 5 is defined in figure 34.
A study point on the wing leading edge, point number 6, shown in figure 35,
was selected in order to include in the study one of the most critical heating
areas on the orbiter. The inclusion of point 6 presented the opportunity to
examine the sensitivities of leading edge TPS design concepts, which differ from
TPS design concepts at other locations.
Point number 7, on the orbiter nose cap, like point 6, was chosen because
of its potential heating criticality and the opportunity it offered for studying
design concepts differing from those in other areas. The exact location of
point 7, shown in figure 35, was that of the aerodynamic stagnation point deter-
mined by the vehicle angle of attack and yaw at the time when peak stagnation
point heating occurred.
Point number 8, whose location is defined in figure 37, was selected as
representative of the hot structure area of fin or fin-rudder combination. The
mid-span, mid-chord point was chosen as a typical location. Like the points on
the wing, the computation of local flow and boundary layer properties at this
point required definition of the section geometry, which is shown in figure 39.
Point number 9, near the aft end of the lower surface of the body, as shown
in figure 38, was selected for limited studies supplementing those at point
number 1. The intent was to include a study point having all characteristics,
except boundary layer transition time, similar to those at point 1. The com-
parison of aerothermodynamic and thermal analysis study results at two such
points was expected to contribute to the evaluation of transition effects on the
vehicle in general. Point 9 was located as far aft as possible but still in a
region of aluminum internal structure (the hydrogen tank aft skirt). The later
condition, and the offset from the vehicle centerline, were imposed in order to
maintain similarity of designs at points 1 and 9.
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APPENDIX B
LOADS ANALYSIS
by B. E. Clingan and A. L. Brown
Ascent Loads. - Loads at selected hot structure points were obtained by
scaling from available data on similar configurations. In reviewing available
orbiter data (ref. 1 and 3, and Grumman-Boeing work) it was found that no com-
plete set of loads data needed for the present study existed in any single
reference. The NAR Phase B Technical Summary (ref. 3) gives load distributions
for the wing and fin, which is the form of load data required for study points
number 4 and 8. The MDAC report (ref. 1) gives only the wing root and fin root
loads, but the slightly greater similarity between the MDAC orbiter and the
present study baseline configuration led to a desire to utilize the MDAC orbiter
loads. On the other hand, the maximum ascent q a (dynamic pressure-angle of
attack product) values for the MDAC orbiter are considerably lower than the NAR
design value, or values computed in current Grumman-Boeing studies. Ascent
maximum q a values from MDAC (ref. 1) are +1672 and -1794 Ib/ft2-deg, while the
stated NAR design value is 2800 Ib/ft2-deg, and Grumman-Boeing analyses have
yielded values of approximately 3300 Ib/ft2-deg.
The method used for obtaining wing and fin ascent flight loads (for points
number 4 and 8, respectively) was as follows:
2(1) Use ascent maximum q a and q B value of 3300 Ib/ft -deg, from Grumman-
Boeing analyses. This value of q a and q f3 is a limit value and as such
includes the effects of ascent trajectory dispersions.
(2) Scale MDAC wing and fin root loads to the q a and q g value, above.
(3) Scale NAR wing and fin load spanwise distributions to the root loads from
(2). Use the appropriate distributions for positive and negative (head-
wind and tailwind) angle of attack conditions.
The resulting ascent loads for the wing, and fin are tabulated in tables 13
and 14, respectively.
The launch acoustic environment used in design of the body side panel is
shown in figure 40. The acoustic pressure spectral density was derived using
data for clustered LOX/H. engines in the 550 000 Ib thrust regime, obtained from
reference 9'
Reentry and Post-Reentry Maneuver Loads. - Analysis of entry and post-entry
maneuver loads was performed using a CDC 6600 computer program based on the aero-
dynamic influence coefficient approach. The theory underlying the development
of the aerodynamic influence coefficient matrices is presented in references 16
and 17. This method is applicable in the Mach number regime from zero to
.approximately M = 3.0.
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Table 13. - WING BASELINE DESIGN LIMIT LOADS AT POINT NO. 4
CONDITION
ASCENT
REENTRY&
POST-REENTRY
M
(qtt=3'
DEC)
11.6
1.18
.94
nz
OOPSF-
1.07
1.80
1.13
LRA
&>
I
1
SHEAR
LB x 10+3
113.0
21.5
60.5
41.8
BENDING
MOMENT
iN-LBx 10"1"6
17.1
2.52
7.47
5.20
TORSION
IN-LB x 10+6
-1.77
.86
15.67
8.60
[J> SEE FIGURE 41
Table 14. - FIN BASELINE DESIGN LIMIT LOADS AT POINT NO. 8
CONDITION
ASCENT
REENTRY &
POST-REENTRY
M
w-
6.4
1.18
.94
0
DEC
3300
5.0
5.0
5.0
*R.
DEG
'SF-C
0
0
0
9
PSF
EG)
177
318
255
LRA
&>
SHEAR
LB x 10+3
37.0
.87
40.5
25.5
BENDING
MOMENT
IN-LB x 10*6
3.55
.10
3.99
2.45
TORSION
IN-LB x 10+e
-1.30
-.029
-.199
.248
SEE FIGURE 42
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For the hypersonic regime pressure coefficients based on Newtonian theory must
be input. The flight vehicle planform is divided into a finite number of panels.
Mass distribution is input. The program computes airloads and inertia loads on
the panels, as well as shears and moments for specified load reference axes.
Separate loads analyses were performed for the symmetric wing/body and the
vertical tail.
Symmetric Wing Loads. - The symmetric wing load cases analyzed are sum-
marized in table 15. The airloads, net loads and inertial loads were obtained
on the panel grid shown in figure 41 and integrated along the load reference
axis system also shown in figure 41. The wing panel weights are given in table
16. The airframe was assumed to be rigid. The camber and twist were assumed
to be zero. The resulting parametric loads data are given in table 15. Loads
for the actual baseline design loading conditions are given in table 13.
Vertical Tail Loads. - The analytical method used in establishing the
vertical tail airload distributions was the same as that used for the wing-body
as were the principal assumptions. The inertial loads were neglected, since
their contribution is generally small on vertical tail surfaces. Unit sideslip
load distribution (L.) and unit rudder deflection load distribution (L ) were
calculated for several parametric load cases. A summary of these load cases
and the resulting load distributions is shown in table 17. The panel grid used
in the analysis is presented in figure 42, along with the load reference axis
definition used to integrate the panel loads.
The actual baseline design loading cases were constructed as follows:
where L = panel loads matrix in Ibs.
Analogous equations were used to determine the shear, moment, and torsion.
The resulting loads are given in table 14.
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APPENDIX C
AEROTHERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS
by C. L. Jaeck
INTRODUCTION
The design of TPS for hypersonic vehicles is dependent upon the aerothermo-
dynamic environment. The inability to simulate this environment in ground
facilities requires analytic methods and procedures to estimate the local flow
field and boundary layer condition which introduces inherent uncertainties in
the TPS design. In order to overcome the uncertainties, often conservative
methods as well as safety factors are applied, with subsequent increase in TPS
weight.
The major objective of this study was to determine the sensitivity of the
TPS weight at nine vehicle locations to perturbations in the prediction tech-
niques for the local inviscid flow field, turbulent heating rates, location of
boundary transition and "overshoot" in heating at the end of transition.
The heat transfer coefficients for each of the nine locations (see Appen-
dix A) were obtained using analytical predictions, semi-empirical relations,
empirical results for simple geometries, and data from tests of more closely
representative geometries.
The approach used in this study was to generate heat transfer coefficients
at each location as a function of time and at a nominal wall temperature. The
heat transfer coefficient and adiabatic wall enthalpy histories were then fed
into the CHAP program (ref. 15) for determination of surface and internal
temperature histories (see Appendix D).
The following discussion describes the methods and procedures for calculation
of the heat transfer coeffdicient history at each of the nine vehicle locations.
The description is in four parts:
1. Basic methods.
2. Specific methods, windward surface locations.
3. Specific methods, upper surface locations.
A. Concluding remarks.
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BASIC METHODS
Flow Field Analysis Methods
The ability to predict aerodynamic heating rates and local transition
parameters depends upon knowledge of the Space Shuttle vehicle flow field.
Aerodynamic heat transfer calculations can be separated into two parts: the
calculation of the inviscid flow properties and calculation of the viscous
boundary layer. The inviscid flow calculations provide a description of the
conditions at the boundary layer edge including pressure and velocity. Other
fluid properties, such as temperature, density, viscosity, etc., can be obtained
from the freestream properties, local surface pressure and edge velocity. A
general method for calculating the inviscid flow properties does not exist.
Several different methods based on knowledge of flow fields about basic shapes
must be used.
The flow field surrounding a vehicle traveling at hypersonic speeds and
the heating rate to its surfaces are influenced by the shape. A blunt shape
reduces the boundary layer edge velocity and increases the static temperature.
The heating rate on a blunt body downstream of the nose can be predicted
for two limiting cases. The maximum or upper limit is predicted by assuming
an oblique shock and using the velocity and enthalpy of a corresponding sharp
body. The lower limit is obtained by assuming that all the fluid in the boundary
layer has entered through a normal shock. The local flow properties are then
.obtained by assumption of isentropic expansion from the stagnation pressure to
the local pressure.
The actual heating on shuttle vehicle models usually follows the normal
shock calculations in the nose region and gradually approaches the oblique
shock predictions farther aft. With increasing angle of attack, the effect of
the nose decreases and the oblique shock calculations become more appropriate.
At very high angles of attack, however, the sharp body (oblique shock) predic-
tions approach the normal shock predictions for all windward areas, and there-
fore either technique can be used.
Prediction of heating rates to vehicles at angle of attack requires the
prediction of:
(a) surface pressure,
(b) boundary layer edge velocity,
(c) streamline divergence due to body geometry, and
(d) streamline divergence due to crossflow pressure gradients.
The latter two items are of particular importance at the lower surface
centerline, and at points 1 and 9.
Pressure Predictions. - Three possible pressure prediction methods are
(a) Cone and Wedge (ref. l6)
(b) Delta Wing (ref. lj)
2 sine* sin(a+ « )
C • -p
 cos(on-e) (CD
(c) Modified Newtonian
It should be noted that the cone and wedge relationships fail above & = 57°
for the cone and above & = 44° for the wedge because of shock detachment. For
high Mach numbers and the angles of attack being considered, method (b) reduces
to C =2 sin26 since the shock wave lies close to the body.
Since the vehicle under consideration flies at C^ Q,,, = 50° and 20°, the
selected pressure relationships must be continuous and applicable for local
deflection angles from 0 to 90°. A comparison of all three methods for a Mach
number of 20, shown in figure 42, indicates that in the range of applicability
the differences are small. For these reasons, the Modified Newtonian pressure
prediction was used in both the sharp and normal shock calculations . In the
latter case, the hemisphere pressure relationship was faired into the Newtonian
distribution at the hemisphere shoulder. (See fig. ^ -3-)
The modified Newtonian relationship (ref. 18) is given by
1/2
 2
1.1025 -f 1.278 Bin S
1
L 1.278
J ^*
sin2 8 (C2)
Edge Velocity. - The prediction of boundary layer edge velocity is more
uncertain than prediction of pressures because pressures are less sensitive to
real gas effects. In computing the edge velocity a method must be selected which
accounts for the real gas effects on the heat transfer coefficient. Two edge
velocity methods are included in this study. In the first method, the velocity
is calculated by expansion from a normal shock. The second is a sharp body
(oblique shock) method. Two relationships were used to predict the local sharp
body edge velocity;
the parallel shock method, where
"
 C
°
8 8
ue
(C3)
and an X-20 delta wing windward surface method, where
( 8 ~ Degrees) (C4)
Application of equation (C4) to bodies, other than delta wings, has in the
past led to reasonable heating predictions. This equation, however, indicates
a local velocity of zero for a local flow deflection angle of 75°.
A comparison of the two sharp body methods is shown in figure 44.
Heat Transfer and Transition
Laminar Heating Method. - The Boeing Reference Density-Viscosity (Rho-mu)
momentum integral method was used to make all laminar heating predictions during
this study. A detailed description of this method is provided in references
18 and 19.
Effects of streamwise and crossflow pressure gradients, as well as stream-
line divergence due to body geometry on heat transfer coefficient, shear and
momentum thickness are considered in the Rho-mu method. In addition, the
boundary layer displacement thickness (6*) is determined for use in the transi-
tion calculation discussed in the next section. The laminar displacement thick-
ness was calculated using the flat plate form factors (6*/8) given in references
20 and 21, modified for real gas effects as given below:
Jj_ . 6.10 -£- -3.51 (C5)
where
(C6)
This modification was checked using a finite difference, nonsimilar, real
gas boundary layer method described in Appendix C of reference 22. The real gas
calculations were in good agreement with results of eq. (C5).
The use of equation (C5) neglects the effect of streamwise and crossflow
pressure gradients on form factors. The primary effect of these variables was
included in the calculation of the momentum thickness which is also used in
determining transition location.
Boundary Layer Transition Criteria. - The effects of two boundary layer
transition criteria on TPS weight were investigated during this study. The two
prediction methods are presented graphically in reference 25,' a°d will be
referred to as the MDAC and NASA criteria in this report. The results shown in
figures 7 and 9 of reference 25 were curve fitted and the following relations
obtained:
MDAC Criteria
(C7)
- 10*. lie'0778 (8~Degrees)
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NASA Criteria
log10
Re.S*
..25
M 4^.6 (Modified Beckwith (C-8)
6
 and Stainback)
- 1.78 (Beckwith and
Stainback)
(C-9)
The edge Mach number (Me) appearing in equations C7 through C9 was obtained using
the speed of sound for dissociated air, evaluated at the local enthalpy and
pressure.
Virtual Origin of the Turbulent Boundary Layer. - The virtual origin for the
turbulent boundary layer was selected at the beginning of transition. This
approach is in agreement with recommendations of reference 24, but gives a maxi-'
mum heat transfer coefficient at the end of transition that may be low. Recent
unpublished work of Gary and Bertram of NASA-Langley indicates that the virtual
origin should be approximately 18% upstream of the end of transition, which is
taken as the point of peak heating.
Heating in Transition Region. - For this study, except at point 6, only the
case of gradual transition was considered, that is, transition occurring over a
finite region. The extent of this region is a function of geometry, Reynolds
number and vehicle attitude.
Two methods were used during this study to define the extent of the transi-
tion region and the heating distribution in the transition region. The first
assumes that the end of transition is located at twice the onset Reynolds number.
A linear fairing for variation of heat transfer coefficient with distance on
log-log graph paper was employed in the transition region between onset at the
laminar condition and end of transition at the turbulent flow condition. The
notation "2:1" was used to signify the use of this method on various figures and
tables in this report.
The second prediction method consists of using a power law variation of
heating rate with Reynolds number. Such a relationship was developed by the
authors of reference 25,.and is given as follows:
or
qL, beg "I- e, x,tr^
5/3
aw,
i - 1
aw w
e,x
e,xf
5/3
(CIO)
(Cll)
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If the variation in enthalpy is assumed to be small this expression reduces
to:
5/3
(C12)
L, beg ,x.tr
The use of equation (C12) also determines the end of transition by the
intersection of the graph of equation (C12) and the turbulent theory line with
its origin located at the beginning of transition.
5/3The notation "Re " was used to signify the use of the power law variation
on the figures and tables of this report.
Turbulent Heating Methods. - Three prediction methods were used for this
study to calculate turbulent heating rates, the Boeing Rho-mu, the Spalding-Chi,
and the Eckert Reference Enthalpy (i*) method. In a sense, the calculation pro-
cedures for these three methods all use the same methodology. Each method
requires
(a) An Incompressible Skin Friction Relationship
(b) A Reference Enthalpy
(c) Relations to establish transformation between skin friction and
Reynolds number for compressible and incompressible boundary layers.
(d) A Reynolds Analogy Relationship
The calculation methods all assume that the skin friction coefficient as a
function of Reynolds number for a compressible boundary layer is given by the
same relationship when transformed to an equivalent incompressible case. The
transformation is of the form
C -f(R ) Incompressible (C13)
PC-f(F R ) Compressible (C14)
c i rx O|X
For the purpose of this study, equation (C13) is assumed to be the modified
Schultz-Grunow equation (ref. 18).
.37
T 9 CQA
(CIS)
There is very little difference between C relationships except at very low
and very high Reynolds numbers.
The compressible transformations for each of the three turbulent prediction
methods are:
METHOD rx
r { Rho - mu), ( Ref . l8
SPALDING - CHI
(Ref. 26) rx
ECKERT 1*
(Ref. 27)
or, in terms of equivalent pr/ir and ju o (See ref. 18 for definition of two
parameters).
METHOD
X> r^ r (Rho -mu)
SPALDING - CHI
ECKERT i*
P r M r
P r M r
*>e»Q
F F _C TO
P* U*
Mo
^0
^e
Fr*
M*
Where
TC8
F F
rx c
(C16)
The basic Spalding-Chi method was developed to calculate skin friction
coefficients for an ideal gas. For this study the ideal gas relations were
modified for a real gas by substitution of enthalpy for temperatures in the
definitions of F and F given in reference 26.
C IvX
The heat transfer coefficients for each of the three methods were obtained
from the skin friction coefficient using a Reynolds analogy factor equal to the
Prandtl number raised to the .645 power. This analogy factor is only slightly
different from the Colburn factor of ar 2' 3. The partial Prandtl number (a)
was evaluated at the enthalpy corresponding to the Rho-mu conditions discussed
earlier or at i* for the Spalding-Chi and Eckert methods.
In order to verify the above procedures and estimate the errors introduced
into the calculations by the previously discussed assumptions, comparisons were
made between calculations of reference 28 and results from the Boeing aerodynamic
heating computer program which includes the three turbulent prediction methods.
The results of this comparison are shown in table 18.
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The effect of real-gas considerations is shown in table 17 to increase the
heating rates predicted by Spalding-Chi by as much as 40 percent. The partial
real-gas corrections used in the present study, that is, substitution of enthalpy
for temperatures, results in a maximum error of 5 percent. The error involved
with using the Modified Schultz-Grunow Skin Friction Law is approximately 2 to
4 percent. These two errors tend to counteract each other, such that the total
error introduced into the Spalding-Chi calculations by the two assumptions is
negligible.
Maximum of the Laminar and Turbulent Heat Transfer. - The effect of surface
roughness on both heating and transition location was not evaluated in this
study. Roughness effects on transition during reentry cannot be accurately
predicted without information on manufacturing tolerances, thermal deformation
and more detailed experimental studies of the relation between transition,
roughness configuration and boundary layer characteristics.
The effect of surface roughness will tend to move the transition point
forward to the nose and leading edges. A severe heating situation could occur
when the transition point is moved up to or near the nose and leading edge.
This situation can be simulated by the case of the maximum of the laminar and
turbulent heating. The turbulent heat transfer for this case is predicted by
assuming that the transition point is located at the nose or leading edge, and
thus there is no overshoot in heating. Therefore, this heating prediction method
does not necessarily represent a "worst case".
The heating rates were determined for four locations on the vehicle, points
1, 9, 5 and 3. The heat transfer was maximum for laminar flow only during the
first 100-150 seconds of the trajectory.
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SPECIFIC METHODS
The heating level depends on the local boundary layer conditions of pressure,
temperature and velocity. The complex three dimensional flow field that exists
over the vehicle under consideration does not allow one to make an exact pre-
diction of these parameters. The aerodynamic heating prediction methods are
themselves a function of vehicle location and attitude.
The particular trajectory selected for this study enters strongly into the
method selection process. The vehicle angle of attack during reentry is held
at a nominal 50° for the first 206 seconds, and then is modulated down to 20°.
Thus, in some areas, different prediction methods are required for each of the
two angles of attack periods.
The prediction of aerodynamic heating rates at each of the nine vehicle
locations can be divided into two groups as shown in table 19. There are those
amenable to analytical techniques, such as the lower surface or windward location,
and those not amenable to purely analytical techniques, such as the upper
surface locations.
The wing leading edge, point number 6, is included in the second group
since the purely analytical prediction method applicable at that point, the
isolated infinite cylinder theory, is overly conservative.
Table 19 also presents a summary of aerothermodynamic method perturbations.
The details of the heat transfer calculations and the procedure will be discussed
in the next two sections. Point number 7, the nose stagnation point, is not
shown since no method perturbations were considered. The starred items refer
to the prediction methods used for the baseline design of the TPS at each loca-
tion. The baseline prediction methodology is described separately in table 20.
Included in the baseline heating predictions are uncertainty factors, and
altitude and attitude uncertainties.
The heating predictions performed during this study include certain common
basic assumptions and simplifications summarized in table 21. Items 1 through 7
were discussed earlier, while 8 through 11 a're self-explanatory.
Windward Surface Locations
Stagnation Region, Point No. 7. - The heating at the stagnation region was
predicted using the Rho-mu hemisphere stagnation point theory. A sphere effec-
tive radius for the three dimensional nose was calculated using the theory of
Reshotko, reference 29
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= 72 inches
= 50.6 inches
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The location of the study point was taken as the stagnation point at the low
angle of attack (a = 20°). The heating at this location, when the vehicle is at
nom
a = 50° was determined from the hemisphere distribution as h
 rrt0/h _rt0 = 0.86
nom a=50 a=20
The heating prediction at the stagnation point neglected the effect of
vorticity interaction.
Lower Surface Centerline and Point No. 9. - In order to obtain the heating
rates at points 1, 2 and 9, the simplest prediction method was to relate them to
the lower surface centerline value. The heating rate along the lower surface
centerline on the forward fuselage is influenced by the three dimensional flow
field.
The forward fuselage is a flat bottom cylinder with rounded edges or chines,
while the aft part is a delta wing. These variations in geometry and resulting
local boundary layer edge properties were included in the heating calculation
through the equivalent distance parameter
prMrue(rf1)N dx
(C17)
N = 2 for Laminar Flow and E = E
N = 1.25 for Turbulent Flow and E = ET
The parameters r and f in equation (C17) account for the three dimen-
sional flow effects, with r accounting for the effect of streamline divergence
due to body geometry on heating and f accounting for the effects of streamline
divergence due to crossflow or transverse pressure gradients. In the derivation
of the momentum equation, r is assumed to be proportional to the body radius of
curvature, normal to the streamline. The parameter f is defined in reference
18 by
<C18>
For a circular cylinder or a hemisphere, assuming a Newtonian pressure
distribution, the crossflow velocity gradient becomes
(C19)
30
Use of equation (C18) and (C19) to predict the three dimensional parameter
f on the forward fuselage requires a correction factor (K) to the velocity
gradient to account for the flat bottom and the chine radius RC. The factor K
was obtained from reference 30 based on data from references 31 and 32. Thus,
equation (CIS) becomes
11/2
<* (C20)
The parameter r and the local cylinder radius (R) were taken to be equal to
the half body width (Rg).
The three-dimensional parameters r and f on the delta wing centerline
were calculated using the method discussed in Section V of reference 18 (Volume
I). This method uses sharp leading edge delta wing streamlines to predict the
two three dimensional parameters r and f based on the local ratio of specific
heats (y)• The flow over the wing over the lower angle of attack portion of
the trajectory and during peak heating was calculated to be nearly two dimen-
sional. The origin for delta wing streamlines was assumed to be on the vehicle
centerline at the point where the wing intersects the fuselage.
A heat transfer coefficient distribution for the two transition criteria
along the lower surface centerline is shown in figure 45. The axial body
location of points 1, 2 and 9 are indicated. The heating in the transition
region was obtained again by fairing (linear fairing on log paper) between the
laminar heat transfer at onset and the turbulent value at end of transition,
established where the Reynolds number was twice the onset value.
Point number 9 was selected for the study since it was expected to lie in a
region of fully turbulent flow and thus would allow the clearest determination
of the sensitivity of IPS to turbulent heating predictions. Heat transfer
coefficient histories for the three prediction methods are shown in figure 46.
In the time zone of peak heating, near 1300 seconds, the Rho-mu and Spalding-Chi
methods give similar results.
The heating rate at point number 9 was assumed equal to the centerline
value at the same axial location.
Large differences were observed in the location of boundary layer transi-
tion along the lower surface centerline. Presented in figures 47 through 49
are examples of the differences due to flow field prediction methods, transition
criteria, and angle of attack variations, respectively.
The normal shock calculations resulted in a substantially earlier onset of
transition as a result of the lower unit Reynolds number, larger momentum thick-
ness, and lower edge Mach number. This result is illustrated as follows:
*,6
M (R /ft).2
I Shock
tr
/ «. = 1 - 8/5600
(Oblique Shock)
MDAC Criteria
tr
The NASA criteria resulted in the earliest transition during the low angle
of attack part of the trajectory (a = 25°), while the MDAC criteria give the
most forward transition during the high angle of attack portion of the reentry.
This difference can be better illustrated by comparing transition locations
predicted by the two criteria at one altitude and velocity, as shown in figure
49. The MDAC criteria indicates that the most forward transition location occurs
at an angle of attack of approximately 42 degrees. The NASA criteria bottoms
out at the significantly lower angle of attack of 13° (shown later with point 3).
This variation of location of transition with angle of attack for the NASA
criteria is consistent with observations in wind tunnels at hypersonic freestream
Mach numbers.
Mid-Body Lower Surface Chine Line, Point No. 1. - The laminar theoretical
heating rates at points 1 and 2 were calculated by equating the flow to that on
an unyawed blunt slab. The freestream Mach number was taken to be the -actual
freestream component normal to the vehicle lower surface. The slab was assumed
to be at zero angle of attack.
The leading edge of the slab was assumed to have a cross section equal to
that of the orbiter vehicle body at. the axial location of points 1 and 2.
Furthermore, this cross section is similar to that of a flat faced cylinder with
a corner radius (R(;) equal to one-half the body radius. The prediction of the
heating distribution was then based on the pressure distribution around the flat
faced cylinder described in reference 32 and presented in figure 50. The local
velocity was obtained by an Isentropic expansion from the stagnation line (vehicle
centerline).
A laminar heat transfer coefficient distribution for station 1165 is shown
in figure 51. The distribution was normalized to the stagnation line value, since
the level calculated does not correspond to the centerline values calculated in
the previous section.
In order to verify the above method the flight condition calculations were
compared with wind tunnel data from the GD delta wing booster of reference 33
which has a fuselage cross section similar to that of the GAC orbiter. This
comparison is shown in figure 52 for point 1 and is presented as a function of
centerline boundary layer edge enthalpy to account for the difference between
flight and wind tunnel real gas effects. The calculations underpredicted the
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measured data in the lower enthalpy region due to errors introduced in using the
hypersonic pressure distribution (M., ^  = 10.5) in the lower Mach number portion
of the reentry trajectory. However, since the error was significant only after
peak heating and temperature have occurred, it was neglected for the purpose of
the present study.
The actual fuselage spanwise heating distribution with transition at the
center line appears as shown in figure 53. The spanwise transition location..
that is, the point where the flow is laminar, was determined by construction
of a curve such as shown in figure 54. The transition location was then deter-
mined by calculation of n (defined in figure 54) where the numerator is determined
from equation (C7) , while the denominator became the laminar centerline value
of the MDAC transition parameter. This value of n was used in conjunction with
figure 54, to locate the spanwise point where the flow becomes laminar. As the
orbiter proceeds along the reentry trajectory, the Shape of figure 54 changes to
that shown in figure 55. At the time shown the spanwise heating distribution is
all turbulent. The spanwise variation of transition location with time is shown
in figure 56, where, distance is measured from the centerline.
When the boundary layer at the centerline and on the complete spanwise dis-
tribution was all turbulent, a second method was used to generate the fully
turbulent heating distribution. For this case, the local spanwise velocity was
calculated using
( 2 2 \ue,CL e ' laen. expans./•nftnvrf SO nt 4* 9 4 a A** Awno <na f * '
This approach was necessary in order to obtain a reasonable distribution near
the stagnation line, and give a definite value to normalize the curve. If one
used the same approach for turbulent flow as was used for laminar flow, where
u ~ y (C22>
span *
then,
 8 ,6 (C23)hturb ~ -ST - y
y*
which is a physically impossible result.
However, using equation (C21), (C23) becomes
(C24)
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A sample of such a fully turbulent heat transfer distribution is shown in
figure 57.
Wing Leading Edge Stagnation Line, Point No. 6. - The basic heat transfer
prediction method for a wing leading edge is isolated infinite swept cylinder
theory. However, the wing lower surface affects the leading edge heating at
angles of attack above 15°, and infinite cylinder theory becomes conservative as
is shown in figures 58 and 59. The data shown are from slab delta wings, that
is, the lower surface deflection angle is equal to the vehicle angle of attack.
The faired curves of figures 58 and 59 suggest a second heating prediction
method for leading edges, that is, an empirically modified cylinder tlieory. In
order to apply the curves to wings with airfoil cross sections, the abscissa
is assumed to be the local deflection angle at the leading edge shoulder in the
direction of flow. For the orbiter vehicle under consideration, the local flow
deflection angle at the shoulder is 61° at 25° angle of attack (see fig- 39)-
Thus, the modified laminar heating rate prediction on the orbiter leading edge,
based on the faired curve of figure 58, is one half that predicted by the basic
cylinder theory.
For this study the Rho-mu cylinder theory was used at point 6. In addition,
the location of point 6 is defined by the cylinder stagnation line prediction
during the lower angle of attack portion of the reentry trajectory. The stag-
nation line location for the modified cylinder theory was assumed to be at the
leading edge shoulder for the lower angles of attack and at the 10-percent chord
point for the higher angles of attack. The 10-percent chord location was. based
on the results of reference 36, where the location of maximum heating at mid-
semi-span on the wing lower surface of a delta wing orbiter at 53° angle of
attack was shown to be near the 10-percent chord point.
Boundary layer transition on the leading edge was calculated independent
of the wing lower surface and was assumed to occur at a freestream Reynolds
number of 200 000 based on leading edge diameter. This criterion predicted
transition to occur approximately 150 seconds earlier than the calculations
at points 5 and 3 based on the MDAC criteria. However, this early onset of
transition occurred after the time of peak heating, and thus had no effect on
peak TPS temperature. For transition to occur approximately 150 seconds later,
a transition Reynolds number of 800 000 would have been a better criterion.
Heat transfer calculations were also made using modified cylinder theory,
both with and without an estimate for the effect of the body shock impinging on
the leading edge. The heating increment due to shock impingement was based on
correlations which indicated
impingement „ n
undisturbed
Thus, when this factor was applied to the laminar modified cylinder theory the
resulting heating predictions were equal to those given by cylinder theory.
Wing Lower Surface Leading Edge Beam, Point No. 5. - The heating rate pre-
diction at point number 5 was a function of the location of-the leading edge
stagnation line as affected by the angle of attack. In the angle of attack
range from 50° to 60° the leading edge stagnation line was assumed to be located
at the 10 percent chord line which is the location of point 5, and the heating
rate was then predicted using modified cylinder theory.
In the range of a = 20° to 30°, the stagnation line was assumed to be
located at the leading edge shoulder. The wing lower surface heating distribu-
tion was then calculated using one of the flow field methods, using the stagna-
tion line as the origin of the boundary layer. Streamwise pressure gradient
effects on heating in the direction of flow were included, but the flow was
assumed two-dimensional (Strip Theory). An example of the heat transfer distri-
bution along the wing lower surface at mid-semi-span at a single altitude and
velocity is shown in figure 60. The locations of point 3 and 5 are noted.
The calculation procedure was then repeated at selected time points along
the trajectory as shown in figure 61. A comparison of the heat transfer coeffi-
cient history for each of two flow field prediction methods is shown in figure
61. The normal shock calculation indicates a higher heating rate during the
time span of 900 to 1500 seconds due to earlier onset of transition, than that
of the baseline method. The peak temperature for the normal shock calculation
occurs at 1350 seconds and is the more severe of the two calculations shown.
The higher temperature and heating rate are the result of a higher adiabatic
wall enthalpy but a lower heat transfer coefficient than that of the baseline
method.
Wing Lower Surface, Mid-Semi-Span, Mid-Chord, Point No. 3. - The heat
transfer coefficient at point 3 was calculated as discussed in the previous sec-
tion. The heat transfer coefficients at point 3 for each of three turbulent
heating prediction methods are presented in figure 62. The Rho-mu and Spalding-
Chi methods gave nearly the same results. The early sharp peak at 206 seconds
is the result of the sudden decrease in the vehicle angle of attack by 30 degrees
(fig. 7), and the ensuing dropoff in temperature.
Boundary layer transition began at about 620 seconds as is shown by the
increase in heating and divergence from the laminar curve. The variation of the
transition location on the lower surface with time is shown in figure 63 for the
twp transition criteria. The NASA criteria gave the earliest onset of transition
during the low angle of attack part of the reentry, while the MDAC criteria indi-
cated the most forward location in the initial high a part of the trajectory.
This difference is presented further in figure 64, which shows the variation in
transition location with angle of attack at a given altitude, velocity and flow
field prediction method. The results are similar to those presented for the
LSCL in figure 49. The MDAC criteria indicated the most forward transition
location occurred at an angle of attack of approximately 42°, while the NASA
criteria bottomed out at an angle of attack of 13°.
Upper Surface Locations
The calculation of upper surface heat transfer of a Space Shuttle orbiter
configuration must at present be made using approximate empirical or semi-
empirical techniques. The upper surface may have large regions of separated
flow, with vortices formed as the flow expands around the nose, leading edges
and chines. At present, one cannot predict the vortex formation or the heating
increase caused by the vortices.
The upper surfaces are usually inclined at a relatively large negative
incidence to the freestream vector such that the usual pressure prediction methods
do not apply. For incidence angles less than -15° the pressures tend to reach
a constant level which is a strong function of Mach number as shown in figure 65.
The pressures can be predicted by the approximation
Cp - .01 -^5- (C25)
The heat transfer rates to the upper surface locations, where the flow is
separated, but away from the vortex regions, decrease as the local surface
deflection angle is increased to large negative values. This is shown in figures
66 and 67 for locations on the wing upper surface and fin side of a delta wing
booster (ref. 33) whose geometry is similar to that of the orbiter vehicle being
used for this study. The heating tends to reach a constant value for angles less
than -15°. The constant level, when normalized to the value at zero angle of
•attack, correlates reasonably well as a function of Mach number as shown in
figure 68.
The heat transfer levels shown in figure 68 would be in considerable error
if applied in vortex regions. Thus^ the approach used for this study was to pre-
dict the heating to the three upper surface locations by the following two methods:
1. The value at zero incidence (baseline method) and
2. The separated value given by the method of figure 68.
Dissociation of the air during flight will change effective ratio of specific
heats in a manner that the fluid could expand through a larger angle over sur-
faces at negative incidence. This larger potential expansion angle will result
in an increase in the heating over that presented in figure 68.
Forward Fuselage Side Panel, Point No. 2. - Point number 2 is located on the
side of the upper mid-body. As the vehicle angle of attack is increased, the
effective angle of attack of the side panel decreases as shown in figure 69. For
the purpose of this study, it was assumed that the flow during reentry was sep-
arated, and that point 2 was in a vortex region. Thus, the heating was predicted
using the zero incidence approach to account for the increased heating due to
vortices. It was for this reason that the flat faced cylinder pressure distri-
bution was used as the pressure distribution on the fuselage normal to the center-
line for points 1 and 2.
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The predicted heat transfer rates for point 2 were obtained using the same
procedure and techniques as were used to obtain the results for point number 1.
The predicted values at point 2 were normalized to the centerline values and
compared with wind tunnel data from a delta wing booster (ref. 33)' and a semi-
cylinder leading edge model as shown in figures 70 and 71. Both models had flat
sides (a = 0). The trends indicated by the data are in agreement with the
flight predictions and thus confirm the prediction technique used in this study.
Wing Upper Surface. Point No. 4. - Point number 4 is located on the wing
upper surface at mid-span and mid-chord. The heating rate at point 4 was cal-
culated using the semi-analytical (zero incidence) and empirical techniques.
Boundary layer transition was included in the zero incidence calculations.
Fin Side, Point No. 8. - The heating on the fin was calculated with the
vehicle at zero angle of attack, but included the effect of yaw angle. The flow
field ahead of the fin was assumed to be the freestream condition. Boundary
layer transition was included in the zero incidence calculations.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
AEROTHERMODYNAMIC METHODS
The aerodynamic heat transfer rate prediction methods used in this study
made use of data and techniques which were available when the study began. Thus,
many of the techniques presented and used must be looked upon as approximate or
preliminary design level techniques. In the actual design study the prediction
methods would be modified based on data from wind or shock tunnel tests of models
of the actual configuration. However, as a result of this study, conclusions
can be drawn and recommendation of methods made.
Heating in Stagnation Regions^ - The heating at the nose stagnation point
should be calculated using the theory of Fay and Riddell (ref. Ul) or the theory
of Reshotko (ref. 29) for three dimensional nose shapes. At the stagnation line
of delta wings, the maximum heating should be predicted with an empirically
modified cylinder theory in order to remove some of the conservatism associated
with the purely theoretical isolated swept cylinder prediction method. The pre-
dictions should be verified experimentally when applied to airfoil shapes with
curved lower surfaces.
Flow Field Predictions on Windward Surfaces. - The effect of flow field
prediction method (except normal shock) on aerodynamic heating rates was small.
The baseline method or the parallel shock (eq. C3 and C4) prediction for boundary
layer edge velocity are therefore recommended. At the angles of attack considered
for the present orbiter configurations during reentry, these two flow field
methods are more representative of the true case. The pressure should be-calcu-
lated using the modified Newtonian or an equivalent method.
Boundary Layer Transition. - Boundary layer transition had a strong influence
on the time and level of peak heating rate and temperature. The criteria were
found to have a small effect on peak temperature and TPS weight at studied loca-
tions away from the nose or leading edge or on the aft portion of the vehicle.
Point number 5 on the leading edge beam was found to be substantially affected
by the criteria selection.
The two transition criteria revealed substantially different trends o.f tran-
sition location with angle of attack. The NASA criteria indicated the most for-
ward transition locations in the angle of attack range of 0 to 35°, while the
MDAC criteria indicated the most forward locations between 35 to 60° angle of
attack.
This pattern, plus the fact that present data support to approximately
equal degrees the validity of the two criteria, makes the recommendation of a
single criterion difficult. Therefore, until more verification data become
available, it is recommended that location of the beginning of transition be
defined as the most forward position predicted by either of the two criteria.
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The seeming lack of sensitivity of the TPS temperatures and weight to tran-
sition criteria observed during this study is due in part to the assumption of
the location of the virtual origin for turbulent flow at the beginning of transi-
tion. This assumption yielded an overshoot in heating at the end of transition
of approximately 5 percent. Investigations (unpublished) presently being con-
ducted at the NASA Langley Research Center by Gary and Bertram have indicated
that the virtual origin should be located at approximately 1.8 the Reynolds
number at the beginnig of transition. Use of this virtual origin would give an
overshoot in heating above the fully turbulent value at the end of transition of
approximately 40 percent. This larger overshoot would significantly increase
the temperatures and TPS weights predicted during this study. Thus, the findings
of this study are highly dependent upon the assumptions used or the state of the
art of the methodology at the time of the start of the study.
The effect of surface roughness on both heating and transition location was
not evaluated in this study. Roughness effects on transition during reentry
cannot be accurately predicted without information on manufacturing tolerances,
thermal deformation and more detailed experimental studies of the relation of
transition, roughness configuration and boundary layer characteristics.
The effect of surface roughness will tend to move the transition point for-
ward to the nose and leading edges. This situation was simulated by the case of
the maximum of laminar and turbulent heating. Of the four points studied, only
point number 5, located on the -wing leading edge beam was significantly affected
by this assumed condition.
Variation of Heating in the Transition Region. - The variation of heating
in the transition region had little or no effect on the results of this study.
Either of the two methods is therefore acceptable for definition of transition
zone heating.
Turbulent Heating Method. - This study has shown that either the Spalding-
Chi (Real Gas) or the Rho-mu turbulent heat transfer prediction methods yield
nearly the same results for the trajectory and vehicle investigated. Therefore,
either of the two methods would be acceptable to predict Space Shuttle orbiter
environment.
Uncertainty Factors on Heating. - The recommended uncertainty factors
(ref. 12) on heating in regions of attached flow are 1.1 and 1.25 for laminar
and turbulent flow, respectively. The laminar factor was based on examination of
data at the stagnation point of a hemisphere. The turbulent value was based on
a limited amount of data from flat plates and unyawed cones. Thus, these
factors should be verified and if necessary reestablished using data from Space
Shuttle configurations and for different vehicle locations. In regions of flow
field interference and separated flow a factor of 1.5 on heating should be used
to Account for the increased uncertainty in the prediction methods (primarily
empirical) and complex flow field effects such as vortices. The factor of 1.5
should be applied exclusively of the attached flow factors, that is the 1.5 factor
should not be used in conjunction with the 1.1 or 1.25 factor.
8Q
In the case of flow field interference where sufficient data exist to define
the trend of the heating increase with the primary variables, angle of attack,
Mach number and Reynolds number, and boundary layer condition, the 1.50 factor
should be decreased to 1.25.
Since in separated flow regions the heating may be increased significantly
by vortices whose formation cannot be predicted, the uncertainty factor.of 1.5
should not be reduced even if data are in existence.
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APPENDIX D
THERMAL ANALYSIS
by E. W. Brogren
Approach and Methods
Introduction. - The thermal analysis played an important part in defining
the baseline- and perturbed designs used to develop weight sensitivities at the
nine vehicle study points. The effects of many of the method and criteria
perturbations on the TPS and structural designs were manifested primarily
through the thermal response.
The thermal analysis applied the aerothermodynamic environment data as
described in Appendix C to particular designs as represented by the concepts
shown in figure 6. The resulting temperatures on the surface and at various
points through the TPS or structure were used for selection of materials and
gages for heat shield and load-carrying components, for assessment of relia-
bility and reusability, and for determination of thicknesses for insulation
blankets and ablators. In some cases, where the indicated material or thickness
was significantly different from the one originally assumed for the analysis,
iteration or parametric computation was required.
Computational Techniques. - Most of the thermal analysis was carried out
using a Boeing one-dimensional digital program known as the Convective Heating
and Ablation Program (CHAP), (ref. 15). This program offers great flexibility
with regard to input data, structural modeling, boundary conditions, and output
format, and was very well suited for this effort. This program can account for
temperature-dependent material properties and can handle radiation and convection
across internal spaces, as well as thermal diffusion through a number of
different solid layers. Ablation computations employed finite-rate decomposition
mathematical models for virgin material pyrolysis and char combustion and
sublimation.
All CHAP computations for this study were carried out to t = 3600 seconds,
the assumed orbiter landing time. In a few instances, internal structural
temperatures were still increasing at t = 3600 seconds, indicating the need
for active cooling or venting in the late phases of flight or on the ground.
Thermal protection weights expressed in the results of this study relate only
to protection required for t _<_ 3600 seconds.
Many of the study point-imposed condition combinations for metallic TPS
points were analyzed by means of two CHAP computational runs. In one of each
of these run pairs the input geometry represented a section through the TPS
corrugation ridge (see fig. 13) while the other run represented a section through
the corrugation valley. These pairs of runs were initially thought necessary
to supply all the temperature gradients needed for stress analysis of the
metallic TPS. It was found, however, after examining representative results
that, although absolute temperatures varied with the perturbation of imposed
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conditions, the gradients were not significantly sensitive. The choice of
corrugation ridge or valley resulted in differences of less than 10°F in the
maximum surface temperature, which was the primary metallic IPS thermal design
parameter. Lateral conduction, which was not included in the one-dimensional
analysis, would reduce these differences even further. Later cases, therefore,
were analyzed with only one run.
All ablation design cases were analyzed by means of at least three CHAP runs
each, with initial ablator thickness varied for the three runs. The results
from this approach permitted an accurate interpolation of the initial thickness
required to satisfy the required maximum allowable bond line or structural
temperature.
Thicknesses of reusable external insulation (REI) and internal insulation
for metallic TPS and carbon/carbon designs were sized by means of a simplified
technique rather than the three-run and interpolation method used for ablators.
A fixed thickness of insulation was input for all cases at a particular point.
That thickness was selected to be just greater than that required to satisfy the
internal (backwall) structural temperature limit for the worst perturbation
case, as established by a preliminary run. Then, for all the actual design
analyses the insulation thicknesses were determined by locating the point within
the oversized insulation layer where the maximum temperature was the desired
insulation-structure interface (backwall) value. This approach is slightly
unconservative because of the heat sink effect of the excess insulation. Some
of the results were checked, however, against a more exact technique and found
to be in error by less than 2% of the insulation thickness.
In spite of the convenience and flexibility of the CHAP program, it was
intended at the outset of the study to save effort by substituting simple hand
calculations for computer analyses.for a large number of cases. Techniques
planned included the solution for temperatures by a radiation equilibrium
approach, scaling of temperatures on the basis of the fourth root of heating
rates, and the sizing of insulation in proportion to total heat loads. It was
found early in the study, however, that such techniques often produced inaccura-
cies that masked the subtle differences between the perturbation methods and
criteria, voiding the very results being sought. Consequently, a policy of
strict consistency and extensive use of the CHAP program was adopted throughout
the thermal analysis to insure validity of the weight sensitivity results.
One of the short-cut approaches remaining was that used to develop weight
sensitivities to perturbations of the reentry model atmospheres. It was found
that for the significant portion of the reentry trajectory each atmosphere
perturbation could be approximated, through the density parameter, by some inter-
mediate trajectory altitude perturbation. Thus, for each study point the effects
of the hot or cold atmosphere on TPS or structural temperatures and on local
pressures were taken to be those of particular altitude perturbations. TPS or
structural weights for these atmosphere perturbations were then read directly
from the appropriate points on the altitude sensitivity curves.
Another simplified technique was used to develop the curves of TPS or
structural weight sensitivity to total orbiter reentry weight. The use of the
lift coefficient versus angle of attack curve (fig. 72), along with the assump-
tion of reentry equilibrium glide, permitted relating orbiter reentry weight
variation to angle of attack variation. Through this relation the variation
in TPS or structural weight per unit area with orbiter total weight could be
derived from the angle of attack sensitivity curves.
Limitations. - Computer-generated thermal analysis results were subject to
limitations and inaccuracies from three principal sources; the input data, the
mathematical model, and the numerical techniques. Input information consisted
primarily of two sets of data; aerothermodynamic environment data (heat transfer
coefficients, recovery enthalpies, and external pressures) and material pro-
perties (thermal conductivity, specific heat, density, emittance, ablation
parameters, etc.).
Because of the effort required in computing a set of aerothermodynamic
environment data for each particular case, it was necessary to limit to a
reasonable number the time points at which such data were input, (see table 7).
Between each of the times at which data were input the CHAP program employed
linear interpolation, subjecting the receiving surface to a new heating rate
each 0.10 second. The resulting trapezoidal-segment heating histories were
approximations of the actual histories, and occasionally it was found necessary
to add input data at intermediate times to insure the inclusion of peak points,
sudden changes, key points in transition, etc. It is felt that all such points
were found and that the resulting heating rate histories accurately represented
the actual variations.
No serious difficulties were encountered with regard to material property
data. The ranges of thermal data were adequate to cover all cases analyzed.
Temperature-dependent properties were input either as polynomial curve-fits to
data or as tables of the property versus temperature from which values were
linearly interpolated. Surface absorptance and emittance values for some
materials were subject to some uncertainty because of the large possible
variations in these properties with surface condition. Since material proper-
ties were not perturbed in the course of the studies (with the exception of the
ablators, which will be discussed later), the slight inaccuracies in material
properties cited were felt to have negligible effect on weight sensitivities.
The one-dimensional character of the CHAP program introduced the greatest
potential limitation with regard to thermal analytical modeling of the TPS or
structure. Lateral conduction in the skin or underlying members; parallel
heat paths, such as introduced by TPS standoffs and complex three-dimensional
thermal diffusion as near joints, major members, or panel edges could not be
detailed in the analysis. Such deficiencies were not felt to significantly
affect the results of this study, because a large percentage of the orbiter's
surface area is sufficiently remote from major structural members, panel edges,
and supports to make the one-dimensional assumption generally acceptable.
Heating rate distributions are such that lateral conduction due to impressed
variations will be practically non-existent. Even if the model limitations do
impact on absolute levels of computed temperature and insulation thickness, the
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differences and thus the weight sensitivities should show no significant error
resulting from the one-dimensional treatment.
The use of a high-speed machine program permits the use of computer inter-
vals and geometric networks fine .enough so that, for all practical purposes,
the numerical results duplicate an exact continuous solution. Practical con-
siderations, however, limited the volume of data output that could be printed
or examined within the scope of the study. Temperatures were examined at 50
second intervals through critical parts of the reentry trajectory and at 100
second intervals elsewhere. As a result, precise peaks may have been missed.
An investigation of this source of error showed resulting surface temperature
inaccuracies of no more than +_ 10°F. Some slight differences in temperatures
that were the reverse of the relative values expected were seen and are attri-
buted to this effect. It is suggested, therefore, that temperature differences
less than 20°F shown in the results of this study not be considered significant.
Results and Application
Metallic TPS Points. - The thermal analysis of the metallic TPS designs
supplied three parameters required to size the TPS. These were the maximum
surface temperature, a characteristic temperature difference across the TPS,
and the location within the insulation layer, as described in page 70, where
the maximum temperature equalled the desired value. The maximum surface temp-
erature was used along with the net panel pressure, to determine the weight of
the metal components through the use of the parametric curves of figure 14.
The characteristic maximum temperature difference between the outer skin and
the corrugation valley (see fig. 13), also influenced the weight of the metal
components. It was found early in the study, however, that this temperature
difference was relatively insensitive to the point location or the various
method and criteria perturbations and that variations in its value need not be
considered. The selected temperature differences shown in figure 14 can thus
be considered applicable for the entire analysis. In addition to the sizing
of the insulation as described earlier, the maximum temperatures within the
insulation were checked against the maximum allowable for the particular insula-
tion material and were used for selection of material for encapsulating the
insulation. For temperatures up to 2200°F the encapsulating material used was
Inconel 702 foil, at 0.137 pounds per square foot of vehicle surface area.
Above 2200°F the encapsulating material was zirconia cloth at 0.175 pounds per
square foot of vehicle surface area. The above weight figures include allow-
ances for edge encapsulation and supports. An actual application of thermal
analysis results as described here may be examined in Appendix F.
Point Number 3 Thermal Analysis Results: Point number 3 was the subject
of the greatest number of design perturbations in the course of the study and
thus was selected for.the most extensive presentation of metallic TPS thermal
analysis data in this appendix. Figure 73 illustrates some of the thermal
analysis data results for point number 3. Shown for the baseline case are the
surface temperatures and temperatures at three other locations within the TPS.
The early temperature peak, at approximately 200 seconds, appears on many of
the temperature histories and is due to the high (55°) initial angle of attack.
The dropoff in temperature is due to the change to 25° at t = 206 seconds.
Figure 74 shows surface temperatures for point number 3 for the altitude
and angle of attack perturbations. Changes in the curves with the perturbations
occur not only through changes in the general heating levels but also through
changes in the time of transition from laminar to turbulent flow as brought
about by changes in local Mach and Reynolds numbers. The almost flat portions
of some of the curves, in the neighborhood of t = 500 seconds are characteristic
of the constant laminar heating for which the corresponding nominal trajectory
was originally tailored.
Figure 75 compares point number 3 surface temperature histories for the
baseline case, for flight along the nominal trajectory, and for the three
maneuver excursions. The maneuver trajectories themselves are described in
figure 9 and table 4. It was pointed out in the section on Trajectory Selection
Criteria and Tolerance Application that the Case II maneuver resulted in dissi-
pation of kinetic energy to the extent that, upon return to the nominal altitude-
time line, a significant velocity deficiency (relative to the nominal velocity
versus time) existed. The lower than nominal velocity after maneuver completion
led to a higher than nominal angle of attack to maintain the nominal altitude-
time line. It is seen in figure 75 that the thermal effect of velocity appar-
ently dominated over the effect of angle of attack and resulted in lower
temperatures subsequent to the Case II maneuver. Figure 76 is an expanded-scale
plot of the baseline, nominal, and maneuver temperatures for point number 3.
The two more severe maneuvers, Case II and Case III, resulted in peak sur-
face temperatures that exceeded the maximum baseline surface temperature. (See
table 22.) The subsequent dips in temperature, caused by the low angles of
attack that followed the initial pitch-ups, and the final stabilization on or
near the nominal trajectory profile, resulted in total heat loads and internal
temperatures that were less than the baseline values.
The thermal effects of the maneuver excursions on the point number 3 TPS
design were interpreted .using two different approaches. First, the baseline
TPS design was held fixed and the effects of the maneuvers on that design
examined. The results of this examination are summarized in table 22. In the
second approach the point number 3 TPS design was resized, where possible, to
satisfy the conditions of each maneuver. Any significant pressure effects, as
well as thermal conditions, were reflected in this resizing. The resizing
results are summarized in figures 23 and 24.
Figure 77 shows the point number 3 surface temperatures for the baseline
and two alternate turbulent heat transfer prediction methods. In the comparison
between the Rho-mu and the Spalding-Chi temperatures, the former yields the
higher peak temperatures while the latter appears to produce the higher total
heat load. This observation is supported by a comparison between the insulation
requirements for the two cases, where the thicknesses of 6 Ib/ft3 Dynaflex to
limit structural temperatures to 600°F were 3.62 in. for the Rho-mu case and
3.63 for the Spalding-Chi case. The effect of maximum surface temperature on
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Table 22. MANEUVER EFFECTS
POINTS 3 AND 3A - BASELINE DESIGNS (SIZED FOR LIMIT TRAJECTORY CONDITIONS)
POINT
3
3A
MANEUVER
BASELINE©
1
II
III
BASELINE©
1
II
III
MAXSURFT
2296
2,172
2,580 (5)
2 320 (|)
2290
2177
2.515
2298
MAX INS T
2282
2153
2463
2265
-
—
-
MAX STRUCT T
600
529
519
533
600
455
442
457
PEXT(PSO
0.40
0.215
(5) 0.591
0.266
0.40
0.216
(5) 0.691
6.266
BASELINE CONDITIONS ARE SHOWN FOR REFERENCE ONLY. BASELINE
MAX T AND PEXJ DO NOT OCCUR AT THE SAME TIME AS THOSE FOR
THE MANEUVERS
SURF TEMP FOR WHICH DESIGN IS SIZED IS EXCEEDED. RESULT WOULD BE
ACCELERATED CREEP DEFORMATION AND COATING DEGRADATION
REFERENCE TO FIGURES 23 AND 24. FOR POINTS 3 AND 3A. RESPECTIVELY.
SHOWS NO EFFECT FROM INCREASED PRESSURE
sizing the metal components prevailed over the insulation differences, yielding
a higher total IPS weight, as seen in figure 23, for the point number 3 Rho-mu
(baseline) case.
Figure 78 shows point number 3 surface temperatures for the two extreme
sets of factors applied to account for the effects of uncertainties in predicted
heat transfer coefficients. The pairs of values shown for the factor, F, were
applied to the laminar and turbulent heat transfer coefficients, respectively.
Transition was predicted in accordance with the baseline approach and the values
of F were varied linearly on a log-log plot from the laminar to the turbulent
value across the transition period.. The baseline temperatures, incorporating
F = 1.1, 1.25, were omitted from the figure for clarity, but would fall between
the extreme values shown.
Figure 79 compares point number 3 surface temperatures for the various
methods studied for predicting transition onset and heating variation across
the transition region. This figure illustrates an important conclusion derived
from the aerothermodynamic and thermal analyses of the study. If the 55° angle
of attack condition at approximately t = 200 seconds is disregarded, the case
of earliest transition onset, i.e., the maximum of laminar or turbulent heating
case, results in a lower peak temperature than that obtained using either the
MDAC or the NASA transition onset prediction criteria. The obvious conclusion
is that there may well be vehicle, location, and trajectory combinations for
which an early boundary layer transition is desirable in order to limit peak
temperatures. It must, however, be pointed out that the greater total heat
load resulting from early transition may cancel a design advantage associated
with lower peak surface temperatures by requiring more insulation. In the case
of point number 3, however, the early transition retains its advantage over the
NASA transition case even when all thermal effects on TPS weight are considered.
(See fig. 23.)
Figure 80 shows point number 3 surface temperature histories for the two
alternate methods for predicting local boundary layer edge velocity. As on an
earlier figure, the baseline case has been omitted for clarity. And, as with
the case of altitude and angle of attack perturbations, the temperature curves
reflect the effect of ue variations on transition onset as well as the effects
on laminar and turbulent heating predictions individually.
Point 1, 5, 6A, and 9 Thermal Analysis Results: The remainder of thermal
analysis results for metallic TPS points is summarized in figures 81, 82, and
83. Figure 81 shows baseline surface temperature histories for the somewhat
related points number 1 and 9. Figure 82 gives late time histories for tempera-
tures for the insulation inner face and internal structure at point number 9.
The temperature on the alunimum tank skirt, T£ in the figure, exemplifies the
structural (backwall) temperatures examined for the purpose fo sizing the insula-
tion layer.
Figure 83 combines the baseline surface temperature histories for points
number 5 and 6A, which are near and on the wing leading edge, respectively.
The relative insensitivity of the leading edge stagnation line heating to angle
of attack can be seen in the very slight dip of the curve for point 6A where
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-the angle of attack- changes -at-t = 206-seconds. The effect of the onset of
gradual transition on point number 5 can be seen at approximately t = 1350
seconds, in contrast to instantaneous transition on point number 6A at t = 1920
seconds.
Carbon/Carbon Composite Points. - Thermal analysis of the carbon/carbon
composite designs at points number 6 and 7 consisted mainly of determining the
thicknesses of the insulation layers behind the carbon/carbon to protect a
titanium structure to 600°F. Maximum insulation temperatures were examined for
selection of insulation and encapsulating materials, as for the metallic TPS
designs. Maximum carbon/carbon temperatures were also examined for possible
exceedance of allowable values, and an investigation of temperature gradients
within the carbon/carbon was made to explore the possibility of thermal stress
problems.
The limitations of the study led to a compromise in the case of the carbon/
carbon backup structure designs. In an actual case, the insulation blanket
behind an integral stiffened carbon/carbon composite leading edge or nose cap
shell would very likely be placed against the primary structure at the base of
the shell, e.g., against the leading edge beam, frame, spar, or against the nose
forward bulkhead, respectively. Since the present study dealt with the designs
of sections at single surface points, rather than with the design of major com-
ponents, and since the thermal analysis used the one-dimensional approach, the
assumption was made that the insulation blanket followed the inner surface con-
tours of the carbon/carbon shell at the respective study points. This assumption
resulted in inefficient use of the insulation and in somewhat questionable
absolute weights, but the weight sensitivities thus developed for the carbon/
carbon designs are still meaningful.
Figure 84 shows baseline surface temperature histories for points number
6 and 7. The similarity of the temperature history for point number 6 with that
for point 6A in figure 83 is evident, but baseline conditions for the two designs
were defined in different ways. The point 6 baseline employed the infinite
swept cylinder or delta wing leading edge method in order to yield a viable
metallic TPS design as a reference for comparisons. While neither the baseline
nor any of the perturbation cases resulted- in temperatures exceeding the 3200°F
maximum for C/C limited reuse, some cases did exceed the full reuse value of
3000°F. Temperatures on the inner surface of the carbon/carbon, and thus on
the hot side of the insulation layer, were very near the outer surface tempera-
tures. For point number 6 these temperatures exceeded the 2700°F limit for
Dynaflex, which was used at point 7 and at all metallic TPS points. This pro-
blem was solved by employing a 0.5 in. layer of zirconia felt insulation between
the carbon/carbon and the Dynaflex. This thickness was found adequate for all
cases and was kept constant for all perturbations at point 6 while the Dynaflex
thickness was varied. The proportions of zirconia felt and Dynaflex therefore
were not necessarily optimum for any case examined. Since, however, the densities
and thermal conductivities of the two materials are similar, the failure to
optimize the insulation composition was not felt to diminish the validity of
weight sensitivities.
Thermal gradients through the carbon/carbon composites were examined in
detail to assess any possible thermal stress problem. It was found that thermal
stresses produced by temperature gradients through the thickness of the material
were quite insignificant with respect to those stresses arising from applied
loads.
Reusable External Insulation Point. - Thermal analysis of the REI point,
point number 3A, was a relatively simple matter, requiring only a check of REI
maximum temperatures for material survivability and a determination of the
thickness required to limit the bond line temperature to its maximum allowable
value. That temperature was taken as the 500°F maximum for unlimited-time
exposure of the GE 560 elastomeric bond material.
The REI surface temperatures at point number 3A were very similar to cor-
responding cases for the metallic TPS at the same location, point number 3.
The baseline surface temperatures for point 3A are shown in figure 85. None
of the method or criteria perturbations considered resulted in temperatures that
exceeded the 2700°F maximum full reuse allowable for the selected REI material.
Since temperatures up to 2700°F have no direct effect on REI weight, the
maneuver excursions have no impact on the REI baseline design (table 22). The
brief high surface temperatures that exist during the high angle of attack
periods in the maneuvers have little effect on bond line temperatures. Thus,
REI designs sized specifically for the maneuver excursions are all lighter than
the baseline design (fig. 24).
Hot Structure Points. - The thermal analyses of the hot structure study
points, 2, 4, and 8, had the objective of predicting the transient temperatures
at the possible critical structural design conditions. Since the temperatures
at these times could potentially influence material choices and gages, which,
in turn, could affect temperatures through heat sink and surface emittance
characteristics, the possible need for iterative thermal and structural analyses
was recognized.
The hot structure panels were modeled in the CHAP program analyses by use
of an effective thickness (t) approach. The panel skin and stiffeners were
represented, for thermal capacitance purposes, by a single continuous sheet of
the panel material, whose thickness was consistent with a uniform distribution
of skin and stiffener mass. Any errors resulting from the use of this approach,
necessitated by the use of a one-dimensional thermal analysis approximation
technique, were expected to affect only the absolute panel weights and not the
weight sensitivity trends or comparisons.
Preliminary analysis computer runs were performed to begin the thermal-
structural design analysis iterations. The results of these runs showed that
the temperatures for a particular material were not sensitive to the t for that
material within the range of t's expected to be required for the various pertur-
bations. It was found, however, that the temperatures differed significantly
between the two primary candidate hot structure materials, Inconel 718 and
titanium (6AI-4V). The main reason for the temperature differences was the
difference in the surface emittance of the two materials (0.8 for Inconel 718
and 0.3 for titanium).
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Reentry Thermal Environment: Reentry thermal-structural design analysis
iterations for the baseline cases of all three hot structure points converged
with Inconel 718 as the appropriate material (see fig. 19). The baseline
temperature histories at these, three points are shown in figure 86. Conse-
quently, all criteria and method perturbation thermal analyses were begun
using the baseline Inconel t.
Among the maximum temperatures resulting from the application of the
various perturbed thermal environments to the Incon.el hot structure panels,
only two values were below 600°F, indicating a possible feasibility of.using
titanium rather than Inconel. Both cases resulted from the empirically modi-
fied local heat transfer predictions, which yielded maximum Inconel temperatures
of 487°F at point number 4 and 567°F at point 8.
For the two cases described above, t values for titanium hot structure
designs were estimated and the thermal analyses repeated using these new t's and
the properties of titanium. Although the titanium t values were larger than
the corresponding Inconel values, the effects of the lower surface emittance
and lower density of titanium prevailed and yielded temperatures exceeding
600°F for both cases. The point number 4 titanium maximum temperature was
676°F and the point 8 titanium maximum was 827°F. The hot structure designs
for these two cases, therefore, were defined using Inconel 718.
The baseline structural analysis for point number 2 showed that the design
at that location, sized for ascent load conditions, had a very wide strength
margin at all reentry and post-reentry conditions. -This fact, together with
the observation that the point 2 reentry temperatures were the lowest of the
three hot structure points, led to the conclusion that the point 2 design
would be ascent-critical regardless of the planned reentry environment and
analysis method perturbations. Inspection of the computed heat transfer coeffi-
cient histories led to the conclusion that maximum reentry temperatures for all
planned perturbations for point 2 would dictate the use of Inconel for all
design perturbations. Therefore, no further thermal analyses were performed
for point number 2.
Ascent Thermal Environment: Since points number 2, 4, and 8 carry signifi-
cant loads during ascent, the possible need for temperature histories at this
points in support of ascent stress analysis was considered. A brief thermal
analysis s.tudy was made to check this need. Point number 8 was selected as the
location with greatest potential for ascent criticality. A comparison between
certain possible ascent and reentry heating environments, shown in figure 87,
showed little likelihood of ascent criticality. Only at relatively low veloci-
ties, where heating is of little significance, did there appear any possibility
of ascent heating rates exceeding those for reentry. A CHAP program computation
of point number 8 temperatures for baseline ascent conditions yielded a maximum
ascent temperature of 184°F and a temperature of 76°F at the maximum q a condi-
tion. No further ascent thermal analyses were conducted.
Ablation TPS Points. - The study of ablator designs differed from the study
of other points on the vehicle in that the ablators were not subjected to varia-
tions in design analysis methods or design conditions. Instead, the effects
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upon four ablation materials from variations in allowable bond line temperature
and in a decomposition rate parameter were examined. The design of the structural
panel to which the ablators were bonded was established for the baseline loads
environment and was held fixed for all the ablation cases investigated. Thus,
the thermal analyses constituted the only perturbation analyses for the ablators.
A total of five ablators was examined in this study. Three of the five
were considered as prime candidates and analyzed for Space Shuttle orbiter appli-
cation. The fourth material, the full density phenolic nylon, was included in
order to examine effects of different densities in materials having chemically
similar properties. A fifth material, the SLA-561, which was not included in
the original study plan, but which has become a candidate material, was examined
in a single computer run. The materials studied and references for their basic
properties are given in table 23.
For each specific ablator design, such as those whose weights are repre-
sented in figure 27, the ablator thickness was sized by interpolation from CHAP
program run results for at least three initial thicknesses. The weights shown
in figure 27 include the weights of the supporting panel and bond layer, but
not that of major frames or nose shell attachment structure. Thus, a reasonably
valid basis exists for comparison of ablator weights (points 7A, 7B, 7B1, 7C)
from figure 27 with carbon/carbon design weights for the same location (point 7)
from figure 26. The ablator weights in figure 27 also include the effect of
the added thickness equal to 25% of the predicted receded thickness, as recom-
mended by reference 10.
The results of the parametric ablation studies, as presented in figures 88
and 89, show the weights of the ablation material only. The term "nominal
design" indicates that these weights or thicknesses do not include any arbitrary
increase beyond the nominally predicted required values.
Figure 88 compares the variation in required ablator weight with allowable
bond line temperature in two regions of bond line temperature. It is seen that
for all the materials studied (except for the Apollo material at low bond line .
temperatures) the weight (or thickness) is relatively insensitive to bond line
temperature. More importantly, it is concluded that a small change in design
weight (such as manufacturing tolerances or an arbitrary added tolerance for
uncertainties, etc.) will yield a wide margin in bond line temperature, particu-
larly for designs sized for bond line temperatures in the 600°F region.
Figure 89 shows the effects of the material collision frequency perturbation
of one order of magnitude on the design weight - bond line temperature relation-
ships. The collision frequency is the linear coefficient or series of coeffi-
cients of an Arrhenius reaction rate equation used to model the virgin material
decomposition in the CHAP program (ref. 15). Since decomposition rates are
directly proportional to the collision frequency, this parameter was selected
for perturbations representing all uncertainties in decomposition characteristics.
From the figure it is seen that for most of the materials studied the
ablator thermal protection system weights were not greatly affected by perturba-
tions of collision frequency. The performance of the ablator, i.e., the bond
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line temperature, in some cases was significantly affected by the collision
frequency perturbation, but, again, the change in bond line temperature could
have been compensated with a small change in design thickness. It was concluded
that considerable uncertainty in decomposition rates (whether in the collision
frequency or other parameters) could be covered with rather small margins in
design thickness or weight.
Further investigation of the effects of collision frequency perturbations
disclosed some of the reasons for the relative insensitivity of ablator designs
to perturbations in decomposition rates. Variations in decomposition rates have
effects that tend to be mutually canceling and the resulting low sensitivity
would appear to apply to some degree to ablators in general. For example, a
high decomposition rate (high collision frequency) will accelerate the depletion
of the material and allow the reaction zone to penetrate closer to the bond
line. On the other hand, the high decomposition rate results in greater bound-
ary layer blockage, and the greater thickness of char, if retained, is usually
a better insulator than the virgin material.
The effects of collision frequency perturbation on ablator response are
shown in figure 90. Results of some of the mutually canceling tendencies can
be seen in the figure. The figure includes an additional ablator, SLA-561,
which was not studied in detail in this program, but has become a likely candi-
date for Space Shuttle application. It should be noted that all cases shown
in figure 90 are for 2.0 inch initial thicknesses and thus do not satisfy a
common design criterion. The t = 2200 sec. time was chosen for the sections
shown because it is near the end of the applied heat pulse, as shown in figure
91, and thus near the end of ablator thermochemical activity. Temperatures
through the materials have begun to relax at this time but for none of the
materials has the maximum bond line temperature been reached.
Further studies should be made to show if the one order of magnitude pertur-
bation in collision frequency realistically represents the range of uncertainty
for Space Shuttle candidate materials. If the variation can exceed the value
assumed here, a further study should be made in order to determine its effect
on ablation TPS design.
It is seen in figure 90 that no surface recession is shown for the Apollo
material. Although little actual recession is expected for this material, the
reason for the predicted zero values lies in the ablation model for this material
used in the CHAP program. Ablation of the Apollo material involves a very
complex set of reactions, the full modeling of which is beyond the scope of the
CHAP program. For best approximation char combustion was eliminated from the
mathematical CHAP model. In order to check this approximation the same approach
was used to predict the performance of the Apollo material for the Apollo AS-501
trajectory. The predicted temperatures within the material and at the bond line
were compared with those measured during that mission and those predicted by the
more sophisticated Boeing CHAD program developed especially for Apollo material
analysis (ref. U6). The results, shown in figure 92, bear out the adequacy of
the simplified CHAP model used for the current study by showing good approxima-
tion of the in-depth temperature distributions.
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APPENDIX E
STRENGTH ANALYSIS AND DESIGN DEFINITION
by A. L. Brown
The required structure for each of the design points was sized to with-
stand the load and thermal environments defined in Appendices B, C and D, using
the criteria and analysis methods described below. The weight sensitivity of
this structure to perturbations from the baseline design conditions was deter-
mined either parametrically or by individual point designs. The sensitivities
are summarized in this appendix.
Design Criteria
All structure was designed in accordance with the structural design criteria
of reference 10, pertaining to load definition, factors of safety, allowable
mechanical properties, service life, material design thickness, selected natural
and man-made environments, and selected induced environments discussed below.
The following criteria were used:
a) Factors of Safety
Load Type Factor of Safety
Yield Ultimate
Applied (Pressure, Aero- 1.0 1.5
dynamic, Inertia,
etc.)
Induced (Thermal) 1.0 1.0
b) TPS Panel Deflection
Item Span/Deflection
Overall Panel 100
Local Panel (Skin) 15
c) Service Life - 100 Missions
d) Skin Panel Flutter
The panel shall be free of flutter at all dynamic pressures up to 1.5
times the local dynamic pressure expected to be encountered at any Mach number
during normal flight in accordance with reference 10.
101).
Design Conditions
The design environment for each of the study points was derived from data
generated in the loads, aerothermodynamic and thermal analyses (Appendices B,
C, and D) as described below.
TPS Panels. - The metallic TPS panels were designed to withstand the thermal,
and pressure environment occurring during boost and reentry. The reentry environ-
ment included conditions of maximum temperature and pressure, and maximum positive
and negative thermal gradients as shown in figure 93 for a typical panel. Since
it was necessary to define TPS panel weights throughout a large range of reentry
conditions, panel weights were calculated using parametric reentry environments.
The parametric conditions selected for boost and reentry maximum temperatures
and pressures are summarized in table 24. The panel net pressures were calcu-
lated using the external pressures calculated as described in Appendix C and
internal pressures resulting from the requirements shown in table 8.
Design conditions for other TPS panels were calculated using similar methods
and are summarized in tables 5 and 6.
Hot Structure. - The wing and fin hot structure points are designed by
primary vehicle aerodynamic loads occurring during flight. These design loads
for ascent and reentry conditions are summarized in Appendix B. The correspond-
ing thermal environment is given in Appendix D or was calculated using methods
described therein. Structural temperatures for the baseline design conditions
are summarized in table 25.
The hot structure at body point 2 was critical for the acoustic environment
during launch and for flutter during ascent. The acoustic environment is given
in Appendix B. The thermal environment existing under the critical flutter
condition is shown in table 25.
Material Properties
The material properties used for analysis of the hot structure points were
standard values for Inconel 718 obtained from MIL-HDBK-5A. However, similar
data were not available for the TPS materials used in this study. Consequently,
data from other sources were utilized.
All allowables for annealed Haynes 188 were calculated using data from
reference k8. These allowables are summarized in figure 94.
The allowables for Columbium alloy C-129Y (except creep) were based on
test data obtained from previous Boeing Company tests and from reference 1*9-
Statistical "A" values were calculated using MIL-HDBK-5A methods including cor-
rection for specification minimum values. The creep allowable was estimated
from data obtained from many sources. These allowables are summarized in figure
95. In order not to exceed TPS panel deflection limits the creep allowables
were deliberately chosen to be conservative. The conservatism was introduced
by using creep allowables established for substantially longer exposure times
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Table 24.-METALLIC TPS PANEL PARAMETRIC DESIGN CONDITIONS
REENTRY CONDITIONS
TEMPERATURE (°F)
1.600
1 800
2000
2200
2400
NET PRESSURE (LB/ IN.2)
(POSITIVE IS INWARD)
0
0.2
0.4
0.7
TEMPERATURE GRADIENT (°F)
+600
+300
BOOST CONDITIONS
TEMPERATURE (°F)
70
NET PRESSURE (LB/ IN.2)
-4.84
MATERIAL
HAYNES 188
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Cb 129Y
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table 25: - HOT STRUCTURE BASELINE DESIGN TEMPERATURES
CONDITION
ASCENT
REENTRY
AND POST-
REENTRY
LOCATION
BODY-PT. 2
M
1.4
"
TEMP (°F)
350
~~
WING-PT. 4
M
(MAX pa)
11.60
1.18
0.94
TEMP (°F)
70
830
510
490
FIN-PT. 8
M
(MAX q/3)
6.40
1.18
0.94
TEMP (°F)
70
900
660
630
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than actually existed for the various designs. The analysis of creep accumula-
tion and panel deflection interactions would require a considerable effort,
which was considered to be beyond the scope of the present study.
The mechanical properties used in this study for REI material are shown
in figures 96 through 102. These data were obtained from references 50 and 51.
In some areas the lack of data necessitated extrapolation and reliance on Boeing
ceramic material experience in order to provide a basis for designing to temp-
eratures up to 2800°F. It should be noted that all properties available from
the references are average values. The lack of adequate quantities of data
prevented the formulation of the usual, statistically based, design allowable
properties. Because of expected improvements in REI materials prior to Space
Shuttle final design, the present average values were taken as representative
of future design allowables and were employed as such in this study.
Table 26 contains the available strength data for oxidation protected
reinforced carbon material. These data were obtained from reference 52.
Stress Analyses
Stress analyses of the structural elements for the hot primary structure
and TPS panels were performed to size the elements and to ensure the adequacy
of structure to withstand the induced environment for the service life of the
orbiter. Structural designs were formulated for both baseline conditions and
perturbed conditions. The structures were designed in accordance with previ-
ously stated criteria to withstand primary structure loads, local pressures,
acoustic noise, temperature, and temperature gradients discussed in the -pre-
vious section. The analyses were performed using conventional preliminary
design stress methods for aircraft and launch vehicles. The effects of local
and general component structural instability, differential thermal expansion,
and material property degradation with increasing temperature were included.
The material properties used were those discussed previously in this appendix.
In combining internal loads the following procedures were established:
Thermal and mechanical stresses were added except thermal stresses, where
alleviating, were disregarded.
For buckling analysis thermal and mechanical stresses were added, the
resulting stresses remaining under the buckling allowable.
TPS Panels. - Design of metallic TPS panels was accomplished using the
Boeing computer program, "Optimization by RANdom Search" (OPTRAN). This program
optimizes TPS panel dimensions for minimum panel weight. Program input, output,
and design constraints are summarized in figure 13. The corrugation stiffened
face sheet concept shown in figure 13 was used to size all TPS panels. The
eight variables shown were optimized simultaneously to provide minimum panel
weight for selected panel sizes. Figure 103 shows the method used to obtain
the optimum size panel including the weight of required support structure.
This results in a plot defining the optimum panel weight for each parametric
design condition as presented in figure 14.
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Table 26 .-OXIDATION PROTECTED REINFORCED CARBON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
TEMP
( F)
70
ELEVATED
PROPERTIES n^>
ITEM
TENSION ULTIMATE
SHEAR ULTIMATE
TENSION MODULUS
1
E>
UNITS
LB/IN.2
LB/IN.2
LB/IN.2X106
11
DIRECTION
WARP
FILL
INTERLAMINAR
INTERLAMINAR
WARP
FILL
VALUE
6100
2700
630
3200
1.9
0.7
B>
D>REFERENCE 52
-STRENGTHS AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURE EXCEED ROOM
TEMPERATURE VALUES
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Although the OPTRAN program provides no direct constraints on panel design
to satisfy flutter and acoustic requirements, past experience has shown that
corrugation stiffened panels designed by this program will satisfy criteria
requirements.
The design of the ablator TPS panels was accomplished using the configura-
tion shown in figure 21. The ablative material was assumed to be non-structural.
Consequently, the titanium honeycomb sandwich support panel was assumed to
carry all of the structural loads. The critical design condition, as shown in
table 6, is the maximum differential pressure occurring during reentry combined
with a panel temperature equal to the maximum bondline temperature of 600°F.
The resulting panel design is shown in figure 21.
The design .of the carbon/carbon structure for points 6 and 7 was based on
the configuration shown in figure 20. A multilayer configuration for the skin
layup was assumed in order to be compatible with the combined biaxial bending
and shear stresses existing at this location. An integrally bonded stiffener
configuration was assumed consisting of uniaxial fibers covered with cross ply
layers. The critical design condition at each location is the differential
pressure occurring during reentry as shown in table 6. Simple plate and beam
theories were used to analyze the skins and stiffeners. Due to the similarity
in the design pressure at these locations, the same skin layup was assumed for
the baseline design at each point. However, the stiffener spacing and size
were varied to fully utilize the capability of the skin under the different pres-
sures. In order to readily determine the effect on sizing due to perturbations
in the design conditions, the required number of skin plies and stiffener size
was determined parametrically over a range of design pressures. Stiffener
spacing was assumed equal to that required for the baseline design. The results
of this analysis are shown in figure 104.
The REI TPS panels were designed using the configuration shown in figure
18. Due to the extreme lack of ductility in the M25A7 coating material for
the REI, the substrate structural panel must be designed to prevent cracking
of the coating under all flight conditions. At point number 3A one critical
strain condition occurs when the panel is subject to differential pressure
resulting from maximum wind shear conditions at maximum q a during ascent.
Another critical condition occurs late in reentry when the substrate is still
hot and the coating is cold. In general REI integrity should be determined
analytically and verified by extensive tests. In order to analyze adequately
the complete material system including coating, bond layer and substrate a
finite element analysis is required. Prerequisites for such analysis are
complete and consistent material characterization, measured material properties
over the entire use temperature range and demonstrated compatibility with
adjacent materials such as coatings and bonding compounds. Since sufficient
material property data for the coating were not available to conduct such an
analysis, only an approximate assessment of the influence of the coating on
sizing of either the substrate panel or the RTV adhesive layer could be made.
This preliminary analysis indicated a potential problem due to coating failure.
The substrate panel was, therefore, sized to carry the ascent loads which were
higher than the reentry loads. Then the integrity of the REI material without
coating under both ascent and reentry conditions was verified by accounting for
the stresses due to extreme loads, substrate deflections and thermal exposure.
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Hot Structure. - A conventional three spar, two cell, rib stiffened box
structure was assumed for both the wing and fin primary structures. These are
shown in figures 105 and 106 together with the assumed location of the elastic
axes. The configuration assumed for the wing and fin skin panel structure at
points 4 and 8 is shown in figure 19.
Analyses were conducted to obtain individual point designs for both base-
line conditions and all perturbations from the baseline. Both ascent and
reentry condition primary vehicle loads were investigated to ensure adequate
sizing of the structure. The ascent loads used were those resulting from maxi-
mum wind shear conditions at maximum q a and q 3 and are shown in table 5. The
reentry condition loads analyzed include those occurring at the following times;
(1) when the temperature of the structure is at or near the maximum, (2) when
the dynamic pressure is a maximum, and (3) when a 2.5 g flight maneuver is first
allowed. The loads occurring at these times are shown in tables 13 and 14. The
critical design condition for the wing panel is the reentry 2.5g maneuver condi-
tion. For the fin it is the condition of maximum dynamic pressure during
reentry.
Standard preliminary design analysis methods were used to size the skin
and stiffener structure at each location. The primary vehicle loads about the
load reference axes were transferred to the assumed elastic axes and the result-
ing internal loads calculated. The axial compression stresses resulting from
spanwise bending were combined with the skin shear stresses resulting from
shear and torsion loads carried by the box structure. The failure criterion
used is that represented by the interaction formula
2 2
R + R = 1.0
c s
h R - aPPliec* compression stress
c allowable compression stress
, „ applied shear stress
and . R = -ff —
s allowable shear stress
The allowable compression stress was calculated from reference 53 which
optimizes the skin and stringer configuration to provide minimum structural
weight. This is accomplished by requiring that local and general instability
of the panel structure occur simultaneously. Conventional methods for calcu-
lating allowable shear stress were used. Thermal stresses resulting from
temperature gradients in the structure were calculated and included in the
analysis. Figures 6 and 19 show the detail configuration of the skin and
stringer structure required to satisfy the baseline design conditions.
Design of the skin panel at point 2 on the side of the body was based on
the configuration shown in figure 19. The structural concept precludes carrying
internal loads due to body bending and allows the panel to carry only body shear
and normal pressure loads. However, both the shear and pressure loads occurring
during ascent and reentry are too small to be critical. Consequently, the
critical design conditions are the acoustic noise occurring during launch and
the prevention of panel flutter throughout flight. 'lrne panel-flutter analytical
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method used to size the skin between stiffeners is similar to
that given in reference 1*7. Figure 107 shows the flutter boundary defined in
this reference. The resulting skin gage requirements are shown in figure 108
as a function of panel length to width ratio. This figure also shows the corres-
ponding panel stiffener required to withstand the launch acoustic environment
resulting from 13 engines as shown in figure 40. The stiffener requirement was
established by equating the power spectral density required to the power spectral
density capability of a panel. This was accomplished graphically for a range
of stiffener depths and panel length to width ratios as shown in figure 109.
Standard formulae for panel frequency and panel stress were used together with
a material fatigue allowable based on a life factor of 4 (400 flights total).
Specific stiffener requirements were then defined from figure 110 including
the effect of limiting the minimum stiffener thickness to that of the corres-
ponding skin gage. The resulting minimum average stiffener thicknesses were
then added to the required skin gage as shown in figure 108. The minimum
total thickness thus occurs at a length to width ratio of 10. Since the slope
of the curve at this point is nearly zero, this thickness was used as the true
minimum for purposes of this study.
Design Definition
The baseline designs for the fourteen study points, incorporating the
results of the structural sizing techniques as described in the preceding para-
graphs, plus insulation thickness and material choices discussed in Appendix D,
were defined in detail as shown in figures 17 through 21. Similar details are
not shown for the perturbed designs, because, in many cases, the use of para-
metric sizing data permitted a more direct determination of the perturbed design
weight. The weights of the baseline and perturbed designs constituted the
data from which the individual study point weight sensitivity plots, figures
111 through 125, were drawn.
The weight sensitivity plots show continuous curves for weight per unit
surface area versus continuous parameters such as altitude and angle of
attack, and bars for weight versus discrete parameters such as atmosphere model
and turbulent heating theory. Where maximum surface temperatures were computed
in the course of defining perturbed designs, those temperatures are shown on
the weight bars for the respective cases. It is pointed out, however, that for
some of the study points or design concepts, the maximum surface temperature was
not a strong indicator of thermal environment influence on design weight.
Weight sensitivities of the metallic TPS study points are given in figures
111, 113, 116, 118, and 125. Certain metallic TPS designs could not be defined
at the originally planned values of perturbation parameters because of tempera-
tures which exceeded the maximum allowable for columbium. Where this problem
resulted from the perturbation of a continuously variable parameter, e.g., the
altitude perturbation at point number 3 (fig. 113), design weights at inter-
mediate values of the parameter were defined and the sensitivity curve extended
as far as possible. For such cases the 2400°F normal reuse maximum temperature
conditions are shown as well as the 2450°F limited reuse conditions,, which coin-
cide with the highest definable design weight. For cases where a discrete
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parameter or prediction method resulted in a maximum surface temperature
exceeding 2450°F, e.g., the Eckert i* turbulent theory for point 3 (fig. 113),
the fact could only be so indicated and the design weight left undefined.
The metallic IPS points showed no sensitivity to ultimate factor of safety
since the designs were all creep-critical and thus were influenced by limit
rather than ultimate stresses.
Weight sensitivities for the single REI point studied, point 3A, are shown
in figure 114. The weight variations seen are due entirely to thermal effects
on the insulator thickness. The titanium honeycomb support panel was designed
by normal pressure loads during ascent and thus was not sensitive to any pertur-
bations during reentry. The REI layer itself, in the thicknesses required for
insulation, was also adequate to withstand baseline and perturbed reentry loads.
The hot structure point weight plots, figures 112, 115, and 124 show almost
no sensitivity to the perturbed parameters or methods. Point number 2 (fig. 112)
is totally insensitive since the concept is designed by ascent conditions regard-
less of the perturbation studied. Points 4 and 8 (fig. 115 and 124) show very
little sensitivity to reentry environment or analysis method perturbations since
they are designed by the post-reentry 2.5g maneuver condition and the very
late reentry maximum dynamic pressure condition, respectively. At the times
of these conditions the effects of reentry perturbations on structural tempera-
tures had virtually disappeared. Perturbation of the ultimate factor of safety
had a direct effect on point 4 and 8 weights, however, since the designs were
critical to ultimate stresses over much of the range of UFS examined.
Weight sensitivities for the carbon/carbon composite designs at points 6
and 7 are shown in figures 117 and 119. A number of the perturbed designs for
point 6 exhibited temperatures in excess of the 3000°F normal reuse maximum
but none exceeded the limited reuse maximum of 3200°F. Many of the carbon/
carbon weight sensitivity curves exhibit discontinuities (steps) arising from
the use of discrete numbers of constant thickness plies of C/C material. (See
fig. 15). The carbon/carbon weight sensitivities were generally affected
significantly by both the pressure variations, which determined the C/C
material weight, and the thermal environment, which affected the weight of the
insulation associated with the design.
The ablator weight sensitivity curves, figures 120 through 123 are included
in this appendix for completeness of the design definitions, although they were
not examined under any perturbations affecting strength analysis. The ablator
design weights of figures 120 through 123 include the weight of the titanium
honeycomb support panel, the weight of the bond material, and the weight of the
ablator design tolerance (a thickness increase equal to 25% of the predicted
recession depth), as recommended in reference 10. The titanium honeycomb sup-
port panels were assumed to be sized by ascent loads and thus were not resized
when maximum allowable bond line temperatures were perturbed.
APPENDIX F
SAMPLE COMPUTATION
The purpose of this appendix is to illustrate the computation procedures
used to obtain the TPS weights at the selected 'orbiter vehicle study points.
For this sample calculation point number 3 was selected as the vehicle
location, the metallic TPS was selected as the design concept, and the com-
putations will be those for the baseline design definition. In addition, one
design perturbation will be included to illustrate a weight sensitivity
computation. The discussion will follow the order of application of the
technical disciplines used to design the TPS and define the weight.
Aerothermodynamic Analysis
The determmination of heat transfer coefficients for point number 3 required
the calculation of local pressure and edge velocity along the wing lower surface
from the stagnation line to the point 3 location at the mid semi-span line.
Local pressure was also required in the computation of panel net pressure loads.
The airfoil shape and geometry specified in Appendix A were utilized to define
the variation of local flow deflection angle with distance. The local pressure
and edge velocity distributions were then calculated using equations (C2) and
(C4) of Appendix C at the trajectory points indicated in table 7.
The variation of boundary layer transition location with time was plotted
as in figure 62 in order to determine when the beginning and end of transition
passed point number 3. This figure also indicates the trajectory points for
which point 3 was located in the transition zone. For these cases the heat
transfer coefficient and adiabatic wall enthalpy were plotted as functions of
the local Reynolds number. The uncertainty factors (table 8) were included
with the fully laminar and turbulent heat transfer coefficients. The transi-
tional heat transfer coefficients (including uncertainty factors) and adiabatic
wall enthalpy were then obtained by a linear fairing on log-log paper between
the laminar value at onset and the turbulent value at the end of transition.
The end of transition was assumed to occur at a Reynolds number twice that at
the beginning. The resulting heat transfer coefficient and adiabatic wall
enthalpy as a functon of time are shown in table 27.
Two additional entries were included in table 27, those at 2500 and- 3600
seconds. The 2500 second point was obtained by extrapolation from the earlier
calculations. The second point is the assumed zero heat transfer coefficient
and 80°F ambient condition at landing.
The history of external surface pressures at point number 3 for the baseline
environment is shown in figure 126. These pressures were computed using
equation (C2) of Appendix C.
Table 27.-BASEtlNE HEAT TRANSFER PREDICTIONS FOR POINT NO. 3
TIME
(SECONDS)
0
116
206.0
206.1
214
306
514
620
802
1 100
1 346
1 756
2074
2500
3,600
' aw
(BTU/LBJ
11 700
11 600
11.000
10.000
10000
9720
9120
8700
8220
6630
5.320
1930
540
116
130
''/('aw-'w*
(LBm/FT2sEC)
2.77 x 10"6
2.4 x 10"4
2.1 x 10'3
5.02 x 10"4
5.02 x 10"4
6.32 x 10"4
5.7 x 10"4
6.2 x 10"4
9.6 x10'4
3.0 x 10'3
4.92 x 10'3
5.55 x 10'3
8.13 x 10'3
1.45x 10'2
0.0
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Thermal Analysis
The aerothermodynaroic data .of table 27 constituted the environmental
input to the thermal analysis CKAP run for the point number 3 baseline. The
CHAP program performed a linear interpolation between the points of table 27
to compute heating rates at 0.1 second intervals.
The one dimensional model of the metallic TPS represented a section
through the panel, shown in figure 17, along the valley of the stiffening
corrugation. The details of the section model are shown below:
Layer TPS Material Thickness Number of
Component (in) Nodes
1 Skin C129Y .020 4
2 Space 1.0
3 Corrugation C129Y .015 3
4 Space 1.0
5 Insulation Encapsulation Zirconia cloth -
6 Insulation Dynaflex 4.0 40
7 Insulation Encapsulation. Zirconia cloth - -
The assumed thickness of the spaces between the skin and the corrugation
and between the corrugation and the insulation had no effect on the results
since radiation was the only heat transfer mode assumed to take place across
these spaces. The mass and thermal conductivity of the insulation encapsu-
lation were ignored in the thermal analysis but the radiant properties
(absorbtance and emmittance) of the encapsulating material (zirconia cloth)
were included in the computations.
The initial temperature (at t = 0) was assumed to be 80°F throughout the
TPS. As a back side boundary condition, the insulation encapsulation inner
surface was allowed to radiate to a 80°F background. A 1.0 second compute
interval was used for the transient temperature calculations.
The temperature results from the baseline thermal analysis for point 3
are summarized in figure 73. The computer program numerical output was examined
in detail to determine the maximum temperature differences between points
selected to characterize thermal gradients in the TPS panel. The salient
temperature results are listed below:
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Parameter
Skin Maximum Temperature, 2296
max
(T4 ~ Vmax
Insulation Maximum
Temperature
2282
Time Of
Occurrence
(sec.)
1350
60
1350
Use in TPS Design
TPS panel metal components
material selection and
sizing.
TPS panel metal components
sizing.
Insulation and encapsula-
tion material selection.
Temperatures at and near the inner surface of the insulation layer were
examined and found to reach peak values in the neighborhood of t = 2400 seconds.
A plot of insulation temperatures at several specific times and the selection
of a thickness meeting the 600°F maximum temperature at the TPS-primary structure
interface are illustrated in figure 127. The resulting insulation thickness
for the point number 3 baseline design was 3.62 inches.
Strength Analysis and Design Definition
The strength analyses of the metallic TPS designs were actually performed
parametrically, as described in Appendix E, yielding the curves of figure 14.
Each TPS metal component sizing operation was thus reduced to the reading of the
appropriate value from figure 14.
The derivation of the temperature values for sizing the point number 3 TPS
was described in the preceding section on Thermal Analysis. A panel maximum
net pressure of 0.4 Ib/in , consistent with the external pressure history of
figure 126 and the internal pressure design requirement, stated in table 8, was
applied. It is then seen from figure 14 that at Ap = 0.4 Ib/in2, T^^ = 2296°F,
and AT = 420°F, a metal TPS panel weight of 2.62 Ib/ft was read. max
The maximum insulation temperature of 2282°F confirmed the selection of
Dynaflex as the insulation material (as used in the thermal analysis) and of
zirconia cloth for the insulation encapsulation (see fig. 16). The zirconia
cloth, at 8.0 oz/yd basic material weight, when applied to both sides of the
insulation layer and supplemented with allowances for edge closures and attach-
ments, had a weight per unit of panel area of 0.175 Ib/ft . The weight of the
2.62 inches of 6.0 Ib/ft3 Dynaflex was 1.81 Ib/ft2.
The total TPS panel baseline weight at point 3 was summed as follows:
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Metal Components
Insulation
Insulation Encapsulation
Total IPS Weight 4.605 lb/ft2
PERTURBED DESIGN
In order to illustrate the definition of a perturbed design and the
corresponding weight sensitivity value, the development of the TPS weight
figures for one particular perturbed design at point number 3 will be briefly
described. The perturbation chosen for this illustration is the +3000 ft.
altitude perturbation, that is, a reentry environment defined by a trajectory
lying 3000 feet above the limit (baseline) trajectory.
For this perturbed trajectory a new set of aerothermodynamic data was
computed and input to the CHAP program for thermal analysis, in the same manner
as described in the preceding sections. The surface temperature history for
this perturbation case at point 3 is shown in figure 74. The key results from
the thermal analysis, for TPS sizing purposes, were:
Parameter Value Time of Occurrence
Skin Maximum Temperature 2221°F 1350
T
max
(T4 ~ T5)max (see flg' ?3) 418°F 6°
Insulation Maximum 2205°F 1350
Temperature
Insulation Thickness 3.51 In.
The increase in altitude, relative to the baseline trajectory, resulted in
a panel net pressure of 0.35 Ib/in , again following the ground rule of zero
internal pressure prior to t = 2000 sec. (table 8).
For the indicated temperatures, pressure, and insulation thickness the
following TPS panel design weights were determined':
Metal Components (C129Y) (fig. 14) 2.465
Insulation (Dynaflex) 1.755
Insulation Encapsulation (zirconia cloth) .175
Total TPS Weight 4.395 lb/ft2
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Finally, the weight sensitivity value for this particular perturbed condi-
tion was formed by the simple ratio of the perturbed IPS panel weight to the
baseline TPS panel weight. For point number 3, AZ = +3000 ft:
IPS Design Weight per Unit Area, % of Baseline =
100 x (4.395/4.605) = 95.44%
The above value of non-dimensional TPS design weight furnished one point for
the point number 3 curve of the Altitude Perturbation plot of figure 113.
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APPENDIX G
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES AND CRITERIA
This appendix contains the recommendations for practices and criteria to
be applied supplementary to or in lieu of those in NASA SP-8057, "Structural
Design Criteria Applicable to a Space Shuttle," (ref. 10). The recommendations
are based on 'the trends and similarities observed as a result of the present
study. Some of the recommendations have also direct bearing on other NASA Space
Vehicle Design Criteria monographs such as NASA SP-8014, "Entry Thermal
Protection" and NASA SP-8062, "Entry Gasdynamic Heating."
It must be emphasized that, similar to the NASA Space Shuttle Criteria
monographs themselves, all recommendations are of a preliminary nature until a
firmer data base can be established and the next updating cycle completed.
The recommendations which follow are organized consistent with the format of
NASA SP-8057, with the location of the recommended change indicated. The
recommended action (addition, deletion, or substitution) is stated and, where
appropriate, the revised words and the reason for the recommendation are given.
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Section
(NASA
SP-8057)
1.6 1-4
Para
"Limit Load"
1.6 1-7 THERMAL STRESS
4.2 4-3 "Factors of Safety"
Action
Add to existing sentence:
"... consistent with a certain accepted
probability" value. Reason; Consistent
with the approach to limit loads based
on probability as discussed in section
4.1.1.
Change to "The structural stress arising
from temperature gradients within
members or from differential thermal
expansion...." Reason; Temperature
gradients can cause thermal stresses
within monolithic members.
Delete last sentence, beginning with "In
addition, " Add in bold-faced type:
"It is recommended that factors of safety
be applied only to mechanically induced
limit loads and pressures and not to
temperatures, temperature gradients, or
thermally induced loads or stresses.
"Thermal stresses and mechanical load
stresses shall be combined as indicated
by the respective signs of the components
but in a manner that preserves the
required design success probability."
Continue, in ordinary type: "Ideally,
stress components should be computed
and combined on a probabilistic basis.
When the signs of the thermal and loads
stresses indicate addition of stresses
the components should be added at the
same non-exceedance percentile level.
When thermal stress and load stress
have opposite signs they should be
combined at their individual non-exceedance
or non-subceedance levels that result in
the most critical design condition."
"For many design analyses dispersions in
stresses (or loads) required to define
the appropriate probability levels
described above are not available. For
these cases thermal stresses which tend
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Section Page Para
4.2 (Continued)
4.4 4-4 New
4.6
4.6
4-8 2
4-8 3, Item 7
4.6 4-8 8, "Insulation"
Action
to alleviate load stresses shall be
considered to be zero." Reason;
Means of combining thermally induced
and mechanical load induced stresses
is not covered.
Add, following end of 4.4: "The
analysis of all structural members shall
include consideration of the relative
deflection of adjacent members and the
resulting loads thereby imposed on all
members. In addition, structural
deflections of all primary structure and
equipment support structure shall be
calculated to ensure that the structure
is not in interference with an adjacent
system, and to ensure that equipment
packages are not adversely affected
internally by relative movements of their
support points. Special consideration
shall be given to environmental pressure
gradients causing changes in internal flow
characteristics due to such relative
deflections."
Delete from first line:
"for heat sources or sinks" Reason:
Words are unnecessary and imply an
incorrect qualification.
Substitute:
"....shall be aligned as nearly parallel
as possible to the local flow...," or
delete (see added section 4.6.1.1)
Reason: Local flow angles can change
with a , etc. Also, the designer can be
allowed some freedom with respect to
bead, wave, etc. alignment.
Delete, replace with:
"insulation material for use with metallic
heat shields must be selected and sized
for adequate performance in the total
vehicle environment and through the design
life of the heat shields. Consideration
must be given to possible material
degradation due to thermal cycling, noise
and vibration environments, and moisture
absorption. Adequacy of the insulation
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Section
4.6 (Continued)
Para
4.6 4-8 New
Action
system shall be demonstrated in ground
simulation tests of the environments expected
through the service life of the thermal protec-
tion system." Reason: Existing paragraph is
not constructive. It identifies potential
problems but does not tell how to assure
design integrity.
Add, following end of existing 4.6:
4.6.1 Allowable Deformation of TPS Outer
Surface
4.6.1.1 General
"The design goals for external surface
discontinuities 'shall be aft-facing steps with
respect to the local flow at the critical
heating condition. All beads, waves or
corrugations in skin panels shall be aligned
as nearly parallel as possible to the local
flow at the critical heating condition.
4.6.1.2 Surface Mismatch and Gaps
"As an interim requirement, the maximum
mismatch between separate surface panels
shall be 0.050 in. (aft-facing only). The
maximum mismatch between skin sheets on the
same panel shall be 0.030 in. (aft-facing
only). Protrusions due to fasteners, etc.,
shall not exceed 0.005 in.
4.6.1.3 Surface Deflection
"Distortion of the outer surface of the TPS
causes an increase in aerodynamic drag and
heating. Allowable surface deflections are
TBD.
"This requirement must be satisfied during
the ascent, low cross range reentry and sub-
sonic cruise phases. (For a high cross range
entry, reduction of drag is paramount and the
surface distortion would be restricted to half
the above amount.)
"In each case the deflection must include
the deflection due to prior creep as well as
that due to transverse load and thermal
distortion." Reason: Minor surface irregulari-
ties can cause very important increases in
local heating and can be self-aggravating.
Close control of these effects in design is
essential.
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Section
4.9.1.6 4-14
Para'.
New
4.10.1 4-16
Action
Add, following end of existing 4.9.1.6:
"The thermal protection system flight
design conditions shall include, in addition
to normal flight, the conditions of aborted
flight and emergency maneuvers resulting from
a guidance system failure or degradation.
"The thermal protection system shall:
"Withstand the aerodynamic heating, skin
friction and normal pressure under all flight
design conditions.
"Satisfy the aeroelastic requirements for
flutter prevention.
"Withstand the acoustic, vibration, and
shock loadings associated with the entire
design envelope.
"Not be functionally degraded during
exposure to design environments within the
specified limits of reuse and refurbishment.
"Withstand the rain, dust, humidity,
freezing, etc., requirements of the natural
environment (see 5.1.3).
"Be compatible with the vehicle structure,
in terms of temperature limitations, thermal
expansion, deflections, stiffnesses and loads
(see 4.6).
"Withstand TBD meteroid/radiation environ-
ments (see 4.10.8 and 5.1.3)." Reason; More
complete definition of TPS requirements is
needed.
Delete last paragraph of 4.10.1, substitute:
"The design thickness for ablation.materials
shall be increased by a selected fraction of the
predicted required geometric thickness based on
the nominal maximum allowable backwall (bond
line) temperature. An interim value for the
design thickness of 1.10 times the nominal
predicted required thickness is recommended
until more detailed characterization of the
particular material is available." Reason:
The existing criteria may yield excessive con-
servatism for receding ablators but little or
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Section Page Para.
4.10.1 (Continued)
4.10.4 4-17 New
4.10.13 4-19 New
5.1.2 5-2 First
5.1.2.1.1 5-2
Action
no design margin for those exhibiting little or
no geometric recession, respectively, even though
such materials may char significantly.
Add, following end of existing 4.10.4:
"All internal compartments of Space Shuttle
vehicles shall include provisions for venting such
that air can pass from compartments to a base
pressure, during all life phases, without exceeding
the design strength of floor beams, floor panels,
bulkheads, tankage, thermal protection system, spars,
ribs, or other structural components. Pending the
results of a venting analysis, all structure
enclosing compartments shall be designed to carry
TBD psi ultimate, in combination with ultimate
flight loads and pressures."
Add, following existing 4.10.13:
"The TPS shall be flightworthy for each mission.
Evidence of excessive temperature or time-
temperature damage shall be easily detectable at
least one mission prior to failure."
Change the sentence beginning:
"At least..." to, "Where applicable the follow-
ing conditions shall be evaluated: (1) gas
dynamic heating; (2) solar and planetary thermal
radiation; (3) structural conduction, heat
capacitance, and reradiation; (4) leakage and
internal convection; and (5) internally induced heat
transfer." Reason: More complete and more workable
requirement. Comment: The words "At Least" imply
existence of other conditions whereas a requirement
statement should be complete and leave no uncertainties
as to what is to be accounted for. On the other hand,
not all the stated conditions will always be present
and thus need be considered only "where applicable."
Change or add following:
Laminar Heating.
Turbulent Heating.
Heating in Separated
Flow Regions.
Heating in Interference
Regions.
Attached Flow
Region
1.10
1.25
1.50
1.50
Section Page Para. Action
5.1.2.1.1 (Continued) "The 1.10 or 1.25 factors should not be applied
in addition to or as a multiplier of the 1.50
factor. Where sufficient data on the type of
interference case under consideration exist,
permitting definition of trends with the primary
variables; angle .of attack, Mach number, Reynolds
number, and boundary layer condition, the 1.50
factor can be reduced to 1.25."
5.1.2.1.1 5-3 New Add at beginning of page 5-3:
"The location of the beginning of boundary layer
transition shall be defined by the most forward
position predicted by:
]<
 —77 -^ }- 7 = 10+. lie'0778 (8 in Degrees)
M /D /
e (Ke /
2. .^Ji^  ' "-(Re/ft)' 5
M
M
"The local pressure on windward surfaces should
be calculated using the modified Newtonian method.
The local boundary layer edge velocity may be
calculated using the parallel shock method.
"Either the Spalding-Chi or Rho-mu Momentum
Integral Methods may be used to predict turbulent
heating to a Space Shuttle orbiter. The Colburn
Reynolds analogy factor should be used with both
methods.
"The end of transition and the heating in the
transition region shall be defined by a linear
fairing on a log log plot between the laminar
heating at beginning of transition and the tur-
bulent heating of the end, where end of transition
is at 2 times the local distance Reynolds number
at the beginning of transition."
Reason: Simplicity of application.
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Section
5.1.2.1
Para Action
New Add, following existing 5.1.2.1.2: "5.1.2.1.3
LEAKAGE AND INTERNAL CONVECTION. The effects
of direct convective heating of internal struc-
tural members shall be evaluated for those TPS
designs where leakage of hot boundary layer gases
to the interior can take place." Reason: This
possible mode of structural heating is not
mentioned.
5.1.2.5 5-10 4(Last) Delete, substitute: "The effects of trajectory
dispersion shall be determined for all critical
external aerodynamic heating areas. Laminar,
transitional or turbulent flow shall be considered
in accordance with the transition criteria
employed for design." Reason; The term, "aero-
dynamic-heating indicator" has not been defined.
Use of the word "summation" is not clear. Flat
plate heating rates are not always adequate
indicators of dispersion effects because of response
to angle of attack, side slip, and transition
different from that of the vehicle configuration.
Laminar, transition, turbulent condition needs to
be stated.
5.2.10 5-22 New Add, following Section 5.2.10.2.6: "5.2.10.3 HEAT
TRANSFER" "Analysis of aerodynamic heat transfer
(cooling), radiation cooling, and structural tran-
sient temperatures shall be continued through
atmospheric flight that follows reentry or other
flight where there has been significant structural
heating until such time as can be shown that no
thermal contribution to critical design conditions
or material degradation can occur" Reason; Criti-
cal temperature conditions may occur long after
peak heating due to soak - through of stored heat.
Critical thermal stress conditions may arise from
rapid cooling of outer surfaces while internal
structure is still hot.
5.2.11 5-24 New Add, following Section 5.2.11.2: "5.2.11.3 HEAT
TRANSFER" "Analysis of radiant and convective
cooling and transient temperatures of the structure
shall be continued through and after landing
following reentry or other flight where there has
been significant structural heating until such time
as can be shown that no thermal contribution to
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Section Para Action
5.2.11 (Continued)
7.6.6.1
and
7.6.6.2
7.6.6.6
7.6.6.7
7-10
7-11
All
Second
7-11
critical design conditions or material degradation
can occur. The analysis shall include the effects
of the ground cooling system where required"
Reason; Critical temperature conditions for some
structural components may occur after landing due
to soak-through of stored heat. Ground cooling
and an analysis thereof may be required.
Combine: Reason: Joints are part of structure
and should be covered in 7.6.6.1.
Action: Delete the present paragraph, replacing
with: "Frequently tests cannot be performed in
completely simulated flight environment. Heating
levels which occur as transients in flight can
often be produced only as steady state conditions
in ground test facilities. For metallic and other
inert material TPS, it may be necessary to demon-
strate performance at maximum temperature in one
test and performance at maximum temperature gradients
in a different test. For ablators the additional
factors of aerodynamic shear, gas composition,
and boundary layer character are important. ' Tests
of ablator TPS usually only approximate the flight
environment and must be used to verify, analytical
predictions rather than to directly demonstrate
flight performance." Reason; Greater clarity
in recognizing the importance of differing factors
as a function of the type of TPS used.
After "heating" add "vibration, noise and pressure."
Reason: Insulation is potentially degraded by
environmental effects other than heating.
APPENDIX H
CONVERSION OF U.S. CUSTOMARY UNITS TO SI UNITS
U.S.
CUSTOMARY UNIT
foot
Reynolds number/foot
inch
pound force
2
pounds force/foot
2
pounds force/inch
2
pound force-second/foot
mile (nautical)
feet/second
2
feet /second
°Rankine (°R)
"Fahrenheit (°F)
British Thermal Unit (btu)
2
btu/foot -second
2
btu/foot -second-°R
2
btu/foot -second-°R
btu/pound mass-°R
btu/pound mass
pound mass
3
pounds mass/foot
equivalent value in SI unit.
CONVERSION
FACTOR*
0.3048
3.2808
0.0254
4.448
47.8803
6894.757
47.8803
1853.25
0.3048
0.0929
0.5556
K=(5/9)(°F+459.67)
1054.3503
11348.9310
20428.0658
20428.0658
860.7871
478.2533
0.4536
16.0185
f.S. customary unit
SI UNIT
meter
Reynolds number/meter
meter
Newton
2
Newton/meter
2
Newton/meter
2
Newton second/meter
meter
meter/second
2
meter /second
"Kelvin (°K)
"Kelvin
joule
2
watts/meter
2
watts/meter -°K
2joules /meter -second-"K
joules/kilogram-°K
j oules /kilogram
kilogram
kilogram/meter
by conversion factor to obtain
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Figure 1. STUDY APPROACH
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STRUCTURAL CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS:
(1) FLY THE LIMIT NORMAL LOAD FACTOR AND
DYNAMIC PRESSURE LINE AS SHOWN
(2) SUSTAIN -1.0 TO 2.6 G NORMAL LOAD
FACTOR FROM ARBITRARY MANEUVER
ANYTIME AFTER DYNAMIC PRESSURE
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Figure 11. LATE REENTRY & TRANSITION TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS
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Figure 124. WEIGHT SENSITIVITIES
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